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Manoly R. Lupul

THE TRAGEDY OF CANADA’S WHITE ETHNICS:
A CONSTITUTIONAL POST-MORTEM

Last October, I presented a paper in Edmonton on “The Political

Implementation of Multiculturalism” to the biennial conference

of the Canadian Ethnic Studies Association. The paper indicted

the federal government, and in particular Prime Minister Trudeau,
for failing to create the climate and atmosphere that would give

the policy of multiculturalism a high profile and enable it to rise

above the superficial levels of folk dance and song, ethnic studies

and immigrant orientation.

In probing the reasons for the prime minister’s indifference,

it suddenly struck me that although Trudeau is white, he is not
ethnic. Although he does refer to himself as a French Canadian,
being a tenth-generation Canadien on his father’s side, he is not

French. He is, at best, a French-speaking Canadian, a francophone
—which in shorthand can come down to us as “French,” but it

would be a great mistake to forget that it is shorthand we are

using. The only “French” in Canada are recent immigrants from
France. With time, it might be appropriate to refer to such im-
migrants as French Canadians, but that would depend on the ex-

tent to which they embraced the lifestyle of mainstream North
American society. If they drew minimally from that society—eco-
nomically mainly—they would be French forever. But not so their

children. Because of the school, if nothing else, their children would
become French Canadians, assuming, of course, that contact with
the home remained close. Their children’s children—the grandchil-

dren—might be French Canadians (depending on how and where
they were raised), but more likely they would prefer to see them-
selves as Canadians of French origin, and subsequent generations
in a province like Quebec would refer to themselves only as Cana-
diens (today Quebecois) and see themselves even as a nationality

distinct from the French of France.
How much the well-travelled, cosmopolitan Trudeau draws

on the culture of contemporary France, I cannot say; what is clear,
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however, is that the average Canadien hardly knows that France
exists. To the vast majority of Quebecois, the values, politics, at-

titudes and daily routine of the French are as alien as is their lan-

guage. The Quebecois are francophone Canadians—at best French-

speaking Canadians; they are not ethnic French, because they are

now at a great distance from the French of France.

From here it was just a short step to another, much larger,

general category in Canada—the Anglo-Celts—whom we also never

identify as ethnics. We simply do not speak of the ethnic Irish or

the ethnic Welsh or the ethnic Scottish or the ethnic English. The
Irish, Welsh, Scottish or English—even as immigrants—are never

referred to as ethnics. They may be members of cultural groups

with distinct languages (or dialects), characteristics and customs,

but when they come to Canada, they come not as ethnics or

“foreigners”—the long-time pejorative and now unacceptable equiv-

alent of ethnic, according to the Gage Dictionary of Canadian
English. The Anglo-Celts come as members of founding peoples,

whom they join and with whom they blend in quickly. And because

the Anglo-Celts in Canada are the largest category and are almost

everywhere the majority (or nealy so), and because the majority

determines what is desirable, such blending is regarded as desirable

and is much encouraged, except where, as in the case of visible

minorities, it is impossible.

It follows naturally that those European nationalities—for-

eigners vis-a-vis the Anglo-Celts—that blend most easily are most
desirable. And if they also blend eagerly, as do those from northern

Europe—the Nordics from Scandinavia, Germany and northern

France (especially Normandy and Brittany) —they are the very best

of immigrants and doubly welcome. Not only do they mix easily,

but they do not upset the population mix. They quickly cease to

be mindful of life in the old country, and their term as white eth-

nics is short—lasting often no longer than the first immigrant
generation and very seldom past the third. By the fourth genera-

tion only a handful are actual members of the ethnic or cultural

group; for most, the characteristics and customs of the group are

highly romanticized and heavily stylized, if present at all. Among
them, the loss of the ethnic language is total.

While thus musing, I heard a news broadcast refer to the

“Boat People” from Vietnam as “ethnic Chinese.” This seemed
appropriate, because they had not come from China (in which
case, they would have been simply Chinese), and despite their

similarity to the Vietnamese, they had not assimilated and become
Vietnamese for reasons that need not trouble us here. Nor would
they be assimilated in Canada. Because of their facial features,
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they could never voluntarily cease being ethnic Chinese in Canada
—an unfortunate or fortunate fate, depending on how much one
wishes to lose oneself in North America’s mainstream society. Only
such Chinese as wish to disappear (for whatever reasons) will be

unhappy, for they are too visible to disappear. The Chinese in

North America are so different that they are expected to have
minimal contacts with North Americans and to live apart forever,

or at best to live in both cultural worlds with a minimum of tension

for themselves and others. As members of a visible minority, they

cannot escape themselves; they wear their ethnic identity literally

on their sleeves, as did the Jews and others during the war in

Nazi Germany. In Canada, the same is true of the native peoples

and, of course, of the blacks and a great variety of other peoples

from the Third World.
In between the non-ethnics, the disappearing white ethnics

and the visible ethnics is a fourth group, in which fall the ethnic

Ukrainians as distinct from all those Ukrainians who still live in

Ukraine. The rest of this paper will deal mainly with this fourth

group, the category known between the two world wars as the

non-preferred peoples, whose immigration had to be discouraged

or at best carefully regulated and confined as much as possible to

domestics and farm laborers. Into this category fall all the peoples

from southern, central and eastern Europe, with their strange,

unpronounceable names derived from what are perceived to be
a multitude of impossible languages. They round out the comple-
ment of “first peoples,” “founding peoples” and “visible peoples,”

to use today’s fashionable terminology. Their tragedy is that of

any outcast or pariah.

And they themselves compound the tragedy immensely when
they fail to recognize that almost seventy-five per cent of the Cana-
dian population, though white, is not ethnic, and that at least a
further ten per cent sheds its ethnicity as quickly as it does its

coat. Thus, the overwhelming majority of the country’s population

can never really appreciate the aspirations of the white ethnics,

let alone share them. In these circumstances, to swell the number
of ethnics to one-third of the country’s population and then actual-

ly to refer to that number as “the third force” is to be very foolish.

With hindsight, it was ludicrous to flaunt such statistics in the
face of authority or to try to build a political movement such as

multiculturalism upon such quicksand. The numbers simply do
not add up, and in politics that is the bottom line—unless you are

first peoples, with the special feelings that can be aroused because
of original occupancy, or visible peoples, obliged to ward off the
never-ending barbs of racism. The white ethnics did not make the
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bottom line because they all too frequently invoked census figures

that did not reflect the real Canadian world.

We should not be surprised, therefore, that the new Canadian
constitution gives white ethnics nothing that it does not give to

all other men and women, and very much less than it gives “the

first peoples,” “the founding peoples” and “the visible peoples.”

In fact, in terms of any rights that could be assigned to the cultural

and linguistic aspirations of white ethnics, they can claim nothing.

The “first peoples” got—or will soon get—the rights (including the

linguistic right) needed to survive as a group; the “founding peo-

ples” have been given the right to survive as a group wherever

they are a minority; and the “visible peoples” will survive because

they cannot do otherwise. They cannot disappear; they must only

be assured of the conditions to persevere, and this they have been
given through the guarantee of freedom from discrimination on
the basis of color. For the white ethnics, the right to a linguistic

underpinning for their culture has been denied. On the one hand
they are not sufficiently different to merit attention, and on the

other most are too similar to the majority whites to warrant atten-

tion. It is not the business of government—and even less of the

national constitution—to perpetuate ethnicity. The latter is the

property of the first, immigrant generation, which too must be

(and is) protected from discrimination on account of ethnic origin.

But in subsequent generations ethnicity normally declines, and it

is not the task of government or of the nation’s fundamental law
either to reverse this or to try to establish a state of equilibrium

between the cultures of the Old and New Worlds. The state can
hardly assume the responsibility of preparing a great variety of

bilingual and bicultural individuals if the bilingualism and bicul-

turalism to be encouraged is outside the parameters of the two
indigenous, non-ethnic Canadian cultures.

Such reasoning is, of course, natural in an English-French
bilingual and bicultural country. Whether it has any place in a

society that professes multiculturalism—that declares all cultures

to be equal, as the federal government did in October 1971—is

another matter. Multiculturalism, was advanced by bicultural indi-

viduals with access to language, which gave their second culture

a meaningful base. Multiculturalism was advanced in a multilingual

setting. The multilingual underpinning was as essential to meet
cultural needs as was official bilingualism to meet communicative
needs. It is true that the constitutional charter of rights and free-

doms “shall be interpreted in a manner consistent with the pre-

servation and enhancement of the multicultural heritage of Cana-
da.” But if the biculturalism is watered down for lack of a guaran-
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teed linguistic base, what kind of multiculturalism will we be

preserving and enhancing? If all cultures are equal, are not all

languages also equal for cultural purposes, language being an in-

tegral part of each culture? In a multicultural society, each indi-

vidual must have the opportunity by right to acquire such lan-

guages as will meet his communicative and cultural needs. That
right the clause below (presented in the brief of the Ukrainian

Canadian Committee to the Joint Parliamentary Committee on

the Constitution) would have provided:

Citizens of Canada shall have their children receive their primary

and secondary school instruction in the language of the majority of

the population of the province in which they reside and in any other

language (s) in accordance with the expressed desire of parents in

any area of the province in which the number of children of such

citizens is sufficient to warrant the provision out of public funds of

minority language educational facilities in that area.

The above clause, however, did not prevail, because all cul-

tures in Canada are not and cannot be equal, if the reference is

to the actual cultural context in which human beings in Canada
live out their lives. The culture of the ethnic Ukrainians, for ex-

ample, is hardly equal to the two indigenous, non-ethnic cultures

of Canadian mainstream society in the latter’s power to influence

values, attitudes and understandings. They may be qualitatively

equal, but quality hardly makes up for sheer presence—for an
environment that affects one’s thought and behavior on a daily

basis. It is equally clear that the staying power of the ethnic Ukrai-
nian is hardly equal to that of the Anglo-Celt in Alberta or of the

francophone in Quebec. The democracy of cultures implies the

democracy of cultural groups, which in actual fact does not exist—

but the believing white ethnics want so much to believe in egali-

tarianism that they mistake the will to believe for the reality itself.

And the clever politicians respond in kind, feigning to give all

while withholding language—the most essential cultural prop.

For the ethnic Ukrainians, failure to obtain the constitutional

amendment has a significance all its own. The amendment would
have recognized ethnic-Ukrainian consciousness as a positive good
to be encouraged and developed. Ukrainians (I am now using
shorthand) were playing for high stakes indeed—nothing less than
the entrenchment in the Canadian constitution of the centuries-old

Ukrainian predicament. In refusing them, Canada’s national gov-

ernment was indicating that it was not interested in the survival

of the ethnic Ukrainians as a minority. Their predicament was
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theirs alone; it was none of the nation’s business. Prime Minister

Trudeau came into politics to save his own people, not the ethnic

Ukrainians. And since neither the Conservatives nor Saskatche-

wan’s Attorney-General, the influential Roy Romanow, raised

the issue, the Ukrainians did not stand a chance. But all should

know what Canada’s Ukrainians were refused—the basis for sur-

vival as a group in all parts of Canada where their numbers are

sufficient. I am not surprised we lost; indeed, I would have been
surprised had we won. The non-ethnics who govern us have never

been willing to take seriously the difficult “Ukrainian Question.”

Our first settlers found this out immediately after the First World
War. Nothing has changed since. The Diefenbaker phenomenon
was an aberration. Diefenbaker’s real concern was with the spread

of communism west into eastern Europe. He had nothing to say

about communism above the Black Sea before the late 1950s—and
when he discovered it, it was to reap political benefits at home.
He did not have the same intensity about Ukraine’s freedom as,

say, Czechoslovakia’s. The white ethnics—being helpless and with-

out friends—are always being taken in by one politician or another.

Prime Minister Trudeau was not the first.

It is clear, then, that with Trudeau Canada’s Ukrainians, as

the most numerous of the white ethnics, were courting tragedy

from the outset. It is only regrettable that it took so long to arrive

at a new constitution and to reach the moment of truth. With the

latter, we enter a new era, one in which it would be a mistake to

ignore the central fact of assimilation in North American life. One
cannot wish it away with slogans like “We do not believe in as-

similation, we prefer integration.” It is better to face reality, which
comes through daily in well-known statistics about steadily declin-

ing religious affiliation, the rapid loss of Ukrainian as a mother
tongue, and the equally rapid increase in intermarriage. Inter-

marriage is certainly a form of integration, but it is assimilative

too. And in North America it is a natural phenomenon with which
parents interfere at their peril. Every agency in mainstream society

encourages it for everyone, except between whites and the visible

minorities.

Ours is a homogenizing society. It is rooted in mass produc-

tion, whose success depends on as much uniformity as possible.

The emphasis on standardization affects our attitudes and values,

including the value placed on ethnicity, which is one difference

North Americans have been taught to live without. Attitudes and
values can be changed, of course, but the forces stressing assimila-

tion will always overwhelm their opposite, because our society

cannot survive without assimilation and because today’s non-eth-
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nics have been here a long time and are far more numerous. This
is precisely why they are non-ethnics. Their ethnic cultures were
transformed into our mainstream culture, but it would be foolish

to remind them of this, because today they feel no ethnicity. You
can ascribe ethnicity to an eighth-generation Englishman from
Ontario. He cannot stop you. But it will do you no good, for the

essence of ethnicity is what sets you apart from mainstream so-

ciety, and the Englishman, wherever he may be in Canada, even
as an immigrant, feels and is very much a part of mainstream so-

ciety. Even the Englishman in Quebec is no exception. He would
be scandalized if you referred to him as an ethnic—and in the

North American context this is understandable.

Parenthetically, however, on the subject of intermarriage, it

is also true that ethnically conscious Ukrainians in Canada have the

advantage as spouses over Canadians without an ethnic conscious-

ness in instilling an ethnic-Ukrainian consciousness in their chil-

dren—and this perhaps indefinitely, provided there is a Ukrainian-
language stream in the school system of mainstream society. By
themselves, most mixed-marriage homes can seldom withstand
the school’s assimilative influences, and few non-ethnically con-

scious spouses will be comfortable with Saturday schools, which
cater essentially to immigrants and, like all things immigrant,
carry little or no status in North America. Since it is primarily

the ethnically conscious Canadians of Ukrainian origin who seek
such Ukrainian-language streams, it should surprise no one that

it was the Ukrainians who pushed to have the minority-language
educational clause in the constitution liberalized. The others, not
surprisingly, hardly stirred, perhaps justifying Prime Minister
Trudeau’s indifference and certainly making his job much easier.

But I digress. If assimilation is a dominant fact of North
American life and the ethnic category keeps disappearing, only to

be replenished by a steady stream of immigrants from “the old

country,” the almost total absence of immigration from Ukraine
contributes mightily to the tragedy of the white ethnics. Immigra-
tion of ethnically conscious Ukrainians from South America and
of ethnic Ukrainians from Poland, now in Austria, is one option,

but for that skilful organization is needed, a point to which we
shall return. But if the immigrant is the truest ethnic (as he is)

and if multiculturalism is rooted in ethnicity, then not only is

multiculturalism as a phenomenon of ethnic consciousness essen-

tially meaningless to most individuals past the second generation
(that is, the first Canadian-born generation), but the appeal of

multiculturalism would be greatest to members of the first, im-
migrant generation.
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Both are borne out by reality. The francophones and Anglo-

Celts, as non-ethnic, have not identified with multiculturalism.

They throw no multicultural festivals, and when they participate,

it is as folk troupes doing habitant or Highland dances, Irish jigs,

or Welsh choral numbers, very rarely in Gaelic. The English do
not participate. At a recent conference in Winnipeg on multicul-

turalism and education, the renditions of the decidedly old-looking

German choir were most unsteady, the Vietnamese and Caribbean
dancers were as prominent as the Polish singers and dancers and
the Scottish pipers and drummers. The Ukrainians, as is now
usual, provided the finale. The numerous francophones of St. Bo-
niface sent no one; at the end, two francophones of unknown
provincial origin protested loudly the absence of simultaneous

translation during the after-dinner speech by Lloyd Axworthy,
the federal minister of manpower and immigration—and the

shouting was probably justified. The federal policy is “multicul-

turalism within a bilingual framework,” and the framework, at

least during that particular evening, was decidedly Anglo. The
generous sprinkling of benevolent Anglo-Celts thoroughly enjoyed
themselves—as they have for decades when observing folklore on
display, conducting immigrant orientation sessions and English-

as-a-second-language classes, undertaking ethnic studies, and en-

couraging love, tolerance and charity for all. No fundamental ques-

tions were raised.

The appeal of multiculturalism to immigrants is borne out

by their membership on such bodies as the Canadian Consultative

Council on Multiculturalism (CCCM) and the Alberta Cultural

Heritage Council, where they usually make up at least one-half

of the representatives. The Anglo-Celts are seldom represented by
anyone past the first Canadian-born generation. Most often, their

representatives are emigres, ten to thirty years removed from the

British Isles. The francophones of Quebec have so resented the

ethnicity implicit in multiculturalism that Quebec’s representation

on the CCCM has been one-quarter of Ontario’s, with the franco-

phones barely visible. The CCCM has been much concerned with

taking multiculturalism to the Anglo-Celts and the franco-

phones, but apart from enlisting a few professors and teachers, the

results have been disappointing. No member of any Establishment
—whether political

,
economic, artistic, journalistic, athletic or edu-

cational—has taken multiculturalism seriously. Maclean's, for ex-

ample, has still to carry its first positive article on the subject. To
the Edmonton Journal we are still a bicultural society, except in

August when Heritage Days roll around.
In these circumstances, council members and bureaucrats
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become very frustrated churning out recommendations, most of

which go nowhere, because they can go nowhere. Non-ethnics will

not support meaningful ethnicity for fear either that their own
status will become compromised by something they cannot feel

or that their own power may even be diluted by having to share

it with white ethnics, not to mention the deadly serious “first peo-

ples” and the aggressive visible minorities. Not surprisingly, ambi-

tious but frustrated ministers of the crown charged with the re-

sponsibility for multiculturalism shift the emphasis to racial dis-

crimination to make their work more meaningful. And with multi-

culturalism so rooted in immigration, the shift is natural. What
could be more sensible than looking after those immigrants, in

the process of immigrant orientation, who are experiencing the

largest problems of adjustment.

It is now conventional wisdom that Canada’s Ukrainians of all

varieties were the major force behind the multiculturalism move-
ment. Yet this very variety has spelled subsequent disaster. As
tragic as it has been for Ukrainians to ignore the dominant role

of the non-ethnics in Canadian society, to fail to recognize

the motivation of the disappearing ethnics, and to appreciate the

predicament of the visible ethnics, the tragedy has been made
much worse by the utter inability of Canada’s organized Ukrai-

nians to recognize and to cope with the fact that the Ukrainian
group is far from homogeneous. There is much reference to “nasha
hromada” as if it were really an objective reality unaffected by
the severe fragmentation of three major immigrations, several

generations, the normal social-class structure, and a multitude of

organizations. Ukrainians are at best a community of communities,
a rich diversity that they do not know, because they do not want
to know its true nature and dimensions. Ukrainians are disturbed

—even angered—by it, because they know it enfeebles them. Yet
they will not get together—not even on such all-essential or general-

ly accepted necessities as bilingual classrooms. In Edmonton, the

Parents’ Advisory Committee looks after children in the Catholic

schools; the Ukrainian Bilingual Association, after those in the

non-Catholic schools—and the twain supposedly shall never meet.
At the hearings of the Federal Commission on Bilingualism and
Biculturalism in Edmonton in the fall of 1964, the Ukrainians
presented five briefs. The Catholics had theirs and the Orthodox
theirs, and the Ukrainian Canadian Committee, of course, repre-

sented everyone, to the utter dismay of media reporters and other
observers! Ukrainians simply will not submerge their differences,

and in matters of the greatest magnitude not only must they
prevail, but their opponent must not. If they cannot annihilate
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him, they must so shame or hobble him that he will cease to be

a power. As a result, one cannot say that Ukrainians care much
to develop strategies that would make them a force in Canada.

Most, it appears, can get far more excited about events in Ukraine
than about developments in Canada. And that is perhaps natural

when you consider that so many of the most involved in Ukrainian

life in Canada are first- and second-generation Canadians with

little appreciation of the significance of their entering the cultural

debate in the early 1960s.

In articulating the multicultural position through briefs, dele-

gations and conferences, the Ukrainians entered the big league of

the Canadian political process. For the first time, they were deter-

mined to affect national policy—to affect policy that would change
the very way in which Canada was viewed. Canada’s identity,

they insisted, was multicultural because of its ethnic pluralism.

Canada’s identity must reflect its human reality (or at least its

alleged human reality). The undertaking was a tremendous one.

Ukrainians were, in fact, stepping for the first time out of their

varied community ghettos onto the stage of a national forum,

speaking as if with one voice and as if all were equally interested

and enthusiastic. This is certainly how it appeared to the outsider,

and it was in no one’s interest to say or to do anything to change
that impression. But when the federal government capitulated in

October 1971, so virtually did the Ukrainians. They did not realize

that they had moved out of the era of political advocacy (at which
they were very good) into a new era of sustained political-power

politics (at which they have shown themselves to be woefully

inadequate). They had established themselves as a legitimate

special-interest group, but no one then could have predicted how
little stomach they had for the prolonged trench warfare that is

the usual way of life of every pressure group on the national stage.

The role that had been assumed required a seriousness of purpose
that was not forthcoming.

Continued commitment was essential, because all govern-

ments, being in the hands of non-ethnic politicans, were at best

lukewarm to the implementation of multiculturalism, and the
losses, to refer only to the federal level (the losses at most provin-

cial levels were even worse), were tremendous. Consider only this

single, unfulfilled recommendation from the First Annual Report
of the Canadian Consultative Council on Multiculturalism, released

late in 1975:

It is recommended that in the implementation of its multiculturalism

policy, the federal government make funds available to relevant
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provincial departments for the teaching of languages other than

English and French, and that these funds be used:

a) To aid all schools and institutions which carry on a satisfactory

language program ... in the language and culture of an ethno-

cultural group.

b) To furnish teaching materials ... on the arts, crafts, music, cus-

toms, literature, and history in the languages of interested groups.

c) To train teachers ... in languages spoken in Canada ....

d) To cover the costs of transporting students, renting buildings,

and establishing school libraries.

e) To assist in the establishment of . . . language camps . . . and . . .

post-secondary language immersion centres.

f) To assist interested organizations to advertise and promote lan-

guage and culture classes, including the use of consultants in

provincial departments of education to explain, organize and

coordinate such classes.

g) To begin the teaching of languages at the pre-school level ....

Significant also has been the disparity between the funding of

bilingualism and multiculturalism. In 1979-80 it was $190,179,000

(with $175 million for “Official Languages in Education”) against

$7,783,000. In recent years, the one million francophones outside

Quebec have received federal grants in support of their organiza-

tions averaging $12 million to $13 million annually. Few other

groups have benefited; the Ukrainians, hardly at all. And in the

constitutional distribution of powers, Ukrainians are recognized

only symbolically—a good indication, incidentally, of the symbolic

nature of the multiculturalism policy they were given in the first

place.

The frustration for some has, of course, been tremendous. But
why should the federal government act differently? Is there anyone
or anything ethnic, let alone Ukrainian, hig enough to make the

government act differently? Non-ethnics are not charitable to

ethnics—especially to white ethnics who really ought to know
better than to parade their ethnicity to the nth generation. Ukrai-
nians are certainly in no position to change their minds. The non-
ethnics now know what they had always supposed: that Ukrainians
are incapable of carrying on effective political action over any ex-

tended period of time. They may have a myriad of organizations,

but they really are not organized at all. While excellent at develop-

ing Ukrainian festivals and classes in Ukrainian dancing,
cuisine, Easter-egg painting and other arts and crafts, where the
emphasis increasingly has been on making everything more beauti-

ful, more perfect, more effective, they have failed to carry over
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the same interest and enthusiasm and the same sense of sophisti-

cation into making more efficient organizations in Canada that

have political as well as cultural goals. And this includes not just

such traditional organizations as the Ukrainian Self-Reliance

League (SUS), the Ukrainian Catholic Brotherhood (BUK), the

Ukrainian National Federation (UNO), the Canadian League for

the Liberation of Ukraine (LVU), and the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee, but the Ukrainian Canadian Professional and Business

Federation as well. In its membership, finances and commitment,
the federation is weak, poor and lukewarm, when what is most
needed are many members, much money and deep dedication.

To explain this political ineptitude is not easy, but primacy

of place probably belongs to what might be termed an impulse

toward anarchy. Ukrainians seem determined to self-destruct—

almost as if they had little will to live and were bent on genocide.

They discuss their problem in Canada endlessly and can even
quote a battery of statistics on their decline and their losses. Doing
so is almost therapeutic, a kind of catharsis, but they seem incapa-

ble of devising any coordinated action that would reverse the losses

and stem the decline. The incessant backbiting and tensions be-

tween Toronto, Winnipeg and Edmonton, and now between east

and west, are perhaps normal in the Canadian circumstances, but
Ukrainians cannot afford the luxury of behaving like normal Ca-
nadians. Their predicament makes them abnormal. But sadly,

only the last immigration seems capable of appreciating that pre-

dicament, and they are the most divided of all!

At times it almost seems as if the least attractive part of the

Ukrainian heritage is finally catching up with the Ukrainians.

Apart from very brief periods in the tenth to thirteenth, the seven-

teenth and the twentieth centuries, they have been essentially a

stateless people, and as such have not experienced the discipline

that obtaining and holding power generates. Yet without that

discipline, compromise is impossible, and without compromise and
consensus, no coordinated action, the very basis of effective organi-

zation, can emerge. But perhaps the problem is really much deeper
and even less flattering. Perhaps Ukrainians really do not know
how to do things. Their roots, after all, are essentially rural, and
even in urban centres they have been primarily working-class. With
little opportunity to acquire administrative and political expe-

rience, they have a poor understanding of the political process,

and such exceptions as do exist take little or no interest in Ukrai-
nian organizations.

But whatever the reasons, the fact does remain that Ukrai-
nians are quick to make their views known on any matter affecting
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culture, language and national identity, but have neither the

strength nor the stamina to follow through. Yet it is on the na-

tional level that one is up against the toughest players with the

most effective back-up support. Naturally, it is there also that the

absence of such support is most noticeable and also most embar-
rassing.

Well, then, what do we do and where do we go from here?

These are essentially political questions, beyond this paper, which
is basically analytic. I have tried to indicate the present situation

of white ethnics like the Ukrainians—a situation that first must
be well understood before future directions are charted. The goal

is to spur discussion and further analysis in the belief that the

present is a time for introspection, not action. In fact, further

action should be contingent upon the quality of analysis. If it is

good, the road ahead will be clear; if it is poor, there will be no
reason to stir at all.
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Martha Bohachevsky-Chomiak

FEMINISM IN UKRAINIAN HISTORY

At first glance, feminism would appear to have played a small role

in Ukrainian history. As an ideology advocating women’s libera-

tion, feminism tends to arouse skeptical reactions, in much the

same fashion as nationalism elicits weary sighs and raised eyebrows
from many nationals of independent states or of dominant nations

within an empire, who take their own national assertion for granted

but consider the contemporary striving of others for national self-

assertion to be cultural and political infantilism. Feminism and
Ukrainian history? What could be more irrelevant? What could be

less timely, given the many pressing needs of the Ukrainian nation,

Ukrainian scholarship, and various groups of the Ukrainian dia-

spora?

A detailed analysis of the history of the Ukrainian women’s
movement, however, belies this contention. A closer look at femi-

nism, moreover, reveals similarities between feminism and na-

tionalism. Both have advanced the importance of an entity—

Ukraine or women—whose existence as a valid and separate unit

has been questioned. Both Ukrainians and women have had to

justify their quest for autonomy within political and social systems
that relegate them to subordinate positions. Both have had to face

similar drawbacks: the lack of an institutional base, accusations

of selfish exclusiveness, and charges of pettiness. The instruments
for promoting both ideologies frequently have been limited to

education and literature. The major issue for both has been how
to achieve autonomy and legitimate self-worth, and how to gain

some measure of individual independence.
Ukrainian women helped to create a nationally aware secular

intelligentsia. But in the face of blatant political and national

repression, of violation of basic human rights, Ukrainian women’s
organizations considered that the assertion of the rights of the
nation had to be their first priority. For any Ukrainian in the
Russian Empire in the nineteenth century, being Ukrainian meant
being hostile to the ideology that provided support for Russian
tsarism and consciously accepting a progressive world view. All
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Ukrainian patriots were progressive in their outlook and democratic

in their politics. The recognition of the basic equality of men and
women was an integral part of their orientation.

Ukrainian women managed to avoid the rigidly doctrinaire

thinking that frequently doomed the Eastern-European intelli-

gentsia to sterile discussions. They were neither expected to de-

velop an ideology nor conditioned to such discussions. Instead,

they concentrated on the “small deeds” approach, doing what
needed to be done regardless of its scope. Failure to provide ideo-

logical justification for their work did not harm them, but failure

to see the broader implications of feminism made them blind to

the importance of their own work. Some eastem-Ukrainian women
activists even denied being feminists, because they identified femi-

nism with a narrow political liberalism. Zinaida Mirna, a woman
activist originally from the Kuban, stressed that there was no
conflict between the women’s movement and dedicated patriotism:

In whatever forms the women’s movement manifested itself in

Ukraine, it strove for everything for which a true democracy aimed

—an equal measure of freedom and responsibility for each indi-

vidual as a precondition for the greater consciousness of the self

and the better performance of one’s duties toward the national com-

munity. 1

Although sexual equality was taken for granted within the
Ukrainian patriotic milieu, a patronizing attitude within it toward
women can nevertheless be detected. Concomitantly, the women
downplayed their own importance and deferred to the men, even
in defining the role of women.

What, after all, does the traditional role of the mother entail?

Peasant women could never afford the luxury of just looking after

husbands and children. They also ran the internal economy of the
household, worked in the fields, and did extra work or fashioned
handicrafts to supplement the family income. In the early stages of

industrialization, the backbreaking labors in the fields were re-

placed by equally difficult work in the factories, or by taking in

borders, laundering or sewing to earn money. Taras Shevchenko
understood the reality of the life of peasant women when he wrote:
“I do not know why they call a quiet peasant home a paradise.”
Even the widely quoted

U nashim rai na zemli

Nichoho krashchoho nemaie
Iak taia maty molodaia

1 Zhinka (Lviv), 1937, no. 7.
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is a poem on the loneliness of the mother, her unrequited love for

her child. It ends with a doomsday prediction for the mother:

I liubytymesh neboho,

Poky ne zahynesh

Mezhy psamy na morozi

Denebud pid tynom!

Shevchenko died eight years before Harriet Taylor and John
Stuart Mill published On the Subjection of Women, five years

before 1,500 British women signed the first petition for woman
suffrage, and in the year in which the Russian Empire formally

abolished serfdom. He saw in a woman—Mariia Vilinska Marko-
vych Zhuchenko, better known as Marko Vovchok—his spiritual

successor.

The issue of sexual equality emerged in societies where women
had the education and leisure time to formulate it. It emerged
at a time when progress was glorified, the nuclear family was be-

coming the norm, and industrialization brought major changes in

the lives of the masses. The “sexual equality” that resulted became
a double burden for women who tried to fulfill the idealized role

of mother and wife while pursuing community- or career-oriented

goals.

Feminist thought distinguishes between four broad socio-

psychological historical stages. In the pre-Bronze Age, it seems
that birth, lactation, and the ability to bleed without dying en-

dowed women with powers mysterious enough to create matriarchal

systems. Later, these powers, no longer mysterious, became proof

of the uncleanliness and weakness of women and justified their

subordination. In modern times, sexual equality was circumscribed

by existing societal prejudices. Hence, even when legal equality

was achieved, women could not make full use of it, because psy-

chological, biological and societal barriers tended to perpetuate ine-

quality. New feminism is searching for the means to best actualize

the potential of both males and females without doing violence to

the individual. This stage is predicated on the ability of the indi-

vidual to achieve a sense of autonomy, authenticity and self-worth.

Feminism, therefore, is a striving for individual autonomy and an
attempt at ensuring the objective conditions for its realization.

The ominous-sounding “liberation” is nothing but the Ukrainian
“vyzvolennia” or “uyzvolnyi rukh,” which elicits a surge of justified

pride in our hearts. It connotes the legitimate quest for liberty,

equal opportunity, and the right to individual autonomy.
Significantly, the first and still major feminist novel in Ukrai-

nian literature, Olha Kobylianska’s Tsarivna (The Princess), pub-
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lished in 1896, stressed the attainment of personal authenticity

and autonomy. This process was complicated by the fact that the

heroine was a woman. As a woman who was denied education and

travel, Kobylianska was more aware of the seductions of subordina-

tion lurking for women. Yet, autonomy was neither predicated on

nor determined by the sex of her heroine. Mykyta Shapoval, an

eastern-Ukrainian political activist, realized that the striving for

autonomy and individual authenticity was at the core of Koby-
lianska’s writing and used her as a model for his own quest for

authenticity. 2

Women’s equality is most likely to be achived during some
serious crisis. When society, as a congregate of families, is itself

threatened, everyone does what has to be done and not what he

or she has been accustomed to doing. Throughout its history,

Ukraine has been under virtually continuous pressure, which has

frequently threatened its very survival. Women in frontier societies

had to be more self-reliant and independent than women in stable

societies. Frontier societies were characterized by independence,

individualism and anarchy, attributes that Ukraine exhibited

throughout the stages of its incorporation into the Russian Empire.

The situation in Western Ukraine was slightly different. After

the eighteenth century, methods of social control there were more
subtle. Politically, Western Ukrainian territories, especially Galicia,

were under a parliamentary system, more or less. The opportunity

for legal political activity for the Ukrainians in the nineteenth

century, however, was not accompanied by the emancipation of

women. The discrimination against women led to the formation of

the first Ukrainian women’s organizations in 1884 and gave rise

to feminist literature. The issues raised by the Ukrainian feminists

nearly one hundred years ago still remain relevant today.

What were the interests of the Ukrainian women, and how
did they see themselves in the national picture?

In the Russian Empire, and to a lesser degree among the Poles,

the discussion of the “women’s question” became popular in the

1860s. It was closely tied to the questions of women’s education,

service to the common people in the countryside, and growth of an
active opposition to tsarism. In theory at least, the women in the

Russian Empire had control over their wealth. The women of the
upper classes and the intelligentsia, therefore, once they broke with
the traditional concepts of tsarism and class stratification, were more

2 Shapoval, “Doha khatianstva,” in Ukrainska khata (New York,

1955)
, pp. 35-6.
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likely to be accepted into the mainstream of the opposition move-
ment than was the case elsewhere in Europe. Since neither men nor

women in the Russian Empire had political rights, the idealized

version of the struggle for political liberty had them side by side.

In the Habsburg Empire, on the other hand, all women,
children and the insane were specifically disenfranchised, but some
men, and after 1907 all adult males, had the vote. A few westem-
Ukrainian women had been making political statements and writ-

ing minor literary works since 1848. The emancipation discussion,

however, did not develop fully until the late 1870s. Then it was
raised within the context of Western European socialism. The first

Galician feminists were also socialists.

Like other socialists, the Ukrainian socialist men were very

doctrinaire on the issue of women. Although they formally sup-

ported women’s liberation, they insisted that women’s inequality

was inherent in the capitalist structure. It could be remedied solely

through a socialist transformation of the system, and only through
the labor movement. They considered feminism as such to be a

bourgeois whim of spoiled ladies.

The major theoretician of Ukrainian feminism, however, open-

ly claimed to be both a socialist and a feminist. Natalia Ozarke-

vych Kobrynska (1851-1920) was probably the first woman to

point out the threat of the “double burden” of women that would
come about when economic necessity forced them into the labor

market while unchanged family roles left them with all the tradi-

tional household and child-rearing tasks. This is the major issue

raised by women still today. In her debates with Klara Zetkin,

the official specialist on women’s affairs in the social-democratic

movement, as well as with all the Ukrainian socialists, Kobrynska
argued that socialism without feminism would be, at best, the

liberation of only half of humanity. The socialists outside Galicia

ignored her, while the Ukrainian socialists scoffed at her and
sought out younger women who had not yet come to realize that

the issue was not the nature of the economy, but woman’s position

as a person.

Kobrynska clashed with the socialists on doctrinal and tactical

questions. She argued that change could be effective only if it was
gradual and encompassed broad masses of the population. She
saw the priests, their wives, and the first generation of the secular

intelligentsia in Galicia as the natural transmission belts of new
ideas to the village. These people, she stated, should not be alien-

ated by useless rhetoric about class warfare, proletarian liberation,

and free love. In Galicia, she quipped, the proletariat was made up
of the widows of priests. Free love in the conditions of women’s
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economic dependence would only be another means of male domi-

nation. As partial means for accomplishing women’s emancipation,

she advocated the establishment of communal kitchens and child-

care facilities. The latter—community child-care facilities, which

Kobrynska saw as the kernels of the newly emerging communal
society—became a standard desideratum of all women’s organiza-

tions. The fact that mothers had to work in the field had led all too

frequently to the tragic neglect of children for anyone to question

the utility of day-care centres.

Criticism by Ukrainian socialists, compounded by their per-

sonal animosity toward this self-educated widow of one priest and
daughter of another, goaded Kobrynska to stress her social-

ism. This deprived her of the support of the vast majority of

women, who were non-socialist. At the same time, her insistence

on feminism cost her the support of the young women socialists.

In 1884, Kobrynska organized the first women’s rally and
the first non-church-oriented women’s society in Western Ukraine.

She worked for woman suffrage. She was in the forefront

of attempts at gaining access to secondary and higher education

for women. She repeatedly and unsuccessfully tried to create a

central organization of Ukrainian women. She also sought to

establish a women’s press and promoted a women’s literature to

help women become fully participating members of their communi-
ties. Generally, she ended up running and financing the publica-

tion ventures herself.

The exception was the first women’s almanac, Pershyi vinok

(the First Garland), published in 1887. It contained contributions

by Ukrainian women from both the Austro-Hungarian and Russian
empires and demonstrated their solidarity. Ivan Franko and,

more importantly, Olena Pchilka gave it their active support.

Unfortunately the almanac’s planned second volume, which was
to include the work of the young Lesia Ukrainka (1871-1913) and
the memoirs of Uliana Kravchenko (1860-1947), never appeared.

It would have been impossible for Kobrynska to publish the
First Garland (she would have preferred a more prosaic title, such
as the “Ukrainian Women’s Almanac”) without the financial sup-
port of Olena Pchilka. Olena Pchilka was a strong-willed and in-

dependent woman who was accustomed to working in adverse
conditions; lacking Kobrynska’s brooding nature and sensitivity,

she did not care that she was considered an assertive, even pushy
woman. An author, ethnographer and publisher in her own right,

she did not involve herself in purely feminist work until 1905.
A closer look at Olena Pchilka brings to light the less tangible

means by which the seemingly equal participation of eastern-
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Ukrainian women in the national movement was tempered. Her
husband, a shy and retiring government bureaucrat, was fascinated

by her energy; although some of her actions made his professional

life difficult, he did not stand in her way. But her brother, Mykhailo
Drahomanov, who, under the guise of enlightened rationalism, set

up the principles by which his own household was run and his

daughter educated, was quite critical of his sister. She was not

very intelligent, he wrote to Franko, but she made up for it by
hard work. This about a woman who educated her four children

at home lest they become Russified in the state-run schools; who
translated the classics of literature for them into Ukrainian; who
developed a “great books” reading program for them; who was
the first woman to publish a book on ethnographical ornaments.

Her life style simply made men uncomfortable. Drahomanov was
quick to point out that he was for women’s rights, provided some-
one minded the children. In his opinion, his sister spent too much
time on public matters. He also considered her literary output,

in which she portrayed positive, nationally conscious, educated
women, lacking in real substance. Olena Pchilka, however, main-
tained that her protagonists “are drawn from real life, but I do
not choose the types of heroines of [Marko] Vovchok, or [Pan-

teleimon] Kulish, or even of Shevchenko—those gentle sweethearts,

sisters, wives; I choose rather the figure of the woman patriot.”3

Lesia Ukrainka, Olena Pchilka’s famous daughter, grew up
surrounded by active women. Yet, she questioned the validity of the

women’s movement in general. Like many successful women, she

maintained that anyone could achieve what he or she wanted by
dint of hard work and talent. Lesia, who always thought her own
talent to be inferior, saw her own household tasks as most natural.

She took care of her younger sisters, sewed, embroidered, made
jams. At public meetings she knitted quietly until asked to speak.

This deference was caried over into her public life. In 1905 Lesia

Ukrainka was the one who kept drafting the by-laws of the new,
legal organizations. Like other women, she also gravitated toward
clerical work, courier duty, and other subordinate functions.

3 Unpublished letter of Olena Pchilka to Omelian Ohonovsky, in Lviv,

Tsentralnyi derzhavnyi istorychnyi arkhiv, Kolektsiia Naukovoho Tova-
rystva im. Shevchenka, f. 390, opys 1, p. 74. Drahomanov wrote on 1 Feb-

ruary 1888: “It was not without fear that I read her autobiography, but
I’m calm now; there is nothing indecent there, although certain details

are superfluous.” A few weeks earlier, he wrote: “I’m apprehensive about
Pchilka, although, to tell you the truth, if I were not concerned about
her children, some difficulty with the police would do her some good.”
Lysty do Ivana Franka (Lviv, 1908), pp. 115, 107-8.
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The first modern political organizations of the Ukrainians

were predictably all male. (So was the Kiev Hromada, which sur-

vived until 1917; it functioned as an influential old-boys’ club,

which justified the exclusion of women by recalling the traditions of

the Sich. 4
) The Ukrainian movement in the nineteenth century,

however, was so dependent upon the activism of a small number of

families that the women perforce had to play a role in it. Fre-

quently, because they were not employees of the government,

they were able to do more work than the men. The women were

considered by the Okhrana, the Russian secret police, to be more
dangerous and more revolutionary than the men, although this

opinion may reflect the male bias of the police itself.

Women were active in the major political currents in the

Russian Empire—national, democratic, liberal, social-revolutionary,

socialist and communist. They were most visible in the terrorist

movement, to which many dedicated their energies and even their

lives. Catherine Breshko-Breshkovskaia, “the grandmother of the

revolution,” came from Ukraine. Sofiia Perovskaia, who was
hanged in 1881 for her complicity in the assassination of the tsar,

was remembered in Ukraine as a descendant of the last hetman
of Ukraine, Rozumovsky.

Ukrainian women, like women all over the world, agonized
over their choice of priority—the family or the cause. Breshkovskaia
abandoned her infant for the revolution; Perovskaia had no life

beyond the revolution. Sofiia Lindfors-Rusova, the politically

active educator, was jailed when her children were small. She
brooded over the effect her absence might have on her children,

but resolved the conflict by convincing herself that unless radical

change were brought about in the Russian Empire, the lives of

her children would be miserable anyway. Mariia Tkachenko-Li-
vytska, the wife of one of the presidents of the Ukrainian National
Republic in exile and the mother of another, wrote openly about
the difficulty she had choosing between motherhood and political

activity. 5

Educational opportunity, self-education and writing accus-

tomed the Ukrainian women to public activity. Writers in Ukraine

4 The reality was much more prosaic: Volodymyr Antonovych re-

married, and his new wife did not fit into the clique. So the Hromada, to

avoid unpleasantness, excluded women. Ie. Chykalenko, Spohady ( 1861-

1907) (New York, 1955), p. 93. Maria Livytska, Na hrani dvokh epokh
(New York, 1972), p. 61, errs, when she considers Lesia Ukrainka to

have been a member of the Hromada.
5 Na hrani dvokh epokh

, pp. 155-6.
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were always public figures, creators as well as symbols of the

modern Ukrainian ethos. The best women writers, however, were
those who renounced the joys of family life: Lesia Ukrainka, Olha
Kobylianska, Olena Teliha. Olena Pchilka, who tried to combine
both writing and family life, was one of the most active feminists

in eastern Ukraine. In 1905 she, along with other women, forced

the Russian feminists to recognize the right to national self-

determination. Ukrainian political activists and writers have con-

signed this manifestation of Ukrainian patriotism by the women
to complete obscurity.

Frequently, men have extolled their own picture of women
instead of the actual achievement of women. Stepan Smal-Stotsky,

in an article in honor of Kobylianska’s fortieth anniversary as a

writer, wrote about the woman who never married or bore children:

“The intrepid struggle of Kobylianska has nothing in common
with the emancipation movement, for the highest ideal of women
that Kobylianska puts forward throughout is the ideal of a good
wife, a good mother.” 6 Not only was this untactful, it was incorrect;

but Smal-Stotsky’s authority could not be challenged. At this

time, in the 1920s, even a Ukrainian chapter of the Association

of Women with a Higher Education disintegrated because the

women could not stand the ridicule.

In times of crisis, individual women rose to the occasion.

Young Galician women, protesting the unqualified support for

the Austro-Hungarian Empire of the Ukrainian political parties,

initiated a national emergency fund early in 1913. It was to be
used to transform the impending war into a national liberation

struggle. 7 During the First World War, Olena Stepaniv was the

first woman to enlist in the Austrian army in preparation for the

Ukrainian one. In that crisis of crises, the formation of Ukrainian
governments in 1917 and 1918, women in eastern Ukraine were
elected to positions of authority. Real power, however, eluded
them. They gravitated toward welfare and educational work. In

western Ukraine on 1 November 1918, women volunteers were
turned down for military and civil service, and a male officer was
detailed even to run the kitchen. Later in the year, women com-
plained publicly in Dilo, the most prestigious Galician Ukrainian

6 Olha Kobylianska: Almanakh u pamiatku ii soroklitnoi pysmen-
nytskoi diialnosty 1887-1927 (Chernivtsi, 1928), p. 278.

7 Vidhuky: Organ ukrainskoi molodi, February 1913, pp. 1-2; on
the resolution of the political parties supporting the Austro-Hungarian
Empire see Kost Levytsky, Istoriia politychnoi dumky halytskykh ukrain-

tsiv, 1848-1914, part 2 (Lviv, 1926), p. 634.
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newspaper, about the lack of representation of women in the higher

levels of the government of the Ukrainian National Republic.

We must not belabor the issue: the story of Ukrainian women
is similar to the story of women elsewhere. Full emancipation has

not been achieved yet.

Ukrainian feminism, as an ideology and as an organizational

principle, was saved—ironically—by the Bolsheviks. We must go

forward and backward in time to see the irony of this phenomenon.
The Bolsheviks suppressed the feminists and established their

own variants of women’s organizations. None of the prominent
Ukrainian women were in the leadership of the party zhinviddily.

The zhinviddily
,
which were to mobihze the women for communism,

were disbanded in 1930, the year that Olena Pchilka, an open
critic of Bolshevik policies in Ukraine, died. Collectivization, Rus-
sification, the famine and the purges completely discredited not

only communism, but many aspects of socialism. Feminism freed

from the socialist ideological strait jacket came to attract women.
Owing to the above, as well as to the experiences of the Ukrai-

nian national-liberation struggle, the coming together of various

organizations of Ukrainian women, and the international contacts

that were made through women’s organizations, by 1921 Ukrainian
women outside the Soviet Union were ready to form an effective

women’s organization. The Women’s Union (Soiuz Ukrainok) —
founded in western Ukraine, which was then under Poland, but
representing an even larger number of Ukrainian women outside

that territory—was significant in the general European context.

Symptomatically, few of its members realized its singular charac-

teristics. It was a mass organization that pursued effective and
moderate programs promoting social and economic change. It

brought together women of different social classes and political

views. Together these women carried out programs that enjoyed
popular support. Their activities helped peasant women to improve
their economic position and to increase their earning potential.

It also made them aware of social and political concerns. Peasant
women, like the women of other social classes, became nationally

aware and active.

For Ukrainian women, feminism was a pragmatic movement
that promoted economic, personal and cultural progress. It did
not challenge God, country or family. Rather, it expanded the
social role of women by appealing to them to engage in enlightened
service to God and country. But unlike the quasi-fascist and in-

tegral-nationalist organizations—which the union denounced vehe-
mently, openly and early—the union never lost sight of the needs
of the autonomous individual.
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To illustrate the type of work done by the women and the

influence of feminism in Western Ukrainian society in the interwar

years, it is most convenient to look at the work of Olena Simeno-

vych Kysilevska, who died in Canada in 1954, and of Milena Rud-
nytska, who after 1945 tried unsuccessfully to continue the same
kind of feminism in Europe, Canada and the United States.

Kysilevska, by her own account, became a feminist at the age

of six, when she found out that men could vote and women could

not. She was the youngest participant in the first Ukrainian

women’s rally in 1884. She founded and edited, in the 1920s,

Zhinocha dolia (Women’s Fate), a simply written and very effec-

tive journal in Kolomyia, which served as a means for organizing

women for over a decade. It dealt with manageable, practical sub-

jects. Its common-sense approach was reinforced by contributions

from her brother, who lived in the United States, in which he ex-

tolled the virtues of hard work for all social classes.

Kysilevska’s treatment of feminism cut through the maze of

subtle arguments. She argued simply that since emigration and
seasonal migratory labor were no longer options open to the peas-

ants, the only way they could survive was by more in-

tensive and rational farming. This could be done only through the

participation of educated women. Otherwise, a low standard of

living, frequently reduced to bare marginal existence, would be
the lot of the peasants. Education, a larger public role, and political

participation for women were preconditions for effective moderni-

zation. Without a women’s organization it would be impossible to

reach the peasant women with the information they needed to

implement more rational agricultural techniques. Kysilevska helped

develop a training program for the women activists, who tirelessly

travelled through the Galician countryside setting up branches of

the Women’s Union.

At first, Ukrainian men did not oppose the Women’s Union.
Indeed, some aided the effort, not because they necessarily favored

equality for women, but because of economic considerations. Much
of Poland’s economy was controlled (if not owned) by the interwar

Polish government, which allocated little of its revenues for the

needs of those areas where Ukrainians lived. The Ukrainians, there-

fore, had to rely upon their own community organizations for basic

social services. In 1921, the same year in which the Women’s Union
was established, the network of Ukrainian economic cooperatives

started under the Austro-Hungarian Empire was centralized. The
cooperatives traded extensively in dairy products and eggs, the

production of which was primarily in the hands of the women in
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the peasant household. Unless these women could be persuaded

to sell to the cooperative rather than to the local private merchants,

the cooperatives had little chance for expansion. So, throughout

the 1920s, the cooperatives, as well as the major cultural organiza-

tion of the Ukrainians, Prosvita, assisted women’s organizational

efforts.

The interests of Ukrainian peasant women were very practical.

Kysilevska, along with others, offered instructions on what to plant

and when, how to fertilize, how to run a household and a garden
more efficiently, how to cook, and what to clean and how. She
offered suggestions on making down jackets as an inexpensive

substitute for the unaffordable furs and coats, and provided specific

instructions on energy-saving insulated containers in which cereals

could finish cooking in their own steam. The advice given Ukrai-

nian women in the 1920s could be repeated in Eastern Europe
today: do not overcook vegetables, serve a varied diet (recipes

were provided), bathe frequently, encourage outdoor activities for

infants and children, install insulated windows that could be
opened. The column of advice from the “New World” (by Kysi-

levska’s brother) stressed self-reliance, small beginnings, ingenuity

and willingness to take on menial work regardless of one’s status.

In no uncertain words, Zhinocha dolia defended the right of

the mother to free time and her need to grow intellectually. It

stated that other members of the family, especially boys, should
share in housekeeping duties. Mothers should set aside time for

themselves and not deny themselves excessively when it came to

clothing and cultural entertainment. They should organize day-
care centres or at least arrange for shared baby-sitting.

Cooking and sewing courses organized by the Women’s Union
were extremely popular. They taught peasant women marketable
skills and helped vary the diet and dress of the peasants. Quite
a number of villages—where the women formed informal coopera-
tives—invested in modern cooking gadgets.

The growth of literacy, agitation by the political parties, the
expansion of community organizations, the repressive Polish poli-

cies that blocked upward mobility for the Ukrainians, and the
existence of a parliamentary process contributed to a massive ex-

pansion in the public awareness of the Western Ukrainian women.
The peasant women quickly saw the connection between their

daily existence and the exercise of political rights. Unless ap-
propriate legislation was passed, women’s concerns would go un-
heeded. Kysilevska and Rudnytska stressed the meshing of the
family with society and the state, and the crucial role of women.
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“There are many economic, educational, child-care and other issues

that women understand better than men,” Kysilevska editorial-

ized. 8

By early 1930, more than 50,000 women in Galicia alone were
active in the Women’s Union. Many more joined the affiliated

organizations in other parts of Poland and elsewhere. The women’s
organizations actively fostered the political participation of women.
Rudnytska, who headed the Women’s Union from 1927 to 1939,

was active politically and was elected to the Sejm, the lower house

of parliament. Kysilevska and Olena Levchanivska, the latter

from Volhynia, served in the Senate. Other members of the union

were very active in various political parties.

The second decade of the Women’s Union was marked by a

growth of more specific feminist concerns. The quality of feminist

writing rose, and the new women’s newspaper, Zhinka (Woman),
founded in Lviv in 1935, tackled issues of interest to educated
women: the expansion of job opportunities, job equality, career

training, living alone, personal growth, sex education, the under-

representation of women in central organizations, generational

conflict, and the like. Self-confidence, a work ethic, and a positive

approach to life were consciously fostered in an attempt to eradi-

cate the sluggishness and drudgery of both peasant existence and
women’s life in general. Poetry and music, conventions, and
marches and mass exercises were used to promote such attitudes.

The goal was to foster women who would be capable and willing to

participate in all aspects of national life.

But the more women assumed public roles, the more they

experienced sexist discrimination first-hand. Inflation and the

Depression eased women out of the work force and generated a

tendency to pay women less than men.

Rudnytska emerged as the chief theoretician of feminism in

interwar Poland. Politically, her conception of feminism fitted into

the democratic-liberal framework, which was shared by many,
although by no means all, members of the union. Rudnytska
stressed not just the compatibility, but also the organic connec-

tions among feminism, nationalism and motherhood. A good
mother was also a good citizen. If the interests of the mother were
limited only to the house, however, the potential of the child would
be stunted. Rudnytska reminded Ukrainian women that it was
their own laziness and lack of ambition that underlay their second-

rate status in society.

8 Zhinocha dolia, September 1925, p. 5.
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In many ways Rudnytska was an atypical Western Ukrainian

woman: she was coolly rational, understood political power, and
lacked popular sentimentality to such a degree that she did not

resort to the popular device of quoting poetry in her speeches.

She was, moreover, separated from her husband, and although she

was baptized a Catholic, her religiousness was largely pro forma

until probably the 1950s. Nevertheless, Rudnytska was a popular,

effective and charismatic president of the union who was able to

work with women of different political convictions.

A very dramatic manifestation of women’s power was the

successful Women’s Congress in Stanyslaviv in 1934. While the

men were only talking about convening an all-Ukrainian congress,

the women demonstrated their power and solidarity. The resolu-

tions passed at the congress underlined the importance that women
ascribed to themselves and the women’s movement:

Underlining the postulates of the women’s movement in general

—

the equality of high moral standards of women and men— [the

Ukrainian women’s movement] stresses the equal responsibility of

women and men for the size and quality of the new generation, its

health, strength and upbringing .... Since the family is the social

and biological unit of the nation ... we demand the upgrading of

the position and dignity of the woman as mother and the assurance

of equal rights for both mothers and fathers. Yet, although we value

very highly the calling of the woman as mother, the Congress never-

theless goes on record against the contention that motherhood is

the sole vocation for the woman in society and the sole measure of

her worth as a person .... Women’s movements are not yet a

completed stage in history: their tasks are not only the struggle for

the external conditions necessary for the growth of women, but also

the drawing of women into roles in which they could be jointly

determinantal and jointly responsible elements in the life of the

nation. 9

As the strength of the women’s movement grew, so did open
opposition to it. The Cooperative Association tried to create a
separate women’s affiliate. Lay Catholic intelligentsia tried to

subvert the ratification of a new statute of the Women’s Union
through a last-minute inclusion of a fundamentalist religious

clause. The Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN), which
was in many ways a youth-oriented movement, stressed that each

9 Rezoliutsii Ukrainskoho zhinochoho kongresu, Stanyslaviv, 23-27
VI, 1934 (Lviv, 1934)

.
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woman was important since she could be a potential mother of

sons. Without questioning this aspect of the OUN program, the

women became not only mothers, but also dedicated colleagues,

bearing this double burden with exemplary fortitude, if not fore-

sight. But the union survived this three-pronged attack.

Feminism—expressed through an organization of women for

equality and for the expansion of their role in society—contributed

to the success of the Ukrainian national renaissance and aided

the modernization of Ukrainian society. The women were able to

achieve some of their goals before the Second World War put an
end to the activities of the Women’s Union. By encouraging women
to become active in community life, feminism increased the number
of active and conscious Ukrainians. Whether Ukrainian women’s
organizations today, both in Ukraine and elsewhere, are continuing

to promote the growth of women or whether they isolate them in

certain types of activity, is a matter for debate, not lecture.
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Thomas M. Prymak

HERZEN ON POLAND AND UKRAINE

Alexander Herzen (1812-1870) was probably the most influential

Russian journalist of the nineteenth century. He was the single

most important founder of that intellectual, social, and political

movement called “populism.” This movement espoused a peculiar

Russian vision of socialism. It affirmed the idea of progress, yet

planned to avoid the perils of Western European capitalism by
using the primitive Russian village commune as the basis for a

future socialist reorganization of society. This theory of a “separate

path” to modernity, prosperity and equality is the basic idea of

Russian populism. Together with a deep commitment to individual

and popular liberty, this theory of “Russian socialism” forms the

main thrust of Herzen’s journalistic writings. 1

Herzen had been an admirer of the West. But first-hand ex-

perience as an emigre in Western Europe, the horrors of nine-

teenth-century urban life, with its factory system, and the failure

of the revolutions of 1848 persuaded him to turn his eyes toward
Russia and America. Europe was old and burdened with the dead
weight of tradition, but Russia and America were young and just

1 There is no complete biography of Herzen in English. But there

are several detailed treatments of him in the general histories of the popu-

list movement, beginning with Franco Venturi, Roots of Revolution (Lon-

don, 1960), pp. 1-35, and ending with Adam Ulam, In the Name of the

People (New York, 1977), pp. 31-52. There is a full but very stiff Soviet

biography: I. E. Elsberg, Gertzen: Zhizn i tvorchestvo (Moscow, 1963),
and a popular one in Polish: W. and R. Sttwowski, Aleksander Hercen
(Warsaw, 1973). M. Malia’s widely acclaimed Alexander Herzen and the

Birth of Russian Socialism (Cambridge, Mass., 1961) deals only with
Herzen’s intellectual formation. The more recent work by Edward Acton,
Alexander Herzen and the Role of the Intellectual Revolutionary (Cam-
bridge, 1979), leaves much to be desired. There is a good bibliography
of the relevant Soviet scholarship in V. A. Diakov’s article on Herzen in

Slavianovedenie v dorevoliutsionoi Rossii (Moscow, 1978), pp. 119-20.
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entering the arena of world history. Russia had its village com-
mune, and America, its spirit of liberty; both had vast empty
lands that would become the backdrop to future chapters in the

book of history. Thus there were two sides to Herzen’s psyche.

His negative attitude toward Europe put him in a bloc with the

conservative Moscow Slavophiles, who idealized Russia, the

commune, and the tsar. Yet Herzen’s basic faith in the idea of

progress marked him off from the Slavophiles and put him in the

camp of the radicals, socialists, and revolutionaries, who were
seeking to turn the world upside down and to set things right

once and for all .
2

Herzen developed a commitment to national

as well as purely social liberties. Under the influence of the Decem-
brists, Herzen had acquired an interest in the idea of a Slavic

federation. His appreciation of the federal concept was deepened
by his study of the French social theorist Pierre Proudhon, who
was at that time the most influential exponent of local control and
individual liberty. His understanding of federalism was deepened
by an aquaintance with the writings of Alexis de Tocqueville,

whose Democracy in America was filled with praise for local de-

mocracy and the American federal system. Herzen wanted to see

all Slavs united in a voluntary federation that would protect the

rights of each nation and in which no nation would lord it over

another .

3 On the other hand, in his newspaper Kolokol (The Bell)

,

2 Both the “revolutionary democrat” Herzen and the ideologue Marx
are sacred figures in the Soviet pantheon, even though Herzen sided with

Marx’s opponent Pierre Proudhon on most of the basic questions of

socialism, and Marx (who had no love for either Slavs or Slavophiles)

described Herzen as “half a Russian but wholly a Muscovite” who prophe-

sizes that “Europe needs rejuvenating with the help of the knout and a

compulsory injection of Kalmuk blood.” For a brilliant analysis of the

Herzen-and-Europe theme, see Andrzej Walicki, The Slavophile Contro-

versy (Oxford, 1975), esp. p. 587, n. 7. For a provocative expos£ of

Marx’s national prejudices, see Nathaniel Weyl, Karl Marx: Racist (New
York, 1979).

3 On Proudhon and Herzen, see R. Labry, Alexandre Ivanovich Herzen
(Paris, 1928), pp. 338-40. As early as 1837, Herzen was familiar with

de Tocquevilles’s Democracy in America. In 1861, it was translated into

Russian and published in Kiev by a group of Ukrainian federalists, who
sent Herzen a copy. See his Polnoe sohranie sochinenii, 30 vols. (Moscow,
1954-66), 8:296, and R. Starr, Decentralization and Self-Government in

Russia (Princeton, 1972), p. 72. For a general account of Herzen as

federalist, see D. von Mohrenschildt, Toward a United States of Russia
(London and Toronto, 1981), pp. 167-77.
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which he had set up in London with the help of Polish emigres

and exiles, Herzen championed the right of the Poles and the

Finns to national independence— if they insisted upon it. He con-

sidered the partition of Poland to be an injustice and a crime that

had to be righted. But he urged the Poles to consider seriously

the Slavic alternative. Perhaps federalism would help to solve the

difficult question of the borderlands, where a mixed population

lived. 4

When Herzen first arrived in the West, he found many Poles

there to greet him. Following the failure of the November Insur-

rection of 1831, almost the entire Polish intellectual and political

elite had fled to Western Europe. 5 This “Great Emigration” was

divided into two large factions. First, there was the aristocratic

grouping led by Prince Adam Czartoryski (1770-1861). This wing

of the emigration had its centre in the Hotel Lambert in Paris,

which the “old prince” had made his home. The goal of the Hotel

Lambert wing was the restoration of Poland within the bounderies

of 1772 with the diplomatic or military aid of the Western powers.

An aristocrat by birth, Herzen moved easily in noble circles and
had, in fact, some contacts with the Hotel Lambert. 6 Moreover,

some of the conservatives around Czartoryski seemed to be rather

flexible on the vexing question of Poland’s eastern frontiers. A few
of them even espoused an independent “Rus,” or Ukraine, federated

4 G. Kurpisowa’s Aleksander Hercen a emigracja polska w latach

1847-1870 (Gdansk, 1964) is a good general treatment of Herzen and
the Poles. See pp. 64-5 on the late 1850s. Also see I. M. Beliavskaia,

“Polskoe natsionalno-osvoboditelnoe dvizhenie i Gertsen (1860e gg.),”

in Literaturnoe nasledstvo 64 (Moscow, 1958), pp. 751-78, which is one
of the better Soviet accounts.

5 On the Great Emigration, see S. Kalemba, Wielka emigracja (War-
saw, 1971) ; S. M. Falkovich, 1deino-politicheskaia borba v polskom
osvoboditelnom dvizhenii (Moscow, 1966) ;

and the relevant parts of

P. Wandycz, The Lands of Partitioned Poland (Seattle, 1974), pp. 105-79.

6 On Czartoryski, see the account of the conservative historian M.
Kukiel, Czartoryski and European Unity (Princeton, 1955). On Herzen
and the Hotel Lambert, see the remarks of S. Kieniewicz in Przeglg,d

historyczny, 1956, no. 2, pp. 435-9, and H. Wereszycki, “Stosunki Hotelu
Lambert z Hercenem i Bakuninem w przededniu powstania styczniowego,”
Przeglqd historyczny, 1957, no. 2, pp. 234-69. More generally see R.
Slivovsky, “Gertsen glazami poliakov,” in Problemy izucheniia Gertsena
(Moscow, 1963), pp. 370-92, which gives a good review of the Polish
literature.
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with Poland and Lithuania. But their hostility to Russia precluded

any real cooperation. 7

The other wing of the Great Emigration was radical and
revolutionary. Its main organization was the Towarzystwo De-
mokratyczne, or Democratic Society, based in London. These
exiles, too, hoped to restore Poland within the bounderies of 1772,

but through a political and social revolution. They came to be

called “Reds” in contrast to the “Whites” of the Hotel Lambert.

Herzen shared the radical disposition of this group, and his best

friend among the Poles, Stanislaw Worcell (1799-1857), was one
of its leaders. 8 Unfortunately, the Democrats did not share Her-

zen’s ideas about federalism. They stood more clearly in the Jaco-

bin tradition of highly centralized revolutionary government, and
they would not talk about any frontiers other than those of 1772.

To the members of the Democratic Society, a Russian Ukraine, or

even an independent Ukraine, was out of the question. By and
large, the Poles simply could not think in any terms other than

those of a restored Polish Commonwealth. To them, “Litwa” and
“Rus,” by which they meant Lithuania, Belorussia, and Ukraine,

were integral and inseparable parts of Poland.

To the Catholic and Polish-speaking gentry of these areas,

this made perfect sense; to the Orthodox countryfolk and the

7 The two most important “Ukrainophiles” in the Polish emigration

were the Cossack enthusiast Michaf Czajkowski (1804-86)
,
who had “turned

Turk” and led the Ottoman Cossacks against the Russians in the Crimean
War, and the eccentric ethnographer Franciszek Duchiifski (1816-93),

who proposed that the Russians were not really Slavs at all, but ethnic

Finns. Of lesser importance was Henryk Krasiifski (1804-76), who wrote

several books in English on Polish-Ukrainian topics. On Krasirfski, see

Polski slownik biograficzny, 15: 174-5; on Duchiifski, see I. L. Rudnytsky,
“Franciszek Duchinski and His Impact on Ukrainian Political Thought,”
Harvard Ukrainian Studies 3-4 (1979-80) : 690-705. On Czajkowski, see

the biography by J. Chudzikowska, Dziwne zycie Sadyka Paszy : O Michake
Czajkowskim (Warsaw, 1971). In English, there is only the biographical

outline by Thomas M. Prymak, “The Strange Life of Sadyk Pasha,”
Forum (Scranton, Pa.), no. 50 (1982), forthcoming.

8 See Peter Brock, Polish Revolutionary Populism (Toronto, 1977),
an intellectual history that unfortunately breaks off at the 1850s. B. Ni-

kolaevsky, in “Za vashu i nashu volnost!” Novyi zhurnal 4 (1944) :261-9,

has suggested that the ideas of the radical Polish historian Joachim Le-

lewel about the primitive Slavic commune may have, in part, inspired

Herzen’s populism. Both Brock, p. 91, and Malia, passim, treat this

hypothesis with caution.
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Russian and Ukrainian educated classes who claimed to speak

for them, it did not. 0 During the 1840s and 1850s, a veritable

national awakening had begun in Ukraine. By 1860, the poet

Shevchenko was a celebrity, and the views of the historian Mykola
Kostomarov about two Rus’ nationalities were becoming known.

These personalities, who had once headed the Brotherhood of SS.

Cyril and Methodius (which espoused a pan-Slavic federation with

its capital in Kiev), were now active with other Ukrainophiles in

the Ukrainian Hromada in Saint Petersburg. They had no sym-
pathy for a renewed Commonwealth that was to include Ukraine,

9 The Poles remained an influential but distinct minority. Statistics

are not easily obtained for the middle of the last century. However, a very

detailed census was carried out in 1897 and is analyzed in W. Wielhorski,

“Ziemie ukrainskie Rzeczypospolitej : Zarys dziejow,” in Pami^tnik Ki-

jowski (London, 1959-64)
,

vol. 1, in the chapter “Liczebnosc

polakow na Rusi na przelomie w. XIX i XX,” pp. 86-90. The following

table is based on information therein:

Volhynia Gubernia Podilia Gubernia Kiev Gubernia

Ukrainians 67.1% 75.1% 78.5%

Poles 9.9% 8.8% 2.9%

Jews 13.4% 12.3% 12.3%

Germans 5.8%

Russians 2.7% 2.6% 5.4%

(3.8% without

the city of Kiev

)

Total population 2,939,000 2,984,000 3,526,000

(excluding military)

In the first months of Polish demonstrations in 1861, the conservative

Russian Pan-Slavs warmly greeted the Poles; but after the mass demonstra-

tion of October 1861 at Horodfo near Lublin, where the Poles and their

sympathizers claimed the borders of 1772, Pogodin, Aksakov, and others

reacted fiercely and protested to the Czech leaders Rieger and Palacky and

to the French liberal Guizot on behalf of the Orthodox countryfolk of

“Rus’.” Rieger and Palacky responded by reproving the Poles for these

pretensions. See M. Petrovich, The Emergence of Russian Pan-Slavism

(New York, 1956), pp. 180-1, citing M. Pogodin, Stati politicheskiia i

polskii vopros 1856-67 (Moscow, 1876)
,
passim.
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and in the public debate of the early 1860s, they made their views

known.10

Herzen was well aware of the Ukrainian position. He knew
that the Ukrainian leaders resented their subservience to Moscow,
and that they did not approve of the dominance of the “Muscovite-

Russian” language. He did not underestimate the importance of

Shevchenko, for he knew that Shevchenko was, in Herzen’s own
words, “a political figure and a fighter for freedom” as well as

a poet. For his part, Shevchenko returned the admiration, sketch-

ing a portrait of the Russian journalist into his personal diary

under the entry for 10 December 1857.11

* >!« *

“Russia and Poland” was first published in Kolokol, Herzen’s

free Russian newspaper in London, on 15 January 1859. At that

time Kolokol’s popularity was at its height, and it was rumored
that the tsar himself read it.

12 Alexander II had already begun

10 On the Cyrillo-Methodians, see G. Luciani, Le livre de la genfoe

du peuple ukrainien (Paris, 1956) ;
K. Kostiv, Knyhy buttia ukrainskoho

narodu (Toronto, 1980), contains the Luciani text and an English one as

well. No general study of the I^krainian national awakening exists, but

G. Luckyj, Between Gogol and Sevcenko (Cambridge, Mass., 1971) is a

good starting point. M. Zerov’s Lektsii z istorii ukrainskoi literatury (To-

ronto, 1977) (which was written in the 1920s), is also a good
source of information. For an introduction to the Polish-Ukrainian theme,

see J. Lobodowski, “Polish-Ukrainian Literary Relations,” in Ukraine:

A Concise Encyclopaedia, vol. 1 (Toronto, 1963), pp. 1092-7; and
S. Kieniewicz, “Stosunki polsko-ukrainskie w latach 1820-1870,” in Sesja

naukowa w trzechsetng rocznicg zjednoczenia Ukrainy z Rosjq, 1654-1954

(Warsaw, 1956), pp. 131-57. On the late 1850s and early 1860s, see

Z. Markiewicz, “Taras Shevchenko na tli polsko-ukrainskoho zblyzhennia,”

Suchasnist, 1961, no. 4, pp. 19-30; he maintains that this was a hopeful

period for Ukrainian-Polish cooperation.
11

I. Borshchak, “Hertsen, Ukraina i Shevchenko,” Ukraina (Paris),

1950, no. 3, pp. 183-4. Also, see T. V. Polianina, “A. I. Gertsen ob
Ukraine,” Lvovskii Universitet : Trudy Kafedry rossiiskoi literatury, 2
(Lviv, 1958) : 26-43, which should be compared with Y. Slavutych,

“Alexander Herzen and Ukraine,” Ukrainian Quarterly 16 (1960) : 342-8.

12 “Kolokol,” izdanie A. /. Gertsena: Sistematizirovannaia rospis

(Moscow, 1957), pp. 5-10. A few excerpts from “Russia and Poland”
appeared in English translation in Forum (Scranton, Pa.), no. 4 (1967-

68), p. 25.
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his program of reform and had announced the approaching eman-

cipation of the serfs. Thus, the terms of the emancipation and the

new forms of local government were public issues and ones that

Herzen was keen to speak out on. The immediate stimulus for

the article was a critical piece in the Paris-based Przeglgd rzeczy

polskich (Survey of Polish Affairs). This newsletter was similar

to the organ of the Democratic Society, Demokrata Polski, but

was strongly under the influence of Ludwik Mieroslawski (1814-

78), one of the Polish heroes of 1848 and a patriotic military man
who held very strong views about the permanence of the borders

of 1772. The piece criticized Herzen for suggesting that a free

Poland should remain together with a free Russia, and for thinking

that the tsar's reforms could lead to a real solution to the prob-

lems confronting Eastern Europe. Przeglqd rzeszy polskich accused

Herzen of denying that “Rus” and “Litwa” were integral parts

of Poland and of wanting to push the borders of Poland back to

the Vistula basin. 13

Herzen’s emphatic reply is contained in two “letters” to his

Polish critic. The second is translated below. Herzen believed

that Slavic federalism is the ideal, but that Poland should

be independent if that is really what the Poles want. Moreover,

he applied this same principle to Ukraine. The Ukrainians have
their own language and traditions, and if they do not wish to be
part of either Poland or Russia, then so be it. They, too, have
a right to independence. Nevertheless, a pan-Slavic federation is

the preferable solution.

Herzen’s appeal was not warmly received by the Poles. Both
Demokrata polski and Przeglqd rzeczy polskich rejected the federal

idea and stood by the frontiers of 1772. Only the increasing ten-

sions in Poland, where revolution could break out any day, even-

tually pushed the “Red” faction toward an agreement with the

Kolokol group. In September 1862, Herzen and the Polish repre-

sentatives of a recently formed, underground “Central Committee”
in Warsaw finally came to an agreement. In return for the support
of those circles of Russian officers that were inclined toward revolu-

tion, the central committee agreed that the non-Polish nationalities

within the territory of the former Commonwealth should have the

right to decide their own future. During the negotiations, this was

13 See the works cited in n. 4 and A. Slisz, “Wspotpraca polskich i

rosyjskich sit post^powych w polskiej prasie emigracyjnej i konspiracyjnej
lat 1859-1864,” in Z dziejow wspotpracy rewolucyjnej polahSw i rosjan
w drugiej polowie XIX wieku (Wroclaw, 1956), pp. 9-70, esp. pp. 40-3.
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interpreted as a promise by the Poles to hold a plebiscite in Lithu-

ania, Belomssia, and Ukraine .

14

Meanwhile, in Western Europe there was little interest in the

ethnic problems of the East. Liberals had a romantic attachment
to the Polish cause, while conservatives could seldom bring them-
selves to dwell upon the lot of unlettered and unknown rustic peo-

ples. Nevertheless, even here Herzen’s exposition of the vexing

borderland problem, and the public debate of which it was a part,

produced some slight movement of opinion. Both in France and
in England a voice or two was raised on the issue. The discussion

was not entirely in vain .

15

In contrast to the Poles and their West European sympathi-
zers, the Ukrainians’ response to Herzen’s appeal was very positive.

It was, in fact, one of real jubilation. Kostomarov penned an
enthusiastic letter thanking Herzen and reiterating that “the

disputed lands do not belong to either the Pole or the Russian.”
Kostomarov also accepted the idea of a federal union of all Slavs

“even under the sceptre of the Russian tsar, if this tsar becomes the

sovereign of free peoples and not the autocrat of a voracious Ta-
taro-German Muscovy.”16

At the time Herzen’s “Russia and Poland” was written, the

concepts of federalism and national liberation were new and little

known. At the same time, however, the problem of nationality was
looming ever larger. There was much confusion between the older,

14 M. K. Dziewanowski, “Herzen, Bakunin, and the Polish Insurrec-

tion of 1863,” Journal of Central European Affairs 8 (1948-9): 58-78.

M. Drahomanov, in his Istoricheskaia Polsha i velikorusskaia demokratiia
(Geneva, 1881), p. 113, wrote that Herzen’s appeal of 1860 “did not have
the slightest effect upon Polish society.”

15 Charles de Montalembert’s well-known brochure in praise of

Poland, Une nation en deuil (Paris, 1861), p. 22, notes the oppression
of the non-Polish peasantry in the eastern borderlands and suggests that

this oppression has been weathered by the population “qui doivent eveiller

la plus vive sollicitude des patriots polonais.” Two years later, Lord Sa-

lisbury noted that Poland oppressed its subject peoples. See L. Namier,
1848 : The Revolution of the Intellectuals (New York, 1964), p. 94. More
generally, see E. Birke, Frankreich und Ostmitteleuropa im neunzehnten
Jahrhundert (Cologne, 1960).

16 “Ukraina,” Kolokol, 15 January 1860. Drahomanov took great

interest in this letter and reprinted it in Geneva in 1885. It is also available
in English translation in D. Doroshenko, Survey of Ukrainian History

,

ed. 0. Gerus (Winnipeg, 1975)
, pp. 542-3.
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religious and historic, conceptions of the nation and the newer,

linguistic and ethnic, ones.

A good example of the prevailing confusion was the incon-

sistency in the use of the term “Rus’ The Poles used it to refer

to ancient and modern Ukraine, but not to Muscovy. Kostomarov
and the Ukrainians were inclined toward the Polish view but, in

their public writings at least, did not accept it completely. This

was left to a later generation. Meanwhile, Herzen used “Rus’ ”

when referring to the lands of all the peoples we now call “the

Eastern Slavs.” At the same time, he used “Malorossiia” or ‘'Ukrai-

na” when referring specifically to the Ukrainian territories .

17

The problem also occurs on another level. For example, Herzen
used “Rossiia” when referring to official, bureaucratic Russia, as

well as to the Russia that holds out its hand in friendship to

Poland. Thus, the distinction between the revered “sviataia Rus’ ”

of the Moscow Slavophiles and the hated official
“Rossiia” of

Germanic Saint Petersburg became somewhat blurred. It was not
Herzen who suggested renaming the empire “Petrovia,” but had this

proposition been accepted, it might have clarified the issue some-
what and brought out the distinction between official “Petrovia”

and unofficial Rus’. As it was, Herzen’s vocabulary reveals a hazy
sense of national identity, typical of those nineteenth-century

Russians who could not make up their minds whether their identity

was to be defined principally by their state, by their religion, or

by their ethnicity. This is not a problem for the contemporary
Russian or Ukrainian. He has lost his feeling for the Orthodox
religion and has accepted the Petrovia concept embodied in the
new name of his state, “the Soviet Union.” For him the question

17 “Malorossiia” was a term used only among the educated elite.

In the beginning, it had the connotation of “the original Rus’ ” (just as

Asia Minor was “the original Asia” for the Greeks) . But in the nineteenth

century, as the term “Ukraina” gained currency,
“
Malorossiia

”

came to

acquire a derogatory connotation and was dropped entirely during the

revolutions of 1917. See I. Borshchak, “Rus’, Mala Rosiya, Ukrayina,”

Revue des etudes slaves 24 (1948) : 171-7. On the use of the term
“Ukraine” there is a very thorough linguistic study: Iaroslav Rudnytsky,
Slovo i nazva “Ukraina” (Winnipeg, 1951). For the Polish use of the

term
“
Rus ’ and the Ukrainian response, see Kostomarov’s article “Otvet

na vykhodki gazety (Krakovskoi) ‘Czas’ i zhurnala ‘Revue contempo-
raine’ ” Osnova, February 1861, pp. 121-5, and the discussion in Rud-
nytsky’s “Franciszek Duchinski . . . .

”
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has been reduced to that of ethnicity .
18 But in the nineteenth

century, Herzen and others found it difficult to face the matter
straight-forwardly. In fact, Herzen tried to gloss over the problem
of ethnicity by using the village commune and Orthodoxy as the

defining national characteristics. Yet even he could not escape

the centrifugal ethnic pull of the others Slavs and did not press

these points. In the final analysis, he took refuge in a sympathetic
but highly idealized vision of federalism.

The polemic over “Russia and Poland” tells us a great deal

about the development of feelings of nationality in Eastern Europe.
For Herzen, federalism meant the rejection of the bureaucratic

state and reflected his feelings of affinity for all Slavdom. For
the Poles, federalism was a suspicious intrigue; at best it could
only be a new form of the past glories of the historic Polish-Lithu-

anian Commonwealth, which had excluded Muscovy. Kostomarov
and the Ukrainians stood closer to Herzen in their views. They,
too, felt the first stir of ethnicity and welcomed the vision of feder-

alism; but they did not know the final direction in which this

would take them. For many people the matter remains unresolved

even today. But in the future Herzen’s “Russia and Poland,”
which conceded that Poland and Ukraine had the fullest of na-

tional rights, would often be cited by the parties that felt most
aggrieved.

18 On the concept of Petrovia and the weakness of the Russian na-
tional identity, see Nicholas Riasanovsky, Russia and the West in the
Teachings of the Slavophiles (Cambridge, Mass., 1952), and Nicholas 1
and Official Nationality in Russia (Berkeley, 1959). As Roman Szporluk
has recently shown, for the ethnic Russian the dilemma of the state and
Russian ethnic identity is still far from dead. See, for example, his “History
and Russian Nationalism,” Survey, 1979, no. 3, pp. 1-17.
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Alexander Herzen

RUSSIA AND POLAND

A Reply to the Author of the Article “Alexander Herzen

and the Free Russian Press in London” (Second Letter)
*

Dear Sir,

“Blood and tears, desperate struggle, and terrible victory have united

Poland with Russia.

“Piece by piece Rus’ tore away the living flesh of Poland. It tore

away province after province, and like an inevitable disaster, like a black

cloud, moved closer and closer to her heart. Whatever she could not take

by force, she took by cunning and by gold. She yielded to her natural

enemies and divided up the spoils with them.

“On account of Poland, Russia committed her first black sin. The

partition of Poland will remain upon her conscience ....

“
. . . Through this gloomy series of events, through the steaming

blood, above the gallows and above the heads of the tsar and his execu-

tioners, shines a new day. From behind the forced union, a free union

can be seen. From behind the union of Russia swallowing up Poland can

be seen a union based on the recognition of the equality and independence

of both. Unwillingly chained together, these prisoners have peered more

and more closely at each other and have recognized that they are brothers.

Blood has spoken and family enmity is fading.”

This is what we said in 1853. 1

And then, in 1854: “What does Poland want? Poland wants to be

a free state. She is prepared to be united with Rus’, but with a Rus’ that

* This a translation of the complete Russian text, printed in Kolokol,

15 January 1859. I would like to acknowledge the assistance of Prof.

George Epp of the Canadian Mennonite Bible College at the University

of Manitoba, who kindly advised me on the translation of certain unusual

terms, and of Roman Senkus, who checked the manuscript and translated

the passages dealing with Swiss federalism and with German nationalism.
1 These ideas appear as early as 1851. See Herzen’s “Letter to

Michelet,” in B. Dmytryshyn, ed., Imperial Russia (New York, 1967),

p. 202, and the discussion in von Mohrenschildt, pp. 167-72.
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is also free .... In order to unite with Rus’, she needs total liberty. The

absorption of Poland by Tsarist Russia is an absurdity, violence [itself]
.”

Demanding that Russian soldiers swear not to take up arms against

Poland, we said to them: “Not the tsar, but the conscience of the people,

the repentance of the people, demands this oath, and if ruin awaits you

on account of this, it is holy. You will fall as a sacrifice to redemption,

and with your martyred blood you will seal the unbreakable, free union

of Poland and Russia as the beginning of a free association of all Slavs

in a single and discrete Assembly of the Land.” 2

Our opinion on the Polish question was clearly declared in these

words, written on two different occasions, before the [Crimean] War and

in the heat of it. It remains unchanged. In such a spirit I attempted to

bring together the propaganda of both countries; in this spirit Stanislaw

Worcell extended his hand in friendship.

Poland, like Italy or Hungary, has the full, inalienable right to exist

as a state independent of Russia. Whether we want a free Poland to break

away from a free Russia is another question. No, we do not want this,

and can one desire such a thing at a time when exclusive nationalities and

international enmities constitute one of the main obstacles restraining free

human development? I deeply hate all centralization and am convinced

that federations of related peoples produce an incomparably broader basis

for a state than does the disintegration of a single race into separate parts.

Federal unification must be a free gift. Russia does not have a right to

Poland; she should earn what she has taken by force, and she must make
amends for what was done by her representatives. We may grieve about

it if Poland should not wish this union. We may disagree with her, but

we cannot refuse to grant her will without renouncing all our basic convic-

tions. It seems to me that this is clear.

But if it is clear that we recognize this right, then perhaps it is neces-

sary to clarify why we do not want these two peoples to break off com-

pletely with each other.

We believe that Poland and Russia can go hand in hand down a

single path to a new, free social life. It is our opinion that Poland and

Russia are in an entirely different situation from that of Lombardy and

Austria. Different paths lie before Lombardy and Austria. The downfall

of Austria is the necessary condition for the life of the peoples welded

together by her into a unit. Austria is not a nation. Austria is a police

measure, a disjointed administration. It is joined to nothing living and

does not rely upon itself; without its parts it does not exist. It is the

greatest historical spectre that ever appeared. Everything here is false. The

[Holy] Roman Empire is in Germany. The German empire consists

Zemskoe Delo.
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primarily of Slavs, Italians and Magyars. The elected government changes

through inheritance. The relationship of several nationalities is based on

mutual loathing for one another. There is nothing organic here; remove

Lombardy on the right and add Moldavia-Wallachia on the left: it is all

the same. Remove Galicia and add Serbia: and that is not bad; the Staats

Kanzley will follow its regular course. The Austrian empire has no future;

when it is abolished, only then will people really be amazed how such an

absurdity could have existed, sewn together from scraps by congresses

and strengthened by obscure diplomatic notions. The empire is essential

for equilibrium—formerly in order to outweigh the Pope, now so that

the Pope should not be outweighed. The bulwark of Europe against Islam,

which is saving Turkey from Russia. The imaginary representative of

German unity, hated by all of Germany and defending the Rhine “on the

Po and on the Adige” with Slavic and Hungarian blood against Italy.

This is the dream of someone suffering from a fever!

In complete contrast, Russia is a living personality like England or

France. The only difference is that these “old relics,”
3 with their riches

and their scars, with chevrons on their sleeves and with banners tattered

by bullets over the last three centuries, covered in glory, are going off

to their rest, while Russia is just stepping onto the square, the parade

ground of history. The very name of Russia is beginning to be repeated

throughout Europe together with that of America.

Except for her borderlands, Russia is a compact unit akin in blood,

language and spirit. Every Russian is aware of himself as part of the

state as a whole. He recognizes his kinship with the entire population,

which has been brought up in the same peasant way of life, with its com-

munal order and division of land. Because of this, wherever a Russian may
live in the vast expanses between the Baltic and the Pacific Ocean, he is

vigilant whenever an enemy crosses the Russian border and is ready to go

to the aid of Moscow, as he did in 1612 and 1812.4

What, however, does he consider to be the border of the country?

You, it seems, are very occupied with this question. Truly, I have never

spoken of it, although not out of fear of Russian patriots. I am no more
afraid of them than of patriots in general, and I am afraid of patriots in

general because their self-interested egoism on behalf of the entire race

—

always ready for unfair gain—and their love for their own too closely

approaches hatred for all others. A refined man can love his homeland
with his heart, his mind, or by habit; he can serve it and die for it, but

a patriot he cannot be. Eighteen centuries ago, Christianity began weeding

3 “vetkhiia denmi\
4 1612 refers to the reaction against Polish intervention and the

election of Mikhail Romanov, which ended the Time of Troubles. 1812
refers to the Napoleonic invasion.
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out this pagan virtue but achieved nothing, because it directed people

toward another, entirely nonexistent homeland—the one in heaven. So-

cialism will weed it out by removing earthly boundaries. But people are

still far away from it [socialism] if you and I are still quibbling about

where the boundaries should be drawn.

As regards the principal question, the independence of Poland, it is

resolved by language itself. Not one Russian peasant considers Poland to

be Russia. All Rus’ says: “Into Poland, out of Poland!” But where is the

line dividing where Rus’ ends and Poland begins? This is more difficult

to determine, not because of patriotism, but because we lack the most

important element for the resolution of the question.

What shall we take as its basis? The annexation of Red Rus’ 5 by

Poland, or the annexation of Ukraine by Russia in the middle of the

seventeenth century? In between there was an entire century of struggle

of the Polish Commonwealth with the Cossacks. In its continuation two

tendencies, two opposing streams, appear in southern Rus’: the gentry,

the lords, who want an aristocratic republic; and the lower class, the

[common] people, the Cossacks, who, in complete contrast, feel continuous

enmity toward Poland. Khmelnytsky gave himself up to the tsar not out

of love for Muscovy, but out of dislike for Poland. Moscow, or, even

more, Saint Petersburg, deceived Ukraine and forced it to hate the Rus-

sians. How can this question be resolved? A long duration of domination

proves nothing. A lost rule proves even less. The right of conquest? The

last conqueror will rule until another power drives him out. Conquest is

a fact but not a right.

There are no natural borders, no mountain chains, and no big rivers.

One still has to look for other bases in the very life of the [common]
people, in its way of life. In those areas where the people profess Ortho-

doxy, speak a language closer to Russian than to Polish, where they have

preserved a Russian peasant way of life, the mir, the assembly, and com-

mon ownership of land—they would probably want to be Russian. In

those areas where the people profess Catholicism or the Union, 6 where

they have lost the commune and the common ownership of land, sympathy

for Poland is probably stronger, and they will side with her.

5 “Chervona or Red, Rus’ is an ancient geographical term referring

to Galicia. The term may have its origins in the Turko-Mongol color-

directional system. See la. Isaievych’s article “Chervona Rus’ ” in Ra-
dianska entsyklopediia istorii Ukrainy, 4 vols. (Kiev, 1969-72), IV:460.

6 This is a reference to the Union of Brest (1596), which created

an Eastern-rite Slavonic church in communion with Rome. For the tradi-

tional Polish view, see 0. Halecki, History of Poland (London, 1955),

pp. 139-40, which can be compared with the Orthodox Ukrainian view of

Doroshenko, Survey of Ukrainian History, pp. 156-61.
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But tell me, what sort of heirs are we to the Congress of Vienna if

we prescribe which zone of land belongs where without asking the people

living on it? This is how the Paris diplomats were deliberating not long

ago regarding what the Rumanians in Moldavia-Wallachia should and

should not desire. 7

Well, and what if after all our argumentation, Ukraine, which re-

members the oppression of the Russian soldiers and the institution of

serfdom, the conscriptions, the deprivation of rights, the plundering and

the knout on the one hand, and has not forgotten what it was like under

the Polish Commonwealth with it soldiers, lords and crown officials on

the other, desires to be neither Polish nor Russian? In my opinion the

question is resolved very simply. Ukraine should, in such a case, be recog-

nized as a free and independent country. Among us people who are in

exile, who have been the unfortunate witnesses of so many unsuccessful

unions and dissolutions, there cannot be and must not be any question

as to whom this or the other part of populated land should belong. In

Little Russia there dwell people oppressed by slavery, but not so broken

by the government and the landowners that they have lost all feeling of

national identity. Quite the contrary, their ethnic consciousness is highly

developed. What sort of step will it be toward their liberation if, while

taking off the Muscovite chains, they are told that they must belong to

Poland?

Let us untie their hands, let us loosen their tongues, let their speech

be absolutely free, and then let them speak for themselves and step across

the knout to us, across the Pope to you, or, if they are wise, extend a

hand to each of us in fraternal unity and independence of us both.

This is why I value federalism so highly. The federal parts are con-

nected by a common cause, and no one belongs to anyone else; Geneva

does not belong to Bern nor Bern to Geneva. In 1851 the Catholic reaction

in the Fribourg canton exasperated the protestant [town of] Murten.

The inhabitants of Murten wanted to secede from the canton; this did

not take place, but no one even thought of asking whether Murten belongs

to the canton or not, whether Murten is unfaithful or not. Federal units

can exist even when accompanied by such antagonism as is found between

the southern and northern states in America. Centralization, which sacri-

fices the autonomy of its parts, aims at a uniform police front, and de-

stroys everything individual, distinctive and particular, will always waver

between Nicholas and Bonaparte. On the other hand, the complete dissolu-

7 In 1856, the Treaty of Paris ending the Crimean War placed Mol-
davia and Wallachia under the collective guarantee of the European
powers and ended a Russian protectorate while retaining Turkish suzerain-

ty. In August 1858, the Convention of Paris discussed the union of the

principalities and their future neutrality under a hereditary foreign prince.
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tion of national unity into autonomous parts will make out of them a

Germany—drawn and quartered, she lies in her dismemberment unable

to rise or to move.

The desire to loosen the tightly bound reins of barrack despotism

in no way coincides with the desire for full separation of her [Ukraine’s]

destiny from Russia’s. In order to say whether it is possible to go with

Russia or not, it is necessary to see what will emerge from the general

movement into which Russia has been plunged.

Do you really not see how the icy peak that was pressing down upon

us is melting? Nicholas noticed that his autocracy had become lifeless,

that he had no deeds, but only executions. He invented a war; he was

defeated. Two degress less—he died; ten degrees—and there is no live

cause, no life’s task at all. In a moment of inspiration and

perhaps also desperation, Alexander II found a cause, a fateful, necessary

and live cause: the emancipation of the peasants. Heavy gates creaking

on rusty hinges opened into a new epoch. Here the old policemen, the

Orlovs and the Zakrevskys, the lackeys and spies, the Panins and the

Muravevs, following what they learned long ago, stand in the way, pushing

back, refusing passage. 8 They give themselves the appearance of strength.

If they succeed in hindering us it is our own fault! This is why I am
returning again to the point that all of our efforts must be concentrated

on one question, rallied around one banner: in hoc signo vincetis!

We did not choose the issue, though we could hardly have made a

better choice. This again is the reason why we have put aside everything

else and have become devoted to this single question: the emancipation

of the peasants together with their land. One should not judge us for the

choice of the question, but for the manner in which we deal with it. Does

it conform to the basis for our convictions or not?

8 These were well-known families among the Russian service

nobility. The reference to Muravev is probably directed at Mikhail N.

Muravev (1796-1866), whose reactionary views and subsequent military

actions in Lithuania (1863) were to gain him the epithet: “the hangman
of Vilno.” The reference to Zakrevsky is probably to Arsenii A. Zakrevsky

(1783-1865), minister of internal affairs and governor-general of Moscow,
who opposed the emancipation of the peasants and predicted that “in Saint

Petersburg they will change their minds and all will remain as in the

past.” Count Viktor Panin (1801-1874) was Alexander’s minister of

justice and a central figure in the various committees overseeing the

emancipation. Prince Aleksei Orlov (1786-1861) was president of the

Imperial Council, head of the Third Department, and a convinced defender

of serfdom. All these administrators were advanced in age in 1859. See

the respective articles on them in Russkii biograficheskii slovar, 25 vols.

(Saint Petersburg, n.d.).
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If Russia, having freed the peasants with their land, really does enter

the new phase of life of which we spoke, I do not think that Ukraine

would wish to separate from her. Then she would not have those reasons

that forced her in the middle of the seventeenth century to throw herself

at [the mercy of] the Tatars, at Muscovy for deliverance from the

gentry-Catholic yoke of the Polish Commonwealth, and to go over to the

Swedes at the time of Peter I.
9

If Russia, faltering at her first step, should remain under the rod

of the landlord, under the baton of the police, without courts and without

rights, administered by orderlies and clerks; if this whole movement should

prove weak and we, without a murmur, were to return to the time of

Nicholas; then not only should Poland or Ukraine not remain with Russia,

but they should unite, march on Moscow, and destroy this whole gigantic

edifice of slavery.

This is our opinion in its entirety, and no matter what Russian

patriots—or yours—say, we will not change it or betray it, for we are

convinced in heart and mind of its truth.

For us it is not the foundation but the themes that are changing.

You speak positively of my little article written in 1854 that I men-

tioned at the beginning of this letter. Circumstances provoked it. Then

we thought that Poland would secede from Russia during the Crimean

War, and we said to the Russian soldiers stationed in Poland: “Your part

would be the worst of all. Your comrades in Turkey are soldiers. In Poland

you would be hangmen. You will be forced to blush on account of your

bravery ... we know that you will not march on the Poles of your own
accord, but the point is precisely that it is time for you to have your own
will .... It is not easy to subdue tens of thousands of people armed to

the teeth.” You can see our opinion clearly from these words. Their repeti-

tion shows that our opinion has not changed in the least. But when you

tell me to reprint this appeal to the soldiers in Kolokol, I do not under-

stand you. Is anyone talking about an uprising in Poland, about the

preparations of Russian armies? Why should I start persuading people

not to raise their weapons when their weapons are already sheathed?

No. If we were to appeal now to the soldiers, we would not appeal to

them using these words. We would not speak to them now about Poland.

We would tell them that they should think about the mortal sin of sup-

pressing the peasants; that a soldier who kills a peasant with his bayonet

or with a bullet is a parricide; that by aiding the landowner with his arms
he defiles his own sister; that with his aid he puts his mother under the

blows of the birch; and that if he thinks about it, he will see that without

9 This is a reference to the revolt of Bohdan Khmelnytsky against

Poland (1648) and of Ivan Mazepa against Peter I (1709).
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his blind obedience the institution of serfdom would collapse, pulling

down with it all obstacles to liberation.

This is what we would say to the soldier. And if we have not yet said

this, it is because the question apparently will be resolved without the use

of bayonets or shells. The Russian peasant has suffered enough and has

watered the land sufficiently with his sweat and his tears. Why [should

he] still [offer] his blood [?]!

I have given you our ideas in good faith and have told you frankly

about the structure of our activity. You will believe me; your article

serves me as a guarantee of this. But there are limited minds and narrow

popular hatreds that I would not even attempt to convince. They hate

without reason. Take, for example, in order not to speak of our own
[people], the articles of the German democrats who pride themselves on

their cosmopolitanism, and look at their malicious hatred not only for

everything Russian, but also for everything Slavic.10 If this hatred were

accompanied by any desire at all that Russia and Poland be free, that

they break their chains, I would understand it. But this is not at all the

case. Just as medieval people who hated the Jews did not at all wish

their improvement, so too any success we have in civil society only

doubles the hatred of these limited and closed minds. Fortunately, this

time they are dealing not with a scattered and poor tribe, but with a

[good] part of humanity.

By the way, this mutual responsibility of the Slavic world, which

our enemies have understood with hatred, obliges us to think about it.

Are the future destinies of the entire Slavic world in fact the same, or not?

You have already seen that we are resolving the issue by federalism.

If Poland desires a different solution, may she manifest the will for

it. But while she breaks up the family, let her get to know Rus’ better,

not the Rus’ of the service or of the uniform, but that Rus’ that ploughs

the land, that is oppressed by the uniform, a Rus’ that is thinking and

just beginning to express herself. Then she will leave us without inter-

national hatred and bitter words. Injury to the people with which she

fought for so long and which had such a profound and protracted in-

fluence upon her destiny will cast the darkest of shadows upon her.

On 29 November 1853, mounting the rostrum at a Polish meeting in

London, I said: “I presented myself to my Polish friends not as one who
has renounced his fatherland or as one who wishes that his origins be

forgotten. Quite the contrary, I have spoken openly about my love for

Russia and about my faith in her future. And so they have accepted me
as a chance representative of the future Russia, of that Russia that hates

the crimes of its government and wants to cleanse itself of the blood of

Polish martyrs!”

10 See the introduction, n. 2, p. 32.
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Allow me to conclude my letter with these words, which were drowned

out by the applause of your compatriots.

12 January 1859 Iskander11

translated by Thomas M. Prymak

11 Herzen’s pen name is an adaption of Scander-beg, a legendary
Albanian chieftain, who led his people in a long struggle against the
conquering Turks. For this and other general information on Kolokol,
see Z. P. Bazileva, “Kolokol” Gertsena (Moscow, 1949).
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Myroslav Yurkevich

A FORERUNNER OF NATIONAL COMMUNISM:
LEV IURKEVYCH (1885-1918)*

In his “Critical Remarks on the National Question” (1913), Lenin

gave the following definition of the tasks of social democracy in

Ukraine:

Obviously, all democrats, not to speak of Marxists, will strongly

oppose the incredible subjugation of the Ukrainians and demand
complete equality for them. But it would be a downright betrayal

of socialism and a silly policy, even from the viewpoint of the

bourgeois “national aims” of the Ukrainians, to weaken the existing

bond and alliance between the Ukrainian and Great Russian prole-

tariat that now exist within the confines of a single state.
1

Although the thrust of Lenin’s remarks was directed against

“bourgeois nationalism,” his rhetorical opponent on this occasion

was not a bourgeois, but a Ukrainian social democrat. “Mr. Lev
Iurkevych,” wrote Lenin, “who also calls himself a Marxist (poor

Marx!) gives an example of this silly policy.”2

For Lenin, analyzing the prospects of revolution in an empire

in which national movements were weakly developed, the line of

demarcation between Marxism and nationalism seemed clear.

Whatever weakened proletarian unity in the struggle against

tsarism was retrograde, hence Lenin’s consistent opposition to

* The present introduction and translation originated in a seminar

project supervised by Professor J. L. H. Keep of the University of Toronto.

I wish to thank Professor Keep for suggesting numerous improvements
to the translation and for commenting on a preliminary version of the

introduction. I should also like to thank Dr. Yury Boshyk of the University

of Toronto for providing me with copies of Iurkevych’s pamphlets, as well

as other rare material by and about Iurkevych.

So as not to mislead compilers of reference works and other interested

parties, I should state that, despite the identity of surnames, I am not

a descendant of Iurkevych.
1 V. I. Lenin, “Kriticheskie zametki po natsionalnomu voprosu” in

Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, 5th ed., 55 vols. (Moscow, 1960-65), 24:127.

All references to Lenin’s works are to this edition.
2 Ibid.
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autonomy for minority social-democratic parties and his contention

that those calling for such autonomy were “objectively,” if not

actually, serving the interests of the bourgeoisie. 3

By the eve of the First World War, Lenin had come to ap-

preciate the potential value of the national movements in under-

mining the stability of the empire. In order to channel this force,

Lenin was prepared to make a tactical alliance with the minorities.

He came out strongly in support of “national self-determination,”

which had been part of the Bolshevik program since 1903. But
Lenin’s formula contained an escape clause. “National self-deter-

mination” as he interpreted it meant the right of the minorities

to secede from Russia and form independent states. By recognizing

this right, Lenin hoped to persuade the minorities that the Bol-

sheviks did not intend to keep them in subjection.

4

The actual implementation of the right to secession was an-

other matter. National sovereignty was essentially a bourgeois

goal that could hardly be supported in practice by social democrats
and proletarians. Once persuaded of the Bolsheviks’ good inten-

tions, the minorities would have no reason to collaborate with
“their own” bourgeoisies and would throw their support behind
the cause of international proletarian unity. 3

Cultural distinctions among ethnic groups were of minor
importance, argued Lenin, when compared with economic and
political factors. He repeatedly stressed the tendency of capitalism

to create large states and to obliterate ethno-cultural “barriers”

between peoples—a progressive development, in his view, since it

promoted international proletarian solidarity. 6 Lenin spoke of a

“culture of democratism and of the international workers’ move-
ment” that would replace ethnically based cultures. 7 In practical

terms, this meant that the empire’s national minorities should
adopt Russian as the most convenient vehicle of communication
and that the social-democratic movement should be directed from
the centre of the empire, not from its periphery. 8

3 See, for example, “0 manifeste ‘Soiuza armianskikh sotsial-de-

mokratov’,” 7:102-6.
4 “Tezisy po natsionalnomu voprosu,” 23:314-22.
5 Ibid., pp. 315-6.
6 “Kriticheskie zametki po natsionalnomu voprosu,” 24:130-36.
7 Ibid., p. 120.
8 “O natsionalnoi gordosti velikorossov,” 26:106-10. For detailed

discussions of Lenin’s views on the national question, see Richard Pipes,

The Formation of the Soviet Union
,
2d ed. (New York, 1974), pp. 34-49,

and Ivan Bakalo, Natsionalna polityka Lenina (Munich, 1974)

.
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Most minority social democrats found it impossible to accept

this view. Tsarist oppression of the nationalities had been too

harsh to be easily forgotten: publications in the Ukrainian lan-

guage, for example, had been forbidden on government instructions

in 1863 and 1876, and the ban had not been lifted until 1905. The
Revolutionary Ukrainian Party—the first Ukrainian political party

in the Russian Empire—split in January 1905 because of a dis-

agreement on the national question. The majority, which consti-

tuted itself as the Ukrainian Social-Democratic Labor Party

(USDLP), maintained that the ethnic minorities required autono-

mous social-democratic parties to struggle against both national

and social oppression. The minority established the Spilka (Union)

,

which functioned as a branch of Russian social democracy in

Ukraine.

Lev Iurkevych, who had joined the Revolutionary Ukrainian
Party in 1904, became one of the most militant spokesmen for the

autonomist view. 9 The son of a wealthy physician, he sided with

the USDLP in the split of 1905 and used a major portion of his

inheritance to fund the USDLP journals Nash holos (Our Voice),

published in Lviv in 1910-11, and Dzvin (The Bell), which ap-

peared in Kiev in 1913-14.10 As a leading figure in the USDLP
and a frequent contributor to its journals,11 Iurkevych consistently

maintained that the liberation of the Ukrainian working class was
associated with the rebirth of the Ukrainian nation.

Iurkevych’s insistence on national autonomy placed him in

the mainstream of Ukrainian political thought in the Russian
Empire, which had long been dedicated to working out a program
of federalist reform. The major federalist thinkers, Mykola Kosto-
marov, Mykhailo Drahomanov, and Mykhailo Hrushevsky, had
developed a conception of the Ukrainian demos as a people distinct

from the Russians. Their goal was political and cultural autonomy
for the Ukrainian people, which they expected to attain with the

gradual advance of constitutionalism in Russia. As critics of the

centralized state, which they regarded as invariably oppressive,

9 Dmytro Doroshenko’s study, Z istorii ukrainsJcoi politychnoi dumhy
za chasiv svitovoi viiny (Prague, 1936), draws extensively on Iurkevych’s

archive and is the major source of biographical information about him.

See also Volodymyr Levynsky’s pamphlet Lev Iurkevych (Lviv, 1927).
10 Doroshenko, pp. 27-31.
11 Iurkevych often signed his articles with the pseudonym “L. Ry-

balka.” Before the outbreak of the First World War, he also produced
two pamphlets, Natsionalna sprava i robitnytstvo and Kliasy i suspilstvo,

both published in Kiev in 1913.
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they opposed separatists who called for independent Ukrainian

statehood.

Along with other Ukrainian social democrats, Iurkevych re-

formulated the federalist program on a Marxist basis. He drew
inspiration from the Austrian socialists, whose program of 1899

called for the transformation of Austria into a democratic federa-

tion of nationalities. 12 The Austrians had recognized that “political

decentralization corresponding to the national division of the

state” was necessary in order to eliminate national oppression,

and the Jewish Bund had become the first political party in the

Russian Empire to adopt this postulate. 13 Iurkevych attacked the

Russian social democrats for their rigidly centralist thinking, which
led them to regard Ukraine as “a territory in which they would
have a monopoly of influence.”14

Iurkevych was an equally harsh critic of the Ukrainian na-

tionalist intelligentsia. “National consciousness,” he wrote, “ap-

pers to be the same for everyone, but a national outlook cannot be
the same for people of different interests.” 15 Iurkevych warned
repeatedly that the Ukrainian bourgeoisie would support the na-

tional renaissance only to a limited extent: its class interests would
lead it to seek an accommodation with the tsarist regime. 16 Only
the workers, a genuinely democratic class that oppressed no one,

would see the struggle through to the end, demanding national

rights for themselves and for all other classes in Ukrainian socie-

ty. 17

Not all Ukrainian social democrats agreed with Iurkevych’s

conception of a federalized, democratic Russia on the Austro-

Marxist model. Dmytro Dontsov, at that time a member of the

USDLP and a contributor to Dzvin, proposed the separation of

Ukraine from Russia and its federation with Austria. 18 For Iurke-

12 Lev Iurkevych, “Rosiiski marksisty i ukrainskyi robitnychyi rukh,”
Dzvin, 1913, no. 7-8, pp. 91-2. On the Austrian social democrats and their

interpretation of the national question, see Tom Bottomore and Patrick

Goode, eds., Austro-Marxism (Oxford, 1978), pp. 30-6.
13 Iurkevych, ibid., pp. 85-7, 91.
14 “Paky i paky (V spravi ukrainskoi robitnychoi gazety),” Dzvin,

1914, no. 6, p. 550.
15 Natsionalna sprava i robitnytstvo, pp. 22-3.
16 “Seredni kliasy i natsionalne vidrodzhenie,” Dzvin, 1913, no. 2,

pp. 107-11.
17 Kliasy i suspilstvo, pp. 40-4.
18 Dmytro Dontsov, Suchasne politychne polozhenie natsii i nashi

zavdania (Lviv, 1913).
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vych, such a complete break with Russia amounted to bourgeois

nationalism .

15 He attacked Dontsov’s program for advocating

“Ukrainian bourgeois political passivity vis-^-vis the Russian state

and the political system now existing within it.”
20 The actual task

before Ukrainian social democrats, Iurkevych maintained, was
“energetic defence of the national-political and democratic rights

of the Ukrainian people within the boundaries of the Russian

state.”21 Iurkevych was instrumental in having Dontsov expelled

from the USDLP .

22

Thus, Lenin’s characterization of Iurkevych as “quite an
undisguised servant of the bourgeoisie” had no basis in fact .

23

Unable to discredit Iurkevych by force of argument, Lenin resorted

to subterfuge. Shortly after completing “Critical Remarks on the

National Question,” he wrote to Inessa Armand, who was then

living in Paris, that “we should now have our own Ukrainian social-

democratic group, even a small one.”24 As a first step toward creat-

ing such a group, Lenin prepared an appeal calling on Ukrainian

workers to join forces with the Bolsheviks. He sent the appeal to

Armand with the request that she contact the Ukrainian worker
Oksen Lola (also in Paris) and have Lola and two or three other

Ukrainians translate the appeal and publish it over their signatures.

This was to be done

... of course, against Iurkevych and, if possible, without the knowl-

edge of this vile, wretched, nationalist bourgeois, who, under the

banner of Marxism, advocates the division of workers by nationality,

a separate national organization for Ukrainian workers.25

Lola translated the appeal as requested, and it appeared over

his signature in the St. Petersburg Bolshevik newspaper Put’

pravdy (The Way of Truth). Lenin contributed a prefatory note

to the trumped-up appeal attacking the Dzvin group for “carrying

19 “Z nahody druhoho vseukrainskoho studentskoho z’izdu,” Dzvin,

1913, no. 9, pp. 236-41.
20 “Ukrainske politychne molodomishchanstvo,” Dzvin, 1913, no. 12,

p. 493.
21 “Paky i paky,” p. 542.
22 “Shche kilka sliv u vidpovidi Dontsovu,” Dzvin, 1914, no. 5, pp.

470-2. It is worth noting that Lenin lumped Iurkevych and Dontsov to-

gether as “apologies for Marxists” (24:129).
23 Lenin, “Sotsialisticheskaia revoliutsiia i pravo natsii na samoopre-

delenie,” 27:261.
24 Lenin, 48:272.
25 Lenin, 48:277.
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out the work of the nationalist petty bourgeoisie.”26 He also wrote

to the editors of Dzvin expressing his indignation at their “separa-

tist” policy. 27 In reply, Iurkevych accused Lenin of exploiting the

slogan of “national self-determination” while denying Ukrainian

socialists the right to maintain their own organization. 28

Following the outbreak of the First World War, both Lenin

and Iurkevych settled in Switzerland. In 1915, Iurkevych began
to publish the newspaper Borotba (Struggle) as the organ of the

emigre USDLP. The seven issues that appeared were devoted

almost entirely to attacking the nationalist Union for the Libera-

tion of Ukraine, which was funded by the Central Powers. 29 A
number of the union’s activists, feeling that Borotba1

s accusations

of political opportunism were unfounded, wrote to Iurkevych
protesting that their activity was wholly in the national interest.30

Iurkevych remained adamant. In an open letter to the Kienthal

Conference of the Socialist International, he attacked the union
once again and condemned the imperialism of both the Central

Powers and Russia. He called on the conference to approve resolu-

tions supporting national-liberation struggles and appealing to the

Russian proletariat to assist in “the winning of democratic and
autonomous rights for the oppressed nations.”31

It appears that Iurkevych and Lenin discussed the national

question several times during their years in Switzerland, but
neither man changed his view.32 When the Geneva-based Bolshevik
newspaper Sotsial-demokrat (Social Democrat) published an an-

thology containing Lenin’s theses on “Socialist Revolution and
the Right of Nations to Self-Determination,” Iurkevych responded
with his most comprehensive indictment of Bolshevik policy, which
is here translated as The Russian Social Democrats and the Na-

26 Lenin, 25:360. For a detailed account of this episode, see Israel

Kleiner, “On Lenin’s Attitude Toward the Right of Nations to Self-Deter-

mination,” Crossroads (Jerusalem), no. 5 (Winter 1980), pp. 178-85.
27 See the accompanying translation, n. 29.
28 “Iezuitska polityka,” Dzvin, 1914, no. 5, pp. 458-65.
29 Adrian Hoshovsky, “U borotbi z SVU i sotsial-patriotamy,”

Ukrainskyi kalendar 1966 (Warsaw), pp. 214-22.
30 Doroshenko, op. cit., pp. 57-60.
31 UUkraine et la guerre (Lausanne, 1916), pp. 54-5. See the ac-

companying translation for Iurkevych’s approval of the Kienthal Con-
ference resolutions on the national question.

32 There is an allusion to such face-to-face discussions in the ac-

companying translation. For Lenin’s hostile reaction to one of Iurkevych’s
visits, see 49:188.
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tional Question. Published in Geneva in 1917, the pamphlet was
written in Russian and intended primarily for the Bolshevik

emigres. In this work, Iurkevych again attacked Lenin for devising

empty formulas to conceal his fundamental hostility to the autono-

mist demands of the national minorities. He hammered home the

point that Russian revolutionaries from Herzen to Lenin had been
centralists at heart, too dazzled by the vision of Russia’s world-

historical importance to respect the minorities as equal partners

in the struggle for democracy. Iurkevych appealed to the Russian
social democrats at least to refrain from hindering the work of

their Ukrainian comrades.

His appeal fell on deaf ears. By the time the pamphlet came
off the press, Lenin was back in Russia. Iurkevych attempted to

return to Ukraine by a circuitous route late in 1917, but the

progressive paralysis from which he had long been suffering forced

him into hospital in Moscow, where he died.33

The autonomous proletarian Ukraine that Iurkevych regarded

as a political ideal did not materialize in the Revolution. Many
factors worked against its realization: the Ukrainian proletariat

was as yet an insignificant social force; the intelligentsia was po-

litically divided; powerful neighboring states were not about to

relinquish their control of Ukrainian territory. Within two years

of Iurkevych’s death, however, the Ukrainian communists Serhii

Mazlakh and Vasyl Shakhrai were addressing to Lenin the same
questions that Iurkevych had asked in his pamphlet of 19 17. 34

The “national communists” of the 1920s continued in this vein,

although they could not draw on the writings of a social democrat
anathematized by Lenin. Their efforts to foster political and cul-

tural autonomy for Ukraine—the last attempt to make federalism

work—followed the program that had been outlined by Iurkevych.

33 The exact date of Iurkevych’s death, which occurred either in late

1917 or early 1918, has not been determined. See Doroshenko, pp. 88-9.
34 Serhii Mazlakh and Vasyl Shakhrai, On the Current Situation in

the Ukraine, ed. Peter J. Potichnyj (Ann Arbor, 1970).
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L. Rybalka
[Lev Iurkevychl

THE RUSSIAN SOCIAL DEMOCRATS AND
THE NATIONAL QUESTION 1

The editors of the Geneva Sotsial-demokrat [Social Democrat]—the

central organ of the Russ[ian] S [ocial] -D [emocratic] Lab [or] Party

—have published a Sbornik [Anthology] devoted principally to the na-

tional question and the defence of the “right of nations to self-determina-

tion.”

The Russian social democrats, who formerly treated the national

question with complete indifference, have begun to take an interest in it

in recent years.

However, their right wing, which turned so sharply toward oppor-

tunism before the war and toward patriotism during it, has no concern

whatever for the nations oppressed by its dear “fatherland,” which is

“defending itself.” Accordingly, we shall not even speak of them.

The revolutionary wing of the Russian social democrats, on the

contrary, is very actively engaged in the national question. Primarily

involved is its foreign representation, which, exploiting the general confu-

sion, imperiously decrees its views, cursing those who disagree.

Our folk proverb says that “the devil is never really as black as he

is painted.” And that is so. Therefore, casting aside superstitious preju-

dices, we proceed to the exposition of our subject.

The Sbornik commences with “Theses”2 bearing the resounding title

“Socialist Revolution and the Right of Nations to Self-Determination.”

There we read:

The right of nations to self-determination means the exclusive

right to independence in the political sense, to free political secession

1 This translation was prepared from a copy of the original pamphlet
in the Andrii Zhuk collection, the Public Archives of Canada, Ottawa. For
a reprint, see L. Rybalka, Russkie sotsial-demokraty i natsionalnyi vopros
(Munich: Suchasnist, 1969) . The Russian text, which appears on pp. 33-58
of this edition, is preceded by a Ukrainian translation.

2 For the complete text of the “Theses,” see Lenin, 27:252-66.
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from the oppressor nation. Concretely, this demand for political

democracy means complete freedom of agitation for secession and

the resolution of the question of secession by a referendum of the

seceding nation. Accordingly, this demand is not at all equivalent

to a demand for secession, fragmentation, or the creation of small

states. It signifies only the consistent expression of struggle against

all national oppression. The nearer a democratic system to complete

freedom of secession, the less frequent and weaker will be strivings

toward secession in practice, for the advantages of large states both

from the point of view of economic progress and from that of the

interests of the masses are indubitable; moreover, they increase

steadily with the growth of capitalism ....

The goal of socialism is not only the elimination of the frag-

mentation of humanity into small states and of all segregation of

nations, not only the drawing together of nations, but also their

merging. And precisely in order to attain this goal, we must . . .

demand the liberation of nations not in general, nebulous phrases,

not in empty declamations, not in the form of “postponing” the

question until the achievement of socialism, but in a clearly and

precisely formulated political program, taking particular account of

the hypocrisy and cowardice of socialists in the oppressor nations.

This quotation defines the basic views of the editors of the RSDLP’s
central organ on the national question. What is astonishing and glaring,

however, is the contradictoriness of these views.

Thus, for example, the recognition of the “right of nations to self-

determination,” which is understood in the exclusive sense of the right

“of secession from the oppressor nation,” is followed immediately by the

assertion that “the advantages of large states from the point of view of

economic progress and from that of the interests of the masses are indu-

bitable.”

These two propositions are mutually exclusive. For, if we grant that

“with the development of capitalism” large states increasingly serve the

interests of the masses and of progress, then our defence of “the right

of nations to self-determination,” whose realization breaks up “large

states,” would act as an obstacle to the development of “large states” and

to capitalist progress in general. With this in mind and as if to confuse

the issue once and for all, the authors3 of the “theses” note that in actual

fact “the demand for free secession from the oppressor nation” “is not at

all equivalent to a demand for secession, fragmentation, or the creation

of small states.”

3 As the “Theses” were unsigned, Iurkevych was unaware that they

had been written by Lenin alone. See Lenin, 27:630.
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It follows from this that the program of the central organ of the

RSDLP on the national question, consisting in the recognition of the

“right of nations to self-determination” and in its simultaneous denial—
equals zero.

But, if in mathematics zeroes mean nothing
,
the zeroes contained in

political programs are often exhibited as large political figures, and the

defenders of such zeroes, as has happened, for example, in our case,

come forward with the “demand for liberation of nations not in general,

nebulous phrases, not in empty declamations, not in the form of ‘post-

poning’ the question until the achievement of socialism, but in a clearly

and precisely formulated political program, taking particular account of

the hypocrisy and cowardice of socialists in the oppressor nations.”

However strange this “demand” may seem when proclaimed by

people whose program on the national question equals zero, we never-

theless gladly admit the indispensability for socialists of a program on

the national question that is “clearly and precisely formulated, taking

particular account of the hypocrisy and cowardice of socialists in the

oppressor nations.”

For it is only by taking this hypocrisy into account that we shall

comprehend the “right of nations to self-determination” as it is defended

by the Russian social democrats.

The principle of the “right of nations to self-determination” was

recognized by them when they were not yet divided and were grouped

about the newspaper lskra [The Spark], published in Geneva. Thus, as

early as 1903, on the occasion of the fortieth anniversary of the last

Polish insurrection of 1863, the Russian and Polish socialist press took

up the discussion of the national question in connection with the question

of the restoration of an independent Poland. In issue 44 of lskra there

appeared, incidentally, a lead article by Lenin entitled “The National

Question in Our Program.” This article is devoted to the question of the

“right of nations to self-determination,” and in it, as in the Sbornik

with which we are concerned, Lenin, while coming out in defence of the

“right to self-determination,” hastens immediately to add that “the un-

conditional recognition of the struggle for freedom of self-determination

in no way obliges us to support every demand for national self-determina-

tion.”4

Going on to polemicize with the PPS, 5 Lenin notes the difference

between the former insurgent and democratic Poland and the present

bourgeois Poland; that then (in Marx’s time) “the complete victory of

democracy in Europe was indeed impossible without the restoration of

Lenin, “Natsionalnyi vopros v nashei programme,” 7:233.
Polska Partia Socjalistyczna (Polish Socialist Party).
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Poland,” and that now “St. Petersburg has become a far more important

revolutionary centre than Warsaw; the Russian revolutionary movement

already has greater international significance that the Polish.” 6 Proceeding

to quote Mehring’s statement that the restoration of Poland is a “reac-

tionary utopia” and that “at present the restoration of Poland is possible

only through a revolution by means of which the modern proletariat will

sunder its chains,” 7 Lenin adds: “We fully subscribe to this conclusion

of Mehring’s.” 8

Proceeding from this, he comes out decisively against “the break-up

of Russia, toward which the Polish Socialist Party is striving, as distinct

from our goal of overthrowing autocracy,”9 and declares at the end of

the article that “we shall always say to the Polish workers: only the

fullest union with the Russian proletariat can satisfy the demands of the

present, actual political struggle against autocracy; only such a union

will provide a guarantee of political and economic emancipation.

What we have said concerning the Polish question may also be

applied to every other national question.”10

Thus, Lenin, having declared in 1903 that he recognized the right

of secession of nations, came out with utter frankness in the same article

against the “break-up of Russia” and, consequently, against the “self-

determination” not only of the Poles, but of all the other oppressed na-

tions of Russia, as is entirely clear from his final words, which we have

underlined.

It is interesting that the Russian social democrats, pretending to

defend the “right of nations to self-determination,” promise with utter

seriousness that this right will be recognized by the state that will be

achieved by “the union of the Polish and Russian proletariat in the name
of the demand for a democratic republic, which will ensure all nations

the right of free self-determination” ( lskra,
no. 33, “In the Last Forty

Years”). In the “Theses” of the Sbornik it is also stated that “the nearer

6 Lenin, 7:238. A quotation from Karl Kautsky, “Finis Poloniae?”,

Die Neue Zeit 14, part 2, no. 42 (1895-6): 489. Kautsky (1854-1938),
a leading German-Austrian socialist and co-founder of the pacifist Inde-

pendent Social-Democratic Party during the First World War, acknowl-

edged the right of national minorities in the Russian Empire to form their

own social-democratic parties. He condemned the Bolshevik revolution as

undemocratic and un-Marxian.
7 Lenin, 7:238-9. A quotation from Franz Mehring’s introduction to

Gesammelte Schriften von Karl Marx und Friedrich Engels, 1841 bis 1850
(Stuttgart, 1902), vol. 3.

8 Lenin, 7:239.
9 Lenin, 7:240.
10 Lenin, 7:242. Iurkevych’s italics.
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the democratic system of a state to complete freedom of secession,

the less frequent and weaker will be strivings toward secession in practice.”

A strange freedom, is it not, which the oppressed nations will re-

nounce the more nearly they approach its attainment! This reminds us of

Rodichev’s speech in the Duma: “Give the Ukrainians schools so that

they themselves may later renounce them.”11 But if such mockery of the

demands of a people oppressed by Russia is understandable when it

comes from a Russian liberal, the Russian social democrats’ interpretation

of the “right of nations to self-determination” as a right that the oppressed

nations will refrain from exercising once they have gained it—an interpre-

tation derived, moreover, from internationalism and socialism—can arouse

amazement and indignation.

No less astonishing is the Russian social democrats’ promise to ensure

the democratic republic’s “guarantee” of the right of free secession. For

if a democratic system is actually established in Russia, then, taking as

an example the development of the West European states and also con-

sidering the reactionary and blatantly imperialist character of the policies

of the Russian bourgeoisie, one can say with certainty that it will not

only not oppose the weakening of tsarist centralism but will strengthen

it, turning it from an exclusively bureaucratic system into a social system

for the oppression of the nations of the Russian Empire.

It is quite ridiculous to speak of the possibility of the “guarantee”

by those in power in a capitalist state of the “right of nations to self-

determination.” Every state, even the most democratic, and especially

now, in the age of imperialism, not only will never agree to allow the

oppressed nations to separate, but will always strive to make new ter-

ritorial acquisitions, to oppress even more nations. Capitalist governments

have always regarded the “right of nations to self-determination” as a

betrayal of the fatherland and punish the guilty with the death penalty.

We would be right to consider the Russian social democrats’ promise

to “guarantee” the “right of secession” in a Russian republic a criminal

and conscious deception of the democratic forces of the oppressed peoples

if we did not recall, in their extenuation, their idealization of a democratic

Russia, of the Russian “toiling masses,” and of political revolution, which

they often identify with social revolution.

Lenin, for example, does not doubt that his party will manage to

seize power in the present war, and that then “we would,” he promises,

offer peace to all belligerents on condition of the liberation of

colonies and all dependent, oppressed and underprivileged peoples.

Neither Germany nor England and France, under their present

11 Fedor I. Rodichev (1856-1933), leading Constitutional Democrat
and member of the Russian Provisional Government in 1917.
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governments, would accept this condition. Then we would have to

prepare and wage a revolutionary war, that is, not only carry out

all of our minimum program completely with the most decisive

measures ( ! )

,

but also systematically rouse to revolt all the peoples

now oppressed by the Russians, all the colonies and dependent

countries of Asia (India, China, Persia, and so on), and—in the

first place—we would rouse to revolt the socialist proletariat of

Europe against its governments and in defiance of its social chau-

vinists. There can be no doubt whatever that the victory of the

proletariat in Russia would present uncommonly auspicious condi-

tions for the development of revolution in Asia and Europe ( Sotsial-

demokrat, no. 17, 13 October 1915).12

To supplement this revolutionary nonsense, we shall cite another

Russian socialist newspaper, Vpered [Forward] (no. 2), representing

the left wing of the Bolsheviks, which is convinced that if Russia should

democratize herself during the war, “she would cease to be a spectre to

the Balkan ( ! ) and Austrian ( ! ) Slavs ( ! ) ;
on the contrary, she would

be such a powerful magnet for them that Austrian militarism would im-

mediately be shaken. By the very fact of her democratism Russia would

disarm her enemies.”

This blind faith in the democratic and socialist virtues of Russia,

from our point of view, is not at all an expression, as is generally believed,

of the exceptional revolutionariness and internationalist impeccability of

Russian socialism. On the contrary, if we take into account the develop-

ment of Russian liberal ideas of the last century in their relation to the na-

tional question, we shall see that the national program of the revolutionary

Russian social democrats is nothing but a reiteration of the Russian

liberal patriotic program formulated in the age of the emancipation of

the peasants.

The most prominent exponent and, one might say, the creator of

that program was, as is well known, Herzen, the “ruler of men’s minds”

during the 1860s. At that time the Polish question was extremely acute

in view of the Polish uprising, which coincided with the Russian liberation

movement of the 1860s.

All attempts at effecting an agreement between the Russian liberals

and the Polish insurgents did not lead to any positive result, and with

the onset of reaction during the reign of Alexander II, Russian society,

becoming rapidly permeated with patriotic sentiments, turned away from

Poland, which tsarism had taken in its iron fist. Among the ideas that

served to justify its brutal abuse of the Polish nation were those of

Slavophilism, which changed from a federalist program into a progam

12 Lenin, “Neskolko tezisov,” 27:50-1.
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of Russian patriotism, and under its banner tsarism “liberated” the “little

Balkan brothers” in 1877.

It is significant that Herzen’s national federalist program, which al-

ready contained all the elements of insatiable Russian nationalism, was

constructed on the principle of . . . “the right of nations to self-determina-

tion.”

Replying to a Polish writer in an open letter published in number 34

of Kolokol, ed. M. V. Nechkina et al. (Moscow, 1962-4), 2:273-6. At

Herzen wrote:

Poland, like Italy or Hungary, has the full, inalienable right to

exist as a state independent of Russia. Whether we want a free

Poland to break away from a free Russia is another question. No,

we do not want this, and can one desire such a thing at a time when

exclusive nationalities and international enmities constitute one of

the main obstacles restraining free social development? ... 13

We believe that Poland and Russia can go hand in hand down
a single path to a new, free social life. It is our opinion that Poland

and Russia are in an entirely different situation from that of Lom-
bardy and Austria. Different paths lie before Lombardy and Austria.

The downfall of Austria is the necessary condition for the life of

the peoples welded together by her into a unit ....

In complete contrast, Russia is a living personality like England

or France. The only difference is that these “old relics,” with their

riches and their scars, with chevrons on their sleeves and with ban-

ners tattered by bullets over the last three centuries, covered in

glory, are going off to their rest, while Russia is just stepping onto

the square, the parade ground of history. The very name of Russia

is beginning to be repeated throughout Europe together with that

of America.

Except for her borderlands, Russia is a compact unit akin in

blood, language, and spirit. Every Russian is aware of himself as

part of the state as a whole. He recognizes his kinship with the entire

population, which has been brought up in the same peasant way of

life, with its communal order and division of land. Because of this,

wherever a Russian may live in the vast expanses between the Baltic

and the Pacific Ocean, he is vigilant whenever an enemy crosses

13 The original text reads
“
chelovecheskoe” (human), not “social”

development. Herzen’s open letter is reproduced in the facsimile edition

of Kolokol, ed. M. V. Nechkina et al. (Moscow, 1962-4), 2:273-6. At
several points, Iurkevych’s quotations deviate very slightly from Herzen’s

text. Suspension points have been added to mark Iurkevych’s omissions
of passages of the text.
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the Russian border and is ready to go to the aid of Moscow, as he

did in 1612 and 1812 .

Going on to discuss the question of the borders between Poland and

Russia and following the words: “But tell me, what sort of heirs are we
to the Congress of Vienna if we prescribe which zone of land belongs

where without asking the people living on it?”, Herzen writes:

. . . Well, and what if after all our argumentation, Ukraine, which

remembers the oppression of the Russian soldiers and the institution

of serfdom, the conscriptions, the deprivation of rights, the plunder-

ing and the knout on the one hand, and has not forgotten what it

was like under the Polish Commonwealth, with it soldiers, lords,

and crown officials on the other, desires to be neither Polish nor

Russian? In my opinion the question is resolved very simply.

Ukraine should be recognized as free and independent .... In Little

Russia there dwell people, people oppressed by slavery, but not so

broken by the government and the landowners that they have lost

all feeling of national identity. Quite the contrary, their ethnic con-

sciousness is highly developed. What sort of step will it be toward

their liberation if, while taking off the Muscovite chains, they are

told that they must belong to Poland?

Let us untie their hands, let us loosen their tongues, let their

speech be absolutely free, and then let them speak for themselves

and step across the knout to us, across the Pope to you, or, if they

are wise, extend a hand to each of us in fraternal unity and inde-

pendence of us both ....

In order to say whether it is possible to go with Russia or

not, it is necessary to see what will emerge from the general move-

ment into which Russia has been plunged ....

If Russia, faltering at her first step [the emancipation of the

peasants with land — L.R.], should remain under the rod of the

landlord, under the baton of the police, without courts and without

rights, administered by orderlies and clerks; if this whole movement
should prove weak and we, without a murmur, were to return to

the time of Nicholas; then not only should Poland or Ukraine not

remain with Russia, but they should unite, march on Moscow, and

destroy this whole gigantic edifice of slavery.

This is our opinion in its entirety, and no matter what Russian

patriots—or yours—say, we will not change it or betray it, for we
are convinced in heart and mind of its truth.

We have purposely not begrudged the space for this long question

in order to show the quite extraordinary resemblance between Herzen’s

view on the national question and the current program of the “right of
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nations to self-determination” of the Russian social democrats, who call

themselves internationalists.

In some respects Herzen is even more resolute and consistent than

Lenin, but they are both national twins, and their views on the national

question are generally identical.

They both recognize that nations have “the full, inalienable right to

exist as states independent of Russia,” but if you ask them whether they

actually want the secession of the nations oppressed by Russia, they will

answer you cordially and with one voice: ‘Wo, we do not want it!” They

are opponents of the “break-up of Russia,” and, recognizing the “right of

self-determination” only for the sake of appearances, they are actually

fervent defenders of her unity. Herzen, because he proceeds from the

assumption that “exclusive nationalities and international enmities con-

stitute one of the main obstacles restraining free human development,”

and Lenin, because “the advantages of large states both from the point

of view of economic progress and from that of the interests of the masses

are indubitable.”

Both these public men—the liberal and the socialist—are also united

by their obeisance before Russia’s greatness, and both of them regard

her with equal enthusiasm as the Messiah who will save humanity from

social injustice. Herzen bases his hopes in this regard on the Russian

“commune” and Lenin on the “Russian proletariat,” and they are both

conviced that it is not Europe, “an old relic” and “going off to her rest,”

but Russia that will be the first to achieve socialism, while Lenin even

imagines that during the present war the Russian socialist proletariat,

seizing power in its own hands and declaring war on Western Europe . . .

“will rouse to revolt the socialist proletariat of Europe against its govern-

ments and in defiance of its social chauvinists.”

Ostensibly, they both also take a highly extreme position on the

national question. Herzen is prepared to turn to the oppressed nations,

if Russia does not realize the “social ideal,” with an appeal “to march on

Moscow and destroy this gigantic edifice of slavery,” while Lenin promises

that his party, after seizing power during the present war, “will rouse to

revolt all the peoples now oppressed by the Russians.”

This unanimity on the national question between the father of Russian

liberalism and the leader of contemporary Russian socialism is, of course,

highly significant.

Herzen’s Slavophile federalist “internationalism,” to say nothing of

its reactionary offshoot in the form of the contemporary neo-Slav move-
ment, has turned in the current Russian liberal movement into a political

program of Russian aggressive imperialism, openly hostile to the national-

liberation movements of the oppressed peoples of Russia.

Herzen was the theoretical creator of the idea of a great Russia,

the creator of Russian bourgeois patriotism. But his epoch was the epoch
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of the idealistic, youthful stage of development of Russian liberalism, and

accordingly his Russian patriotism assumed revolutionary form.

It was precisely in this revolutionary form that the Russian social

democrats adopted the program of the Russian liberals on the national

question, and if they have replaced its old liberal revolutionary character

with a newer, proletarian one, the content of the program has never-

theless remained for the most part unchanged.

What is the “right of nations to self-determination”? The bourgeoisie

of the oppressor nation makes use of this “right” to arouse patriotic

feelings of devotion to “large states” in its own and foreign oppressed

nations. Like Herzen and Lenin, who promise to “guarantee” the “right

to self-determination” in a free and democratic Russia, the bourgeoisie

and its governments also usually promise liberation to oppressed nations

after something, for example, after a war.

Russian public opinion was highly sympathetic to the tsar’s promise

of “self-determination” for the Polish people after the war. However, its

attitude to the fate of other oppressed peoples was somewhat different.

Highly characteristic in this regard is the position that the Russian right-

wing and liberal press assumed on the question of the governing authori-

ties’ conduct in those parts of Galicia and Bukovina that have now been

conquered.

After the initial conquest of Austrian Ukraine, the Russian troops

and officials, both secular and ecclesiastical, distinguished themselves, as

is well known, by such barbarous conduct toward the Ukrainian popula-

tion that at the time of the second invasion by Russian armies the Ukrai-

nian populace attempted, as was noted in the Russian press, to abandon

their dwellings. The Russian press could not fail to pay attention to this,

and the government was showered with reproaches from all sides for

arousing the Galician population against itself and strengthening Austro-

phile sympathies within it.

Nevertheless, both the right-wing and liberal Russian press indicts

the government not for its violence against the Ukrainian-Austrian popula-

tion, but only because the government has already, in time of war, begun

to oppress Austrian Ukraine. Kolokol [The Bell ]
14 wrote openly that the

solution to the problem of “Galician LIkrainophilism” “will come in its

own time, when the conquest of this primordially Russian region is defi-

nitely and unalterably assured to the Russian Empire,” and in the mean-

time it advises “not to interfere in the internal afairs of Galicia.” Novoe
vremia [The New Era ]

15 expressed itself in the same spirit, declaring

14 Right-wing daily published in Petrograd, not to be confused with

Herzen’s emigre newspaper of the same title.

15 Major liberal daily published in Petrograd.
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that the solution of the “civic problem” in Galicia “is still premature.”

Russkie vedomosti [The Russian News] 16 indicts the government in its

turn on the grounds that, “without waiting for the war to end,” it wanted

to accomplish “tasks of internal policy” in the occupied land. Den [Day] 17

also notes that “the civic national religious reconstruction of the region

should be left until after the end of the war.” Rech [Speech] 18 took much
the same position; moreover, like all the Russian press that wrote about

Austrian Ukraine, demanding respect on the part of the government for

the national and religious particularities of the occupied land, it did not

say a word about the extreme oppression to which the Ukrainian move-

ment in Russia has been subjected since the beginning of the war.

Most characteristic, however, was the declaration on Austrian Ukraine

made by Prince E. Trubetskoi19 in Russkoe slovo [The Russian Word]
(no. 171 for 1906) .

20 “If we,” he wrote, “set ourselves the goal of merging

the Galicians with the native Russian population, we should from the

very beginning instill in them the conviction that to be Russian means

for them not to renounce their religious beliefs and national particularities,

but to preserve them.”

These words testify to Lenin’s solidarity on the national question not

only with Herzen, but also with Prince Trubetskoi, as both Prince Tru-

betskoi and Lenin promise the oppressed nations—the former
—

“preserva-

tion of their national particularities”—and Lenin
—

“the right to self-

determination,” but both for the purpose of merging these nations.

In general, the promise of the “right” to liberation on the part of

an oppressor always amounts to “hypocrisy.” After all, this right is

decidedly contrary to his interests, and therefore, if he promises it, he

does so only to deceive the oppressed party and thereby continue his

domination.

The slogan of the “right of nations to self-determination” may be

considered as demagogic as the slogan of the “right to work,” which has

long served the bourgeoisie as a means of deceiving the workers.

“In struggle you shall gain your rights,” and if we imagine with

Herzen that Ukraine, remembering her great rebellion against Poland

and victory over her, rises against Russia and wages war on her, of what

16 Leading liberal daily published in Moscow.
17 Menshevik daily published in Petrograd.
18 Daily newspaper of the Constitutional Democratic Party published

in Petrograd.
19 Prince Evgenii Trubetskoi (1863-1920), professor of philosophy

at the universities of Kiev and Moscow, founding member of the Constitu-
tional Democratic Party.

20 Liberal daily published in Moscow.
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“right” of Ukraine could one speak at such a moment?* There is no

doubt that the Russian government and bourgeoisie would use all the

means at their disposal and even enlist the aid of allied states to defeat

Ukraine, to crush her, and to place her in subjection anew.

But how will the Russian proletariat act in such a case? Even if it is

educated in the spirit of Lenin’s “right to self-determination,” and even

if we assume that in the event of a Ukrainian insurrection Lenin comes

out in favor of the “defeat of Russia,” the Russian proletariat will most

likely not obey him and will go to war against Ukraine.

It will remember, after all, that for ten whole years Lenin has been

coming out most energetically against “the break-up of Russia”; that he

has always been of the opinion that “the advantages of large states both

from the point of view of economic progress and from that of the interests

of the masses are indubitable; moreover, they increase steadily with the

growth of capitalism,” and that it is necessary to enter into “the fullest

union [of proletarians of the oppressed nations] with the Russian prole-

tariat,” for “only such a union will provide a guarantee of complete

political and economic emancipation.”

Besides, the Russian worker has learned from Lenin that contempo-

rary wars are distinguished by their exclusively imperialist character.

Taking this into account, the Russian workers will easily understand that

the Ukrainian bourgeoisie, which will be at the head of the insurgent

Ukrainian people, should it prove victorious, will not limit itself, obviously,

to the liberation of Ukrainian territory, but will attempt also to “liberate,”

for example, Belorussia, of whose incorporation the partisans of an inde-

pendent Ukraine are already dreaming. Nor will the Ukrainian bourgeoisie

deny itself the annexation of a large slice of Russian territory.

The danger of a Ukrainian victory is bound to impel the Russian

proletariat to come out against Ukraine’s “self-determination,” and as

its justification it will say that “the right of nations to self-determina-

* A propos of this let us note that the Sbornik proposes in its

“Theses” “the resolution of the question of secession by a referendum of

the seceding nation.” No view could be more mistaken. A nation that has

seceded unilaterally has no need for a referendum. Only a conqueror or

a ruling power in general can have recourse to a referendum, and under
such conditions a referendum can only be a manifestation of constraint.

For example, how fine a referendum organized by the Germans would look

now in Poland. It is also being rumored that Black Hundred reactionaries

are insisting on the necessity of a referendum in Ukraine in order to

decide the question of its national schools. It cannot be doubted that under
present police conditions, when even the Ukrainian printed word is for-

bidden, such a referendum would yield a result favorable to the tsarist

government. [Iurkevych’s note.]
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tion is not at all equivalent to a demand for secession, fragmentation, or

the creation of small states.” If the Ukrainian workers, believing in the

“right to self-determination,” join the rebellion, the Russian proletariat

will call them traitors to the cause of “complete political and economic

emancipation” and will combat them in the interests of “emancipation.”

Accordingly, both the Russian proletariat and the Ukrainian, if they

proceed from the “right of nations to self-determination” at the moment
of their peoples’ struggle, the Russian for “unity” and the Ukrainian for

“secession,” will inevitably come to the conclusion that “the defence of

their fatherlands” is a necessity. One who upholds a particular right can-

not fail to defend that which the implementation of this right will bring

him. If, for example, after long struggle we obtain the right of free speech,

then at any attempt to take it away from us we shall defend ourselves.

Unless demands, once achieved, are defended, there is no sense in fighting

for them.

The achievement of the “right to self-determination” obliges us to

“defend the fatherland.” Hence it appears to us illogical that the sup-

porters of the “right to self-determination” should refuse to defend con-

temporary states. States organized anew will not really differ in any way
from already existing states. The Russian social democrats, in discussing

the “right to self-determination,” have never broached the question whether

the new boundaries should be historical or ethnic. If, for example, Poland

were to be restored in her historical boundaries, it would be necessary

to include within her the Lithuanians, the Belorussians, and half the

Ukrainians. But if we should wish to accept the principle of ethnic bounda-

ries, then we would not achieve any positive results either, because under

capitalism, with its wars and annexations, boundaries are continually

changing. Therefore there do not exist and cannot exist at the present time

any states that are whole in the national sense, and in each of them the

nation that is greatest in numbers rules.

But all these considerations do not, strictly speaking, pertain to the

“right to self-determination” enunciated by the revolutionary Russian

social democrats, as their “right to self-determination” represents nothing

other than veritable “hypocrisy.”

The Russian Social Democrats’ obeisance before “large states” and
before the centralism of these states destroys within them the capacity to

consider the national question from a genuinely internationalist point

of view.

Lenin, for example, resolves the problem of the relationship between
“large” and “small” nations in exactly the same way as it is resolved in

practice by the governments of the “large states.” In this case, moreover
—as always—he passes off his views as the last word in Marxist perfection

and speaks in Marx’s name with the same conviction as clerics speak in

the name of the Lord God.
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As long ago as 1896, Kautsky, in his introduction to Marx’s Revolu-

tion and Counterrevolution, noted with perfect justice that Marx had

made a mistake in “denying the (Austrian) Slavic peoples, first and

foremost the Czechs, all possibility of national existence.” Marx’s mistake

consisted, in Kautsky’s opinion, in Marx’s failure to take into account

the fact that

in 1848 the national movement of the Bohemians was a class struggle

at whose head stood a single class, the petty bourgeoisie. Thanks

to this the entire nation could appear temporarily as the enemy of

revolution, and the national movement was characterized by unity

and wholeness. At the present time the Czech nation is torn asunder

by the same profound class contradictions as every other contem-

porary nation, and it is therefore impossible that it should again

come out as a whole against the revolutionary movement and betray

it ... . The Austrian Slavs, as a nationality, will never again play

the same role as they did in 1848.

Condemning the Austrian Slavs to national extinction, Marx turned

all his sympathies toward Poland, considering that the restoration of its

independence would ensure the complete victory of European democracy.

But the situation has changed. Lenin now comes out against the slogan of

an independent Poland because “St. Petersburg has become a far more

important revolutionary centre than Warsaw.” Regardless of this, Lenin

still makes use of Marx’s position after 1848 to justify his view on the

necessity of discriminating between “revolutionary” and “reactionary”

peoples and “subordinating the interests of democracy in one country to

the interests of democracy in several or all countries.”21

To prove the justice of such a view, Lenin gives the following example

:

Let us imagine that between two large monarchies there is a small

one whose kinglet is “related” by kinship or other ties to the mon-

archs of both neighboring countries. Let us imagine further that

the proclamation of a republic in the small country, the banishment

of its monarch, would mean in practice war between the two neigh-

boring large countries for the restoration of one monarch or the other

in the small country. There is no doubt that international social

democracy as a whole, including the truly internationalist section

of social democracy in the small country, would be against the sub-

stitution of a republic for the monarchy in this case.

21 Lenin, 30:43. This quotation and all further quotations from
Lenin (except those identified in notes 27-9) are taken from the article

“Itogi diskussii o samoopredelenii,” 30:17-58.
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This is a striking example. First of all, the assumption of the pos-

sibility of war between two large states over the banishment of a “kinglet”

in a “small country” is as naive as, for example, the explanation of the

present world war by the murder of the heir to the Austrian throne by

a Serb. The banishment of the “kinglet” could serve only as a pretext

for the large states to settle imperialist accounts between themselves, and

therefore, it would seem, “international social democracy as a whole”

should come out not against the republican aspirations of the “small

country,” but against war between the large states; moreover, one of its

antiwar slogans ought to be the slogan of the defence of the republic of

the “small country” and the aspiration of creating a republican order in

the belligerent large states.

But it must not be forgotten that Lenin holds “small nations” in

utter contempt, calls them “one of the sources of parasitism,” and usually

identifies the concept “small” with the concept “oppressed.” He also

finds that “the internationalist education of the working class ought not

to be concretely identical in large, oppressor nations and small, oppressed

nations.”22 For: “The path to a single goal—to complete equality of

rights, to the closest drawing together and further merging of all nations

passes here, of course, along concretely different roads.”

“The centre of gravity,” writes Lenin, “of the internationalist educa-

tion of workers in oppressor nations must inevitably consist in the advo-

cacy and defence by them of the freedom of secession of oppressed na-

tions.” And having stated with his characteristic gentlemanliness that “we
are entitled and obliged to treat every social democrat of an oppressor

nation who does not conduct such propaganda as an imperialist, as a

scoundrel,” Lenin immediately adds that “we are obliged to educate the

workers in ‘indifference’ to national distinctions. This isindisputable.”* *

It would seem that the fostering of this “indifference” amounts in

fact to the education of “scoundrels,” but Lenin explains that:

A member of an oppressor nation should be “indifferent” to the

question whether small nations belong to his state or to a neighboring

22 Lenin, 30:43-4. Iurkevych here condenses a paragraph of Lenin’s
text, supplying the words “ought not to be.”

* In the Sbornik there is a note on the “All-City S[ocial]-D[emo-
cratic] Conference in Kharkiv” that took place in November 1915. In

the cited resolutions of this conference, notwithstanding the fact that

Kharkiv is a Ukrainian city, there is not a word of mention of the na-

tional oppression of Ukraine and of her “right to self-determination.” It

would seem that the moment for such a declaration was most appropriate.
The question arises, therefore, whether Lenin regards the Kharkiv
S [ocial] -D [emocratic] Conference as a meeting of “scoundrels,” and if

not, why not? [Iurkevych’s note.]
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one or to themselves, according to their sympathies: without such

“indifference” he is not a social democrat. In order to be an inter-

nationalist social democrat, it is necessary to think not only of one’s

own nation but to place above it the interests of all nations, their

universal liberty and equality of rights.

On the other hand, the social democrat of a small nation should

place the centre of gravity of his agitation on the second word of

our formula: the “voluntary unification” of nations. He may, without

violating his responsibilities as an internationalist, favor both the

political independence of his nation and its incorporation into a

neighboring state. But in all instances he should struggle against

petty national narrowness, isolation, and exclusiveness, for the con-

sideration of the whole and the universal, for the subordination of

the interests of the particular to the interests of the general.

Thus socialists of oppressor nations should “indifferently” advocate

and defend the “right of nations to self-determination,” while socialists

of oppressed nations should, on the other hand, defend “in all instances”

the “unification of nations” and “the subordination of the interests of the

particular to the interests of the general.”

Both parties, socialists of the oppressed and the oppressor nations,

are obliged, if they do not want to be “scoundrels,” to aspire toward “the

closest drawing together and further merging of all nations.”

There is no doubt that this “further merging” is an expression not

of internationalism, but of the contemporary system of centralism of “large

states” and the “further” assimilation and oppression of the nations sub-

jected to them.

Faithful to this system, Lenin also transfers it to the socialist order

and declares that “the goal of socialism is not only the elimination of

the fragmentation of humanity into small states and of all exclusiveness

of nations, not only the drawing together of nations, but also their merg-

ing.” As a convinced centralist, he shies away from the generally recog-

nized fact that the capitalist order, while oppressing nations, simultaneously

regenerates and organizes them. The rebirth of oppressed nations runs

parallel with the democratization of culture, and hence it is impossible

not to agree with Bauer23 that nations will fully develop only under so-

cialism, when the broad masses take part in cultural life, which will ines-

capably assume a national character, accelerating social progress by means
of its peaceful diversity.

23 Otto Bauer (1882-1938), leading Austrian social democrat, author

of Die Nationalitatenfrage und die Sozialdemokratie (Vienna, 1907),
repeatedly attacked by Lenin for his championing of autonomy for the

national minorities of the Dual Monarchy.
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In any case, it is clear that acknowledgement of the inevitability of

“further merging of nations” can in no way be reconciled with the

“thesis” of the right to self-determination, and we cannot therefore fail

to relegate this “thesis” to the collection of other national-“liberation”

slogans of contemporary belligerent imperialism. The last Zimmerwald

Conference sincerely and honestly declared that it considers the proletariat

obliged “to repel all efforts made under the standard of liberation of op-

pressed peoples to create seemingly independent but in fact unviable

states.”24

The Zimmerwald internationalist movement came out, as is well

known, with an autonomist program on the national question, stating in

a resolution at its second conference that “as long as socialism has not

brought about liberty and equality of rights for all nations (compare with

Lenin’s “further merging”
! ) ,

the unalterable responsibility of the prole-

tariat should be energetic resistance by means of class struggle against

all oppression of weaker nations and a demand for the defence of national

minorities and autonomy on the basis of full democracy.”25

Class struggle against all national oppression—this is the only prin-

ciple on which a truly internationalist socialist program on the national

question can be constructed.

The difference between the Zimmerwald “theses” on the national

question and the “theses” of the central organ of the RSDLP consists

precisely in the fact that the latter, while recognizing the “right of na-

tions to self-determination,” actually supports a policy of hostility to the

liberation struggle of nations, counterposing to the Zimmerwald “liberty

and equality of rights for all nations” its own “further merging.”

Supporting the struggle for national liberation, the Zimmerwalders

display a concern deserving of every recognition for “national minorities”

and demand democratic autonomy for oppressed nations.

The “central organ,” on the other hand, not only does not advance

the demand for autonomy, but is even scornful of it, because, according

to Lenin’s expression, “autonomy as a reform is distinct in principle

from freedom of secession as a revolutionary measure.”

All that Lenin defends is always, of course, very revolutionary. But

if we take the example of Sweden and Norway, of which Lenin makes
so much, these two nations exercised “self-determination” peacefully and

24 The original texts of this resolution and the one cited later in this

work are reprinted in Die Zimmerwalder Bewegung: Protokolle und
Korrespondenz, ed. Horst Lademacher (The Hague and Paris, 1967),
1:410.

25 Ibid. Original text reads: “to offer energetic resistance by means
of class struggle against all national oppression, to oppose all violation

of weaker nations.” Iurkevych’s italics.
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by governmental means. On the other hand, the struggle for Irish autono-

my expressed itself in a prolonged and stubborn revolutionary struggle.

In his defence of the “right to self-determination,” Lenin is obliged,

in order to emerge as victor, to mix up concepts. In this case he identifies

the forms of liberation of nations with the means of achieving their

liberation.

The achievement of autonomy, as well as of state sovereignty, may
be the result, in one case, of revolutionary struggle; in another, of a legal

governmental or social act. Besides, the different classes of an oppressed

nation, interpreting one and the same national-liberation slogan in dif-

ferent ways, fight for it differently. The bourgeoisie, in its striving for

state sovereignty, as in its striving for autonomy, invariably pursues a

policy of compromise with the government of the dominant state, for

which its patriotic feelings are incomparably stronger than are its sympa-

thies for the democratic goals of its people.

As for the proletariat and the democrats of the oppressed nation,

their national-liberation strivings will be expressed at the decisive moments

by barricade warfare with an autonomist democratic program, and by

trench warfare with a program of secession.

We shall make no secret of the fact that we, for our part, prefer

barricade warfare, that is, political revolution, to trench warfare, that is,

war. The difference between the autonomist movement and the separatist

movement consists precisely in the fact that the first leads democrats of

all nations oppressed by a “large state” onto the path of struggle for

political liberation, for only in a free political order is it possible to

achieve democratic autonomy, while the second—the separatist, which is

the concern of a single oppressed nation struggling not against the order

that oppresses it but against the state that oppresses it—cannot fail, in

the present strained atmosphere of antagonism between “large states,” to

turn into an imperialist war combination.

It is also necessary to take into account that the capitalist states’

strivings for conquest serve as a kind of continuation of the system of

oppression of the nations within these states. The Muscovite state, for

example, transformed itself into the modern Russian Empire only when
it subjugated Poland and Ukraine, which stood above it in the cultural

sphere but were disorganized by internecine wars, and subjected both

to barbaric tsarist bureaucratic centralism. The greatness of the “Russian”

Empire, which has always sent the Russian opposition movement into

such transports of enthusiasm, is built on the dominion of the Russian

people over a whole series of annexed peoples.

The oppression of nations within a state, like the oppression of a

colonial population, is conducive to the development of imperialist greed

in the government of a “large state,” which, in order to realize its war

plans, makes use not only of its own people, but of the vast masses of
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oppressed peoples that, in Russia, as in Austria, comprise the majority of

the population. From the nations that it oppresses the centre extracts

great resources, which enrich the state treasury and allow the government

to maintain the army and bureaucracy that protect its dominance.

Hence a democratic, autonomist decentralization of “large states,”

by allowing the democrats of oppressed peoples also to play their part

in political life, cannot fail to weaken the reactionary character and

omnipotence of the central power. Hence also the national-liberation move-

ments of the oppressed nations, particularly if the proletariat takes an

active revolutionary part in them, combining its national liberation with

its general class liberation, undoubtedly serve the cause of social progress.

On the question of old annexations, the central organ of the RSDLP
holds to the view that “protest against annexations is nothing other than

the acknowledgement of the right to self-determination,”26 that is, that if

we come out against new annexations, we should by the same token come
out against old ones and, accordingly, for the right to self-determination.

Lenin maintained in view of this that I, “in coming out against the right

to self-determination, thereby defend the old annexations of tsarism

(Finland et al.),”27 and in this connection called me “quite an undisguised

servant of the bourgeoisie.”28

As if to prove his “revolutionary” ebullience, Lenin greatly likes to

abuse his opponent with a strong word. This manner of his arouses

disgust, and it is often necessary to make a certain effort in order to

force oneself to continue a discussion with him.

As proof that those who protest against annexations should recognize

the right to self-determination, Lenin makes the following comparison:

Let us assume that I walk out onto the street of any European city

and declare publicly! !), then repeat in the newspapers!
! ) a

“protest” at not being allowed to buy someone as a slave. There is

no doubt that I would properly be regarded as a slaveholder, a

supporter of the principle or system, if you like, of slavery. That
my sympathies toward slavery are expressed in negative and not

positive form (“for slavery”) will deceive no one. A political

“protest” is fully equivalent to a political program; this is so evident

that it is somehow awkward even to feel obliged to explain it.

We greatly doubt whether the public of “any European city” could

“regard” Lenin as a slaveholder. It would much sooner take him to be

26 Lenin, 30:25. Cf. Lenin, 27:261-2.
27 Not a direct quotation, but a reference to the accusation made in

Lenin, 27:261 and to the argument developed in the “Theses” (see n. 2).
28 Lenin, 27:261.
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a man psychologically afflicted with a mania for domination. The news-

paper editors of “any European city” would probably throw his “protest”

away in puzzlement into their editorial wastebaskets. After all, this “com-

parison” is as nonsensical as the affirmation that “a political ‘protest’

(Lenin’s quotation marks) is fully equivalent to a political program.”

The second Zimmerwald Conference declared with perfect justice

that “the proletariat combats annexations not because it recognizes the

world map as it was before the war as corresponding to the interests of

the people and which, therefore, should not be changed! Socialism itself

aspires to the elimination of all national oppression by means of the

economic and political unification of peoples, which is unrealizable with

the existence of capitalist boundaries.”

We protest against new annexations because they serve as a new
form of coercion of nations and as a new constraint on their liberation

movements. As far as old annexations are concerned, it is not we who
are their true defenders, but Lenin, because it is he, and not we, who
stands for the “further merging of nations” in “large” and centralized

states, and his “right to self-determination,” as he himself declares, will

be renounced by the oppressed nations after its “guarantee.”

We, on the contrary, insist upon the necessity of struggle against

the consequences of old annexations, against the oppression of annexed

nations, and upon the conquest of democratic and autonomous rights for

them as the only possible guarantee of their free national existence and

development under a capitalist order. The shifting of boundaries is the task

of imperialism
;
our task is the struggle for the decentralization and democ-

ratization of “large states.” Moreover, the proletariat of the oppressor na-

tion, at least that section whose attitude is truly internationalist, is obliged

to help us in our struggle by its pressure on the central government.

We are against the Petrograd government’s and the Petrograd central

committee’s centralizing in their hands, first, all political power over the

Russian Empire, and second, all organized power over Russian social

democracy.

We support the federalist principle both in the constitution of the

Russian Empire and in the organization of Russian social democracy.

When Ukrainian social democracy, which took definitive shape in

programmatic and organizational respects at its constituent conference in

1905, declared itself in favor of unification with Russian social democracy

on the basis of autonomy, the Russian social democrats, in the course of

prolonged negotiations with us that were renewed several times, refused

unification in the most decisive fashion, offering us “fusion,” which we,

of course, rejected and to which we will never agree.

In order to envisage most concretely what is meant by “the right of

nations to self-determination,” it will suffice to quote Lenin’s letter to

one of our editorial offices, which we print with the author’s permission:
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“I must say,” he wrote to us, “that I am profoundly outraged by the advo-

cacy of the segregation of Ukrainian workers into a separate s[ocial]-

d[emocratic] organization.”29

Throughout the whole nineteenth century and our own, Ukraine has

been in the position of a Russian colony; moreover, repression of the

Ukrainian movement by the tsarist government has always been merciless.

The Ukrainian printed word was banned for thirty years before the revolu-

tion and has now been banned once again since the beginning of the

present war, while the Russian army, upon the occupation of Galicia and

Bukovina, has destroyed all the cultural achievements of the Ukrainian

people in the relatively free political conditions of Austria.

Ukrainian social democracy has recognized the struggle for the libera-

tion of its people as its responsibility. It has opposed to Ukrainian bour-

geois politics, which consist in the exclusive effort to “make peace with

the government” at the price of a few tiny concessions, a political program

of democratic autonomy and a tactic of revolutionary class struggle, to-

gether with the proletariat of all the nations of Russia, against the tsarist

order and for political and national freedom. Separate, but linked autono-

mously with Russian social democracy, the Ukrainian organization is

indispensable for the realization of the distinct political demand of autono-

my for Ukraine.

But Russian social democracy has received our movement with “pro-

found outrage” from the first days of its appearance. As our movement
grew, and regardless of the fact that our party took on a perfectly definite

social-democratic character in 1905 and has held to a consistent revolu-

tionary tactic, the antagonism between us and the Russian social democrats

working in Ukraine not only has failed to weaken, but has grown con-

tinually stronger.

We have been treated as “chauvinists” and “separatists,” regardless

of the fact that the Russian social democrats, following in the footsteps

of governmental assimilation and utilizing its results, organized the pro-

letariat in Ukrainian cities as a Russian proletariat and thus estranged it

culturally from the rural proletariat, whereby, of course, they violated

the unity of the workers’ movement in Ukraine and retarded its develop-

ment.

In the whole course of their activity they have never come out on
Ukrainian soil against national oppression and have utilized the

29 Lenin, 48:283. Iurkevych cites the postscript appended by Lenin
to Grigorii Zinoviev’s undated letter to Volodymyr Levynsky, editor of
Dzvin. According to the editors of Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, Lenin wrote
his postscript on 26 April 1914 in Cracow. The full text of the letter is

cited in Dmytro Doroshenko, Z istorii ukrainskoi politychnoi dumky za
chasiv svitovoi viiny (Prague, 1936), pp. 31-2.
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results of this oppression as a means of extending their influence and

their organizations across all of Ukraine’s large territory; this, of course,

significantly strengthened their movement.

We can have no claims upon the Russian comrades who work among
the Russian proletariat on Russian territory or among the proletarians

who have emigrated to Ukrainian territory, but we are speaking of those

Russian social democrats who work among our proletariat and, while

recognizing our “right to self-determination,” nevertheless refuse us the

right to struggle for our national liberation.

If they are sincere in saying that they wish to protest against old

annexations, as a result of which Russia harshly oppresses Ukraine, then

let them at least refrain from hindering the Ukrainian proletariat in its

struggle for its own national liberation.

translated by Myroslav Yurkevich
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GUIDE TO RESEARCH

THE G. R. B. PANCHUK COLLECTION

Introduction

The Gordon Richard Bohdan Panchuk Collection is an important personal

archive of materials pertaining to Ukrainian-Canadian afairs, both during

and immediately after World War Two. It is particularly rich in documen-

tation about refugee relief organizations, such as the Central Ukrainian

Relief Bureau (CURB), and about the role Ukrainians in Canada played

in ameliorating the plight of their compatriots in Western Europe after

the war.

With the recent relocation of the core of Mr. Panchuk’s collection

—

ninety-three transfer cases—from his Montreal home to the Archives of

Ontario (AO) in Toronto,1 the way has now been cleared for the eventual

accessibility of most of this material to the public. This will occur once

a definitive finding ad has been readied under the auspices of the current

guardian of the collection, the Multicultural History Society of Ontario

(MHSO), and approved by Mr. and Mrs. Panchuk.

A tentative finding aid, prepared by Zenowij Zwarycz and Lubomyr
Luciuk, was made and five copies distributed, with one each going to

Mr. Panchuk, Mr. Zwarycz, Mr. Luciuk, and Dr. M. R. Lupul, director

of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies in Edmonton. The original

and a copy were left with the MHSO.
This guide describes the contents of the transfer cases:

Series Description No. of Transfer Cases

A. Ukrainian Canadian Servicemens’ Association 9

B. Ukrainian Canadian Veterans’ Association 12

C. Central Ukrainian Relief Bureau 4
D. Ukrainian Canadian Relief Mission & Ukrainian

Canadian Relief Fund 2

E. Ukrainian Canadian Committee 2

F. Ukrainian (Relief) Organizations in Europe 2

G. Association of Ukrainians in Great Britain 2

H. Federation of Ukrainians in Great Britain 1

I. “Dyviziia Halychyna' 1

J. Personal Papers of G. R. B. Panchuk 24
K. Miscellaneous Papers 30
L. Photo-Blocks (Newspapers) 4

1 On 19 December 1980, Mr. Panchuk signed an agreement with
the Multicultural History Society of Ontario confirming his intention of

depositing his papers with the Archives of Ontario.
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A large number of unlabelled photographs and films (16 mm.) were

also located. The photographs were left with Mr. Panchuk, on the under-

standing that he would describe them for eventual deposit with the MHSO
as an integral part of this collection. The films, many of them brittle with

age, require restoration before they can be included in the collection. This

restoration is now being undertaken by Mr. and Mrs. Yurij Luhovy, of

Montreal, in co-operation with the MHSO and Mr. Luciuk. The films,

depicting such scenes as Ukrainian refugees in the Displaced Persons

camps of Western Europe and the Dyviziia Halychyna in Rimini and

the U.K., are simply unique. Their preservation as a part of this collection

is extremely fortunate.

Ongoing Efforts

Now that the collection is safely stored under MHSO supervision,

other related projects are being undertaken. Of primary importance is

the preparation of the detailed finding aid to this collection, a task con-

servatively estimated as requiring upwards of a year’s work. Until such

a guide is readied, the entire collection must remain closed.

A transcript of oral-history interviews by Mr. Luciuk with Mr. Pan-

chuk in 1980 and 1981 is now being typed for use as a first draft of a

book about Mr. Panchuk’s role during the Second World War and im-

mediate postwar years. This book will be published by the MHSO.

Other G. R. B. Panchuk Materials

A considerable correspondence between Mr. Panchuk and the Ukrai-

nian Canadian Committee exists. Much of it can be located at the Public

Archives of Canada (PAC) in Ottawa. A file dated 1947 and containing

a number of interesting letters was restored by the PAC and will be re-

tained in Ottawa. As well, the collections of the late Dr. Kaye, and of the

Ukrainian Canadian Servicemens’ and Veterans’ Associations, parts of

which are at the PAC, also contain occasional documentation relating to

Mr. Panchuk and his activities. These collections are all, to varying de-

grees, restricted. Researchers wishing to make use of them should address

a written inquiry to the PAC before travelling to Ottawa.

An unknown amount of material pertaining to this period and to

Mr. Panchuk remains in the files stored in the Ukrainian Canadian

Committee building in Winnipeg. Likewise, the Ukrainian Cultural Centre

Oseredok has a number of CURB, Ukrainian Canadian Relief Fund and

other related documents.

Conclusions

Of course, there are many other Ukrainians across Canada who retain

private archives in which a variety of possibly critical documents are kept.
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The location and transfer of such papers into professionally managed

public archives should be recognized as a priority for the Ukrainian-Ca-

nadian academic community.

The transfer of Mr. Panchuk’s collection guarantees the availability

of these materials for future students. Once a thorough survey of the

collection’s contents has been prepared and publicized, the potential of

this collection will become apparent. It is to Mr. and Mrs. Panchuk’s

credit that despite personal inconveniences, they kept this collection intact

and then recognized the need for the timely transfer of the collection to

an archive located in the midst of an emerging centre of Ukrainian-Cana-

dian research.

Lubomyr Luciuk,

University of Alberta

and

Zenowij Zwarycz, Toronto
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REVIEWS

THE McMASTER CONFERENCE ON “UKRAINE AND
RUSSIA IN THEIR HISTORICAL ENCOUNTER”

This conference, which took place on 8-9 October 1981 in Hamilton,

Ontario, is the third conference on a Ukrainian topic organized by Profes-

sor Peter Potichnyj. The proceedings of the first two McMaster conferences—“Contemporary Ukraine” (1974) and “Poland and Ukraine, Past and

Present” (1977) have been published and are highly regarded as original

contributions to the field of Ukrainian studies. It is hoped that the proceed-

ings of this conference will also appear in print.

Professor Potichnyj stressed in his opening remarks that the con-

ference was “a scholarly, not political, gathering.” Perhaps this was the

intention underlying the two-tier system of participation, with invited

academics seated around the conference table enjoying the right to speak,

and the “lay audience,” twice the size of the former group and known
for its eagerness to contribute at the earlier conferences, merely listening

and occasionally applauding. Nevertheless, a political as well as scholarly

gathering it was. Nowhere was this more evident than in the first and last

sessions. During the first session, on Medieval and Early Modern History,

one could not fail to appreciate the degree to which political concerns of

the day influence our study of Kievan Rus’ (discussed by Professor Ja-

roslaw Pelenski, Iowa), the Pereiaslav Treaty of 1654 (Professor Edward
L. Keenan, Harvard) and Ukrainian-Russian relations after 1654 (Profes-

sor Joachim Torke, Berlin). Indeed, Professor Omeljan Pritsak (Harvard)

began his comments on the papers presented by observing that today’s

Russians cannot imagine their past without reflecting their present great-

power status, and that Ukrainians compensate for their present state-

lessness by referring to the past imperial glory of Rus’.

The last session—a round-table discussion on Problems of Ukrai-

nian-Russian Dialogue—was a political debate pure and simple. It is

dangerous to generalize about any of the sessions, but I would venture

to say that in this one the lines were fairly clearly drawn: the Ukrainians

demanded that the Russians “free themselves of the complexes of the past”

and recognize Ukraine’s right to self-determination
;
the Russians protested

defensively that they did recognize this right, but that the larger issue

concerned a united Russian-Ukrainian front against the Kremlin. This also

was the sentiment of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s written submission to the

conference, read aloud by Professor Gleb Zekulin in the Political Rela-

tions session immediately preceding the Round Table finale. The elderly

General Petro Hryhorenko, who sat patiently throughout the entire con-

ference (and was not provided with an interpreter by the conference
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organizers) was the last to speak. Like his mixed Ukrainian-Russian

ancestry, Hryhorenko’s comments seemed to straddle both sides of the

debate. Speaking with great emotion about the tragic fate of the Ukrainian

Helsinki Group and its struggle for national rights, as well as about the

need for a united oppositional struggle in the USSR, the recently exiled

general was one of the few speakers to confront the contemporary reality

of Ukrainian-Russian relations.

Professor Potichnyj’s hopes were realized, however, in the conference

sessions on Modern History, Economy and Demography, Cultural Rela-

tions, the Religious Question, and Political Relations. Of the wide assort-

ment of papers presented, I was particularly intrigued by “A Century of

Moscow-Ukraine Economic Relations: An Interpretation” by Professor

Ivan Koropeckyj (Temple)
,
“Ukrainian-Russian Literary Relations in the

19th Century” by Professor George Grabowicz (Harvard), “Ukrainian-

Russian Dialogue: The Religious Dimension” by Rt. Rev. Alexander

Schmeman (St. Vladimir Orthodox Seminary, New York), and Professor

John A. Armstrong’s after-dinner speech on “Myth and History in the

Evolution of Ukrainian Nationalism.”

In reviewing these papers, one is struck by the persistence of the

political dimension of intellectual labor in the social sciences and the

humanities. Perhaps political partisanship and intellectual objectivity are

not necessarily antagonistic. Let us take, for example, Professor Grabo-

wicz’s presentation at the conference. He offered a critique of current

Soviet scholarship, which “places” writers who worked in the Russian

language in the nineteenth century (completely or partially) within an

exclusively Russian literature. The difficulty in establishing boundaries be-

tween Russian and Ukrainian literature flows from the fact that many
Ukrainian writers participated in the Russian literary schools and vice

versa. The linguistic basis alone cannot be acceptable as the line of de-

marcation, because in certain periods Ukrainians had no choice but to

write and publish in Russian; some utilized both languages, others wrote

on Ukrainian themes in the Russian language, and so on. What constitutes

Ukrainian and Russian literature involves also questions of the reader

audience, the reality of bilingualism, the association of languages with

particular classes and political centres, and literature in the service of

imperialism or of national liberation. Apart from the fact that the problem

of establishing a literary paradigm here involves the political reality of

the nineteenth-century empire, Grabowicz is required to respond to con-

temporary Soviet literary criticism, more precisely, its “official line.” And
its political partisanship cannot be denied.

Given the effort put into this conference by the organizers and the

speakers alike, it is a pity that more people from the academic community
did not attend. The Russians were underrepresented numerically, a fact

that explains the rather one-sided dialogue with the Ukrainians. Many Jews
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were unable to attend because the conference began on Yom Kippur. The

Ukrainian community at large expressed its usual keen interest in these

conferences, attending in large numbers and reporting and debating its

proceedings in the press. In the light of such support, is it not desirable

to avoid the two-tier nature of participation, in which the audience cannot

even ask questions? We may be scholars, but we should not limit the

discussion on such occasions to ourselves.

J. Marko Bo
j
cun

York University

SYLVESTR IARYCHEVSKY, TVORY, two volumes. Edited with an

introduction and notes by Mahdalyna Laslo-Kutsiuk. Bucharest: Kriterion,

1977-78. 301 and 509 pp. 560 and 730 copies. Lei 15 and 19.50.

Magdalena Laszlo-Kutiuk, whose present efforts have rescued a note-

worthy writer of the “Franko School” from near oblivion, has been the

pillar of Ukrainian studies at Bucharest University for over two decades. 1

She made her debut in 1960 with an article on Olha Kobylianska, 2 who,

like Iarychevsky, was connected with Bukovyna, both northern and

southern (Romanian). This was followed by two articles in Radianske

literaturoznavstvo, one on Shevchenko in late nineteenth-century Romanian

publications (1961, no. 2),
3 the other a comparative study of Shevchenko’s

Kateryna and Baratynsky’s Eda (1975, no. 8). Another Kiev periodical,

Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1962, no. 2, printed her article on late

nineteenth-century Ukrainian-Romanian relations. The organ of Romanian

Slavists, Romanoslavica (Bucharest), carried a number of her contribu-

tions over the years; inter alia, on B. P. Hasdeu’s writings about Ukrainian

folklore and on Berynda’s Lexicon (1964), on Skovoroda’s works in the

manuscript collections of Romanian libraries (1965), on Romanian-Ukrai-

nian collaboration during the Romanian Independence War (viz., chiefly

on Drahomanov), and on Iurii Shcherbak’s Barier nesumisnosti (1980).4

1 Ivan Reboshapka (loan Rebusapca) is also very active there, writ-

ing mostly on Ukrainian folklore and compiling textbooks for Ukrainian

schools (cf. the review of one of his works in this journal, fall 1980).
2 “Problema emanciparii femeii m opera lui 0. Kobylianska,” Analele

Universitalii Bucuretfi 9 (1960), no. 18, pp. 67-79.
3 Another article on Shevchenko in Romania by her appeared in the

same year in a Romanian academic periodical.
4 Laszlo-Kutiuk also draws our attention to Shcherbak in her Shu-

kannia formy (1980) (see Suchasnist, 1981, no. 10, p. 11). It is to be

hoped that her high rating of him may contribute to saving this remarkable
writer, too, from possible undeserved oblivion. It is noteworthy that his
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Since 1973, she has also published several books on Ukrainian literature,
5

the latest two of which6 have been reviewed by Larissa Zaleska Onyshke-

vych in this journal (spring 1981) and in Suchasnist (1981, no. 10).

To return to the subject of this review: Sylvester Iarychevsky (1871-

1918) spent the last nine years of his life in Sereth (now Siret), his

wife’s native town, in southern Bukovina, now in Romania, and the six

years before that in northern Bukovina (at that time, all Bukovina be-

longed to Galicia, a province of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy)
;

this

establishes the Romanian connection. He was born in Rohatyn, a town in

Western Ukraine (then Galicia), into the family of a tailor, but his great-

grandfather was a Cossack who came there from the Dnieper area. As

Iarychevsky later reminisced:

Cfl^y, 6yBa;io, b ca^y,

H JIWO — CTape3HHfi K03aK —
po3noBlaae Mem
npo CHJiaqiB-rafi^aMaK.

(“3ra^Ka”, 1892, 1:43)

When still at school in Berezhany, at the age of fifteen Iarychevsky started

writing poetry. Some of it was published later, and some remained in

manuscript. It is now included in this edition, unlike eighteen short stories

and novelettes (povisti) of that period, none of which are extant. In 1891

he appeared in print for the first time with the poem “Dolia” (not re-

produced in this edition). 7 Entering Lviv University in that year, he met

Ivan Franko, whom he worshipped; joining the Peasant Radical Party

on Franko’s advice, he was a delegate to its October 1891 congress. In

early work, “Z khroniky mista Iaropolia,” appeared only in Vitchyzna

(1968, no. 7, pp. 16-68), and not, as customarily expected, subsequently

in book form; nor have any of the promised further parts of the “Chroni-

cle” appeared to date. A reason for this may well have been the unconven-
tional and fascinating form of the “Chronicle.”

5 Z knyhy zhyttia: Antolohiia ukrainskoho klasychnoho opovidannia

(1973) ;
Relajiile literare romctno-ucrainene in secolul al XlX-lea fi la

inceptul secolului al XX-lea (1974) ;
Pytannia ukrainskoi poetyky (1974) ;

Ukrainska radianska literatura (1975; 2d ed. 1976) ;
Ukrainska poeziia

XX stolittia: Antolohiia (1976) (all publ. in Bucharest).
6 Velyka tradytsiia: Ukrainska klasychna literatura v porivnialnomu

vysvitlenni (1979) ;
Shukannia formy: Narysy z ukrainskoi literatury

XX stolittia (1980).
7 The date that actually appears in the introduction (1:7) is 1892,

but this, as the subsequent context seems to indicate, must be a misprint.

B. Derkach, in the endnotes to Ukrainska dozhovtneva baika (Kiev, 1966)

,

p. 335, also gives 1891 as the date of Iarychevsky’s first appearance in

print, but without further details.
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Lviv he wrote, apart from poetry, also poems in prose, which were pub-

lished, and three povisti and a verse drama, of which only the titles have

been preserved. After two years of military service, he transferred to

Vienna, where he studied at the university (1896-1901) while supporting

himself through hard physical work, e.g., as a docker, as well as translat-

ing; he was also very active in Ukrainian student and worker organizations

and evening classes; the text of one of his talks delivered before a worker

audience, “Labor and Capital,” based on a work by the prominent German
Social Democrat F. Lassalle, is included in this edition. He also contributed

prose, verse and articles to periodicals, notably the newspaper Bukovyna.

Following the advice of its editor, Osyp Makovei, Iarychevsky wrote a

number of stories and poems based on the ordinary people’s lives in the

Austrian capital, which stand out among Ukrainian writing on urban

themes. 8

After graduating, Iarychevsky took up teaching, at the same time

continuing his activity among the people—organizing reading rooms,

choirs, dramatic societies, and so on. This caused conflicts with the

authorities, so that he had to move from one provincial West Ukrainian

town to another, never staying long in any one school and having spells

of unemployment. At the same time, he went on writing, and between

1903 and 1914 published in book form several collections of prose and

poetry, as well as dramatic works. A contemporary critic, V. Kalynovych,

thus wrote of Iarychevsky’s 1904 collection of verse, Pestri zvuky, voicing

no doubt also the reaction of most of the reading public'

:

Sylvester Iarychevsky’s name has long been known to Ukrainians.

His poems and feuilletons have often appeared in Ukrainian journals

and papers. Reading them, many people must have been pleasantly

surprised. Here was an author who had something to say to the

people and knew how to say it. He delved deeply into his people’s

soul and drew from it his songs, which reached the hearts of the

people. His poetic art is purely of the people. He never stands aside

from that by which his people lives; on the contrary, he fights by

its side for its freedom. A great yearning for the sun rings in his

poetry. He firmly believes that the people will rise and reach the

greatest heights of humanity. At the same time, his poetry is free

from all reflection, his feelings flow freely and naturally, straight

from the heart, and the form that he can give them is equally simple

and sincere. Cheap sentimentalism is foreign to him. Also, it would

be useless to try and look in him for signs of Decadence, which

8 Laszlo-Kutiuk dealt with the Vienna period in Iarychevsky’s work
in “Wien im literarischen Schaffen von Sylvester Jarycevskyj (1871-

1918),” Wiener slavistisches Jahrbuch 22 (1976) :24-36.
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threatens to poison the lyric poetry of our time. Everything in his

works breathes freshness and naturalness .... (1:5-6)

Horemyr (1906), the allegorical and somewhat abstract and schematic

“poetic fairy-tale” in dramatic form, on the theme of tyranny, the passivity

of the people, and a conspiracy against the tyrant that fails (2:296-314),

evoked quite a different response from Iarychevsky’s idol, Franko, whose

review9 was immoderately and unfairly cruel, concluding with the words:

0 Hore mir! Hore mir! O TapMO/ue i ApicroriTOHe, mh. bh nyeie, hk

Ha BauiiH MorHJii xpiOKaioTb CBHHi!

Whatever the reasons for this unexpected outburst (Franko’s unbalanced

state of mind at the time was among those mooted), Laszlo-Kutiuk is

convinced—and it is difficult to judge whether she is right—that Franko’s

damning review influenced out of all proportion posterity’s view of Iary-

chevsky’s dramatic works and Horemyr in particular. However, it was in

the last period of his life, in Sereth, that he was able to settle down as

a teacher in the local gymnasium and the director of the Ukrainian school-

boys’ bursa (dormitory residence). He achieved recognition both as a

teacher and an enlightener of the people, as well as a writer. A number
of his poems even became favorite songs among students.10

During World War One he was released from military service and

returned to Sereth “at the height of the hostilities,” where, according to

Laszlo-Kutiuk, “while holding the office of the burgomaster, he applied

all his efforts to protecting the local population.” A Soviet scholar, M.
Ivasiuk of Chernivtsi University, on the other hand, while noting that

Iarychevsky did not write “a single line” in the spirit of Austrian pa-

triotism, asserts that “on the contrary, the writer soon found common
language with the Command of the Russian troops in Bukovina and

carried out the functions of the Burgomaster of Sereth.”11 This finding

of “a common language” with an imperialist, anti-Ukrainian military

command hardly squares with what Iarychevsky thought of the oppressors

of Ukraine in “Vstavai, Ukraino!” (1903) and elsewhere:

3^a6TbCH, chhh B>Ke BKpaiHH MepTBi,

a npeui BCTaioTb Bee 3aB3ami HOBi.

Ko3aK-HeBMHpaKa He Bna^e, He BMpe,

i JiHUbKan 3Jio6a ftoro He 3iTpe,

Hi nhuiicTb MocKOBCbKa, Hi Cwdip, Hi KHyT .... (1:86)

9 Literaturno-naukovyi vistnyk, 1907, no. 4, pp. 179-81.
10 According to Ie. Iarosh’s review of vol. 1 in Zhovten, 1978, no. 12,

p. 146.
11 M. Ivasiuk, “Spivets borotby i spodivan,” Literaturna Ukraina,

19 January 1971.
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and Ivasiuk’s interpretation may be due to the now prevalent Soviet

eagerness to treat all Russian military exploits as creating conditions for

the ensuing “friendship of the peoples of the USSR.”
Much of Iarychevsky’s writing of his last years remained unpublished

because of the war, and some were lost. After his death nothing seems to

have been published apart from isolated items in some Soviet anthologies:

once in 1931, and four times between 1957 and 1966.12 Ivasiuk contributed

further to a revival of interest in Iarychevsky when he wrote a thesis on

him, followed by a number of articles.
13 But it is only in the present two

volumes that the major part of his extant works, some hitherto unpub-

lished, is given again to the reader (though in a lamentably small edition)

.

Iarychevsky’s poetry is strikingly diverse in form. From poem to

poem, he skilfully varies the metre and rhyming schemes, and the length

of stanzas and lines; in some quatrains, verses 2 and 4 are repeated as

1 and 3 of the next quatrain, and so on (1:83-4, 123, 131-2, 145-6);

“Ver sacrum, novum” (1:116-7) has lines of varying length arranged in

the shape of vases and bowls. His civic and patriotic poetry is somewhat

abstract, especially in his early period:

H nyio b co6i ftcnpy CBHTy:

xoTiB 6h a Becb mhp o61hmhth,

a 3a 6e3jtoMHyK) TOTy

BKpaiHy ft >KH3Hb cbok) 3jio>khth! (1890, 1:39)

06HOBHCH, flBHrHHCb, yKpa'lHO MOfl!

B Tboih rpy/m Haaia Haft coHiteM cia,

[...]
y 6op6i Haft KpinHTb Te6e npaB^a e^HHa —
BejiHKaa uijib: Irredenta BKpama! (1899, 1:68-9)

He is at his strongest when evoking the hopelessness and despair of the

underprivileged in the city or in the country (e.g., the suicide of a mother

with her children in “Velykomiska idyliia,” 1:76-7) or satirizing, in a

style reminiscent of Thomas Hood, the idle rich against the contrasting

background of the misery of the poor (“Amatorka sela,” 1:135). His

later lyric poetry is marked by sincerity and depth of feeling, and he is

excellent in his ballads, often based on folk tales (e.g., “Brat-Bis,” 1:189-

12 Iarychevsky may well have been proscribed in the Soviet Union
between the mid-1930s and mid-1950s: according to the reminiscences of

Roman Kotsyk ( Vyzvolnyi shliakh [London], 1963, no. 1, pp. 97-8, who
was a former pupil of Iarychevsky’s in 1905-6, some time in the 1930s
Iarychevsky was described in Chervonyi shliakh (Kharkiv) as a “trubadur

burzhuaznoho fashyzmu
13 In Zhovten, 1971, no. 1, and in Ukrainske literaturoznavstvo

(Lviv), 1970, no. 10; 1975, no. 24; and 1976, no. 26. See also n. 11 above.
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91) ;
also in an earlier prose version, “Rohatyi bratchyk,” 2:59-63; “Anhel-

ubiinyk,” 1:180-2, meting out retribution for renouncing one’s nation),

and in entertaining and humorous narrative poems.

Ivasiuk (1970) deals at length with Iarychevsky’s anti-clericalism.

But his ecumenical, universal religious idealism must not be ignored:

ObHiMiTbca, MijibHOHu! — KJinqe MoryTHiM 3bykom chm^ohw, i Ha 3bo-

POthhx ii KpHJiax njiHByTb-HajiiTaioTb, hcmob mxi MapH, anicb nocTa-ri

BejiHHHi, 6o>KecbKi . . .

KoHcJjyuiH, Byiuia, Xphctoc . . .

BoHH >K KJIHK3JIH.: oSHilVliTbCH, MijIbfiOHH 1
.

(“HeB’HTa CHM^oHia”, a poem in prose, 1903, 1:272)

Iarychevsky’s Christ, “the great Son of great Jehovah,” the King of slaves

and paupers” who “became the vanquisher of all kings,” is very much
like today’s Christ the Liberator in Latin America, and Iarychevsky derives

an expectation of his people’s resurrection from Christ’s:

XpHCTOC BOCKpeC ! . .

Hapo^e Mift, yaacHHMe He^ojii!

B npMi, B HeBOJli,

[ . . . ]

3aMyHeHHH Ta HeBMHpyHHfi npaio,

Hexaio

TBonoro BOCKpeciHHB

!

(“Maio BOCKpeciHHfl”, 1909, 1:144)

None of Iarychevsky’s longer prose works have survived. His short

stories, occupying half of vol. two, are of considerable interest with their

unvarnished realism, being often either autobiographical or slices of life

around him; some are stark and shattering, such as “Pustka” (1896,

2:86-91), anticipating Stefanyk in the subject matter and mode of treat-

ment.

Iarychevsky’s best dramatic works appear here in print for the first

time: the delightful comedy “Lovy na lovtsiv,” the “social drama” “Boia-

huzy,” in which class prejudice is the cause of the death of the heroine,

a working-class girl; and “Pochatok kintsia,” which is only the first part,

covering the end of 1647 and the beginning of 1648, of a projected dra-

matic tetralogy on the Khmelnytsky era. It is well researched and histori-

cally sound; e.g., the fact of the alliance with the Crimean Tatars is not

sidestepped. Yet his Khmelnytsky is somewhat idealized, saying as he does

in his last speech:

i CTane Ynpama naHyBaTH

Ha BJiacHHfi jiajt i pa#, 6o He nhmaHa,

CBobuHa — i 6e3 xjiona i 6e3 nana! (2:389)
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Iarychevsky closely follows Shevchenko in condemning Khmelnytsky’s

alliance with, or genuflexion before, the Tsar of Muscovy in the short

story “Velykodnia mriia” (1903, 2:96) :

Th, th — 6aTbKy XMejibHHUbKHH, a th nepea khm kaohhiuch, najiem

Ha KOJiiHa? IlepeA MajibOBaHoio jinjibKOio? [ . . . ] BaTbKy, SaTbKy —
BejiHKa b Te6e cHJia, HeaocHrjiHft TBifl po3yM i neKOAbHHH — TBift 6jiya! . . .

and quotes Shevchenko’s invective against Khmelnytsky from “Rozryta

mohyla.” Such would no doubt have been the line of treatment in the rest

of the tetralogy had it been written.

This valuable edition of an underservedly neglected writer is greatly

enhanced by Laszlo-Kutiuk’s erudite, perceptive and enlightening introduc-

tion (1:5-34) and notes (1:285-9, 2:499-507)
;

it is, unfortunately, marred

by a good sprinkling of misprints—probably difficult to eliminate with

printers hardly used to Ukrainian. Two major printing errors have been

noted: the obvious one in the middle of 2:466, and a missing line in

Kobzar’s second speech in 2:393.

Victor Swoboda
University of London

HAH HPyrHM TOMOM XBHJIbOBOID

(cno6a JiipHHHoi peueH3ii)

MHKOJ1A XBHJIbOBHPI, TBOPH B ITflTbOX TOMAX. TOM HPyrHFl.

ynop. i 3ar. pea. TpHropin KocnoKa, nepeAMOBa MupocaaBa UlKaHApifl.

Hbio-PlopK, BaATiMop i Topohto: 06’eAHaHHH ynp. rmcbMeHHHKiB *Caobo” i

ynp. BHAaBHHUTBo “Cmoaockhii”, 1980. 409 CTOp.

3 AaAeKHX UIKiAbHHX pOKiB 33JIHUIHBCH CnoraA- • . 3aXOAHTb B KAHCy HOBa

BHHJeAbKa — MOJIOAeHbKa AiBMHHa, TiJIbKH 3 iHCTHTyTy, IHO, HK TOAi TOBOpHAH.

Tl He 30BCiM 3BHHaHHe AAH THX MatiB B3yTTH — A06pHMi M06iTKH Ha BHCOKHX

niAOopax — OApa3y npHTaraioTb AonHTAHBy yMHiBCbKy yBary. I hk Ha ahbo,

MHTae BOHa HaM onoBiAaHHH “KiT y moOothx”. YcMixHeHa AiBMHHa i xHMepHa

iCTOpia HKOCb 3AH.BaiOTbCH B Hauiift yHBi, i 3a HOBOK) BMHTeAbKOIO, UIKiAbHHM

3BHHaeM, 0Apa3y 3aKpinAioeTbCfl npi3BHCbK0 — “Kothk y MoOiTKax”.

ByAH noTiM i “XpecTOMaiia” FlAeBaKa, i He3MiHHi «AficTpH”, i 3BynHi

“COHHUJHi KAApHeTH” . . . jfiBMHHa AiAO CB06 3HaAa i AK)6HAa. Ha UOKiT MOOiTOK

mh HenaAH.

A noTiM Bee panTOM 3hhkao — i AiBMHHa, i FlAeBaKO, i “AftcipH.” ... 51k

MapeBo. 51 k i He 6yA0.

Mh AyMaAOCb, mh raAaAocb, mo Maftwe nepe3 niBCTOAnra 3HOBy TpHMa-

THMy H B pykax Toro “KOTa B MoOOTflx” i BiAbHO AHCTaTHMy KHHHCKH fioro
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aBTopa? flx apyre Hapoa>xeHHa. Xto 3po3yMie ue noayrra, napyBaTHMe, mo
He 3Mir a (yxpaiHCbXHM 3BHaaeM) 6e3 jiipHKH. Ta axocb boho ft Heaerxo nu-

caTH 3 axaaeMiaHHM cnoxoeM npo XBHabOBoro.

BunaHHa TBopiB nncbMeHHHKa Mae ocoSaHBe cboe 3HaaeHHa. BiaoMO, mo
nicaa Bcix peadiaiTauift, ai6epaai3auifi Ta Bciaaxoro poay “Biaanr” Ti tboph

3ajiHiuaK)Tbca b YxpaiHi nia mIuhhm 3aMKOM. Ao6pe BiaoMO Taxo>x, y unift xh-

uieHi kjikdm oa Toro 3aMKa. Ta 30BciM HeBiaoMO, xoau ftoro BiaxpuroTb. Bh-

raaaae uiBHame Ha Te — i ue Hafinpuxpime cboroum, — mo caMe TBopaM

XBumbOBoro cyauaoca, Ma6yTb, 3aaumaTHca y ce6e Ha 6aTbKiBmuHi 3a rpaTaMH

MiUHO ii aoBro.

3HaqeHHa HanoaeraHBOi i KoniTKo'i poGoth, any BeayTb 3apa3 BHaaBui

nl’aTHTOMHHKai, b3>kko nepeouiHHTH.

/Ipyraft tom BiunpuBaeTbca onoBiaaHHaM “51 (poMaHTHKa)” — oahokj 3

HaftcHJibHimux peaeft aBTopa.

Cxa3aTH, mo “XBHJIbOBi3M” aXOK)Cb Mipoio 33KpHB aaa HaC nHCbMeHHHKa

XBHjibOBoro, — 3HaaHTb noBTopuTH icTHHy, ana B>Ke CTaaa 3araabHHM MicueM.

Ta moBOUHTbca Yi noBTopiOBaTH. Ul,ocb noaiSHe BiaGyBaeTbca i 3 BuHHuaeH-

kom. Ploro maBHa noarmaHa aiaabmcTb Taurie JUMOxaoBHM MeaeM i 3aKpHBae

rnaax ftoro TBopaM. noauBiTbca, THMaacoM, moaeHHHX — BuHHHaeHKo Biaay-

BaB cede nepeayciM i roaoBHHM aHHOM nucbMeHHHKOM.

Bee ftae, see MHHae — mhctcutbo 3aamnaeTbca >khth.

OnoBiaaHHa *51” — me oauH TOMy aoxa3.

IlepeaHTaB ftoro 3apa3 inmiiMH, MO>Ke, oaHMa. OaiuyMiB Toft aaaexHfi

aac, 3iTepauca KOHKpeTHi ftoro 03Haxu, a TBip XBHaioe, 6o 36epirae oaBnmy

aKTyaabHicTb 3araabHoaioacbHoT npoGaeMaTHXH, axox) BoaoaiioTb tboph Taxoro

xyao>KHboro BHxmaeHHa. YrBepa>KyK)Tbca eaeMeurapHi, (JjyHaaMeHTaabHi awa-

CbKi uiHHOCTi—pouHHa (MaTH), Bipa (Mapia), npupoam Myxu cyMJiiHHa (cynpo-

th aeproBo'i “Beauxoi iaei” i cyMHiBHoro ao He'i o6oB’a3xy). Xto 3HeBa>xae oTi

oaBiaHi peaaii >xHTTa b iM’a “HeBiaoMo'i, 3aripHbo'i (ui eniTeTH 3aKiHayioTb

TBip) yToni'i, — B6nBae b co6i aroauHy. 6 me b ubOMy >k TOMi onoBiaaHHa

“MaTH”: noaiTHaHHft po36paT odepTae GpaTiB Ha HearoaiB, totobhx b6hth

oaHe oanoro i piaHy cbokd MaTip. Hiaxa aorMa, HiaxHft «iaeaa” He MO>xyTb

BHnpaBaaTH aHTHaioacbKoro BauHKy. Bci “noxpamyBaai” CBiTy He BapTi othx

HeTaiHHHx, aaHHx npHpoaox), Botom, uiHHocTeft, axi po6aaTb 3 Hac

aroaeft. I ax noTpi6Hi bohh, Ti uiHHOCTi, b cboroaHimHbOMy xoaoaHOMy HarnoMy

CBiTi! Ocb npo mo ayMaaocb Haa CTopiHxaMH onoBiaaHHa XBHabOBoro. Flpo

ryMaHicTHaHHft naroc cnpaB>xHboi aiTepaTypn.

I noTiM — ua ncHxoaoriaHa po3aBO€HicTb, “po3xoa BaacHoro 51” — hh He

Te caMe, mo no3HaaaeMo b HarnoMy cyaacHuxy Moaepno-HayxoBonoaiGHHMH

caiBUHMH “aMfiiBaaeHTHicTb”, “BiauywemcTb”? 3aMHcaHM0Cb 6iabme Haa

nocBaTom onoBiaaHHa — “U,BiTOBi a6aym”, BHTOHaeHOMy xyao>xHbOMy aoc-

aia>xeHHK) 6oaicHoi po3aBO£HOCTH. Y KonroSHHCbxoro — xoHtJmixT aroaHHH

i MHTua, y XBHabOBoro — xoH(J)aixT amacbXHX noayTTm 3 npnftHHTHM Ha

cede o6oB’a3xoM. 06pa3 cepua i xaMeHa (3raaaeMO “xaMiHHicTb” b apaMi Jleci
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yKpaiHKH) . 06HflBi KOJii3i'i — dapi hk caMe >khtth, cboroAHi Taxi >k aKTyaabm,

hk i b ri aacw.

Ihluhmh cjiOBaMH: a Haroaomyio Ha mnpoKOMHCTenbKOMy xapaKTepi

TBOpy, mo Ha^ae floMy AOBre >khtth no3a KOHKpeTHO-icTopnaHHMii peaaiaMH,

axi BijiiftiujiH b MHHyjie i npo axi aacoM a>K HaATo 6araio npoAOB>KyiOTb nn-

caTH. BaacTHBicTb peai cnpaBAi xyAO>KHboi‘.

y TOMi Ha^pyKOBaHi roaocHi CBoro aacy “BaAbAinHenn”. He 6yAeMo bxo-

Ahth b l'x ouiHKy. Mo>KHa noro^HTHCb 3 T. Koctiokom npo THn “3aaHira>KOBa-

Horo” poMaHy, Ta waHp He BnOaaae xyAomHbo'i HeAOCKOHaaocTH. 51 3roAHHH

3 6. MajiaHiOKOM: 3 tomkh aopy jiiiepaTypHO-MHCTeubKoi — poMaH cjia6«H.

yBary, b 3B’a3Ky 3 hoboio noaBOio “BaabAiHHeniB”, 3BepHyTH xoay Ha iHiue:

piAKy HenoxHTHy nocjimoBHicTb b oScTpyKuii ftoro b ynpaim, nonpn Bci

3MiHH BiipiB. noHaA niBCTOJiina TOMy (54 pokh!) 3’aBHJiacb BiAOMa po3rpoMHa

dana noBHOBJia^Horo b Ti aacn A. Xbhjh npo poMaH — “BiA yxHJiy — y
npipBy”. 0(J)iuiHHa axa/ieMinHa “IcTopia ynpamcbRoi arrepaTypH” b 1970 poni

Ha3HBae XBHJIbOBOrO, B 3B’a3Ky 3 pOMaHOM, THM >Ke “yXHJIbHHKOM” (t. 6,

crop. 237). I cboro/iHi JI. HoBnaeHKo b oeraHHifi CBoi'ii KHH3i, AaTOBaHin

1980-m pokom («rioeTHaHHH CBiT MaKCHMa PnjibCbKoro”), B>KHBae Te >k BH3Ha-

aeHHa aBTopa “BaabAiiJHeniB” — “HanioHaa-yxHabHHK” (ctop. 189). niBBixy

MHHyjio — He 3MiHHJioca Hiaoro. Ha mo Ha^iaraca ynpaiHCbROMy amaaeBi

Aaai? 51kiuo nopiBHara 3 imnuMH JiiTepaTypaMH, 3 jiiTepaiypHHM po3bhtkom

B3arajii, — cjiaKT, B CBoeiay pom, yHiKajibHH.il.

nm nepuioK) nyOaiKauieio poMaHy b >KypHajii “BanaiTe” croiTb Tane,

3AaBajioca 6
,
3BHaaHHe peaeHHa: “npOAOB>KeHHa b HaciynHOMy noMepi”. Ta

y Hac, BHaBJiaeTbca, boho Mowe 6yra h He3BHaaiiHHM (Bee “He ax y aioAeii”):

npoji'OBHceHHa He Mae i — He 6yae. I u,e cnpnHMaeTbca ax chmboji oco6jihboi

TpariaHoi AOJii cyaacHoi Hamo'i arrepaiypn.

He Bee, 3BnaaHHO, piBHe b TBopax, Ha^pyKOBaHHx y TOMi (“noBidb npo

caHaTopiilHy 30Hy”, HanpHKJiam BHAaaacb HaATo po3TarHyioio). B uiaoMy >k,

KOAH nopiBHaTH l'x 3 TBOpaMH I-FO TOMy, MO>KHa H30HH0 noOaHHTH npOBUHHft

xapaKTep TBopaocTH XBHJibOBoro aah JiiTepaiypn thx AecaTHaiTb. 51k Ha 6apo-

Meipi, no3Haan.Bca TyT i"i biaxIa bu cthjiio opHaMeHTajibHO-JiipnaHoro, 3Miu-

HeHHa b Hin enianoro Haaaaa. 3ajiHiuaJiacb “po3KHj3,aHicTb”
,
*py6aHicTb”, mo

6yjiH, 3pemToio, 3HaMeHHaM aacy b OaraTbox Jiiiepaiypax, 3HHKajin OyiiHHH

HanjiHB Jiipn3My i nnuiHa MeTatfropHKa. Bee Te 3HaaHOio Mipoio po3ry6aeHO

cyaacHOio npo3oio, Ae 3aMicTb eKcnepHMeHTiB i nomyxiB naHye b uiaoMy

nicHHH “Ao6paaH.fi peaAi3M”.

Tenep — Aemo i HejiipnaHe.

Bme niAHiMaaocb nnTaHHa npo BHnpaBAeHHa TeKCTiB 3riAHo 3 cyaacHHM

npaBonncoM. Boho e AocTarabo npnHUHnoBHM, i Bapio ao Hboro noBepHyTHca.

BiAnoBiAHO ao npHfiHHToro TyT npaBonncy 1929 p. peAaKTopn. HeyxHAbHO

MiHaioTb HanncaHHa cam: 33MicTb KJiac — Kaaca, KiHeMaiorpat}) — KiHeMa-

Torpa4)ia, eKCTa3 — eKCTa3a, KayM6a — KAK>M6a, ieporaitjm — rieporaittm,
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noTHry — noTara, caKBOAmy — caKBoama, jioBejiac — jibOBejiac, <I>jio6ep,

JloHr^ejio — <!>Jibo6ep, JlbOHrtJjejuio, nanipoBHHK — nanepoBHHK, HiMkiHa —
HiMKeHH i. t. a. • • HeMajio 3MiH.

He npo npaBonHCHi cynepeARH TyT MOBa, a npo BHnpaBJieHHA y TBopi

xyAO>KHbOMy, npo nopymeHHA TK3HHHH TBopy ar BOHa 6yjia 3po6jieHa Ha toh

nac. TencT TBopy Mae 36epiraTHCb 3 ycieio aTMOC(J)epoK> CBoei enoxn, b TOMy

nncjii i MOBHOK). U,e CBoro poAy AOKyMem Aacy. Mn BnpaBi Mara noBHicuo

aBTeHTHMHHH tckct, i Lie BHAaeTbcn Meni ejieMeHTapHoio Hayrob 010 BHMoroio.

Mh He pa3 roBopHJin npo ue 3 ROJieraMH, i oahh 3 hhx 3ayBa>KHB : mo hr aH-

rjiiflui noHajiH 6 npaBHTH MOBy IlleRcnipa nm cynacHHH npaBonnc? Hn mh —
MOBy CTe^aHHRa? LU,0 poOHTHMyTb AOCJliAHHRH-MOB03HaBLU?

TaRa no3HuiH TArae 3a co6okd BcijiARoro poAy 3MiHH. Kojih OpaTH ao

yBarw ociaHHi npn>RHTTeBi BHAaHHA TBopiB, arhmh, 3BHAaHH0, RopncTyBajincb

pe/iaRTOpH, to y “Bajib/mmenax” cni3HK)BaTHCb (nonaTOR VH-ro po3A.) Mi-

HneTbca Ha cni3HfOBaTHca (cxop. 335), i thm nopymyeTbCH phtm 4)pa3H. B thx

H«e “BajibAinHenax” 3Byk036ir 3aMiHeH0 Ha 3ByK. B ‘TIoBicii npo canaTopiftHy

30Hy” RijIbRa pa3iB CaHTHMeHTaAbHHH 3aMiHeHO Ha CeHTHMCHTaJIbHHH B MOBi

nepcoHa>RiB (crop. 59). B onoBwaHHi «BaHAHTH” BHnpaBJieHHfl me cyrreBimi:

3aMidb roMOHHTb — roBopHTb (dop. 242)., a y “Mhrhth ropAiftoBMAa” 3hato

eniieT 6juahh (dop. 251). y “BajibAinHenax” “JlMHTpiH B3flB nanipocn” 3i

CTyjiy (3 CTijibUfl), BnnpaBJieHo — 3i CTOjia (dop. 292).

B npHMiTRax a 3HafimoB nepepaxyBaHHA Bcix BHAaHb TBopiB, ajie He

noSanHB 3BHAHoro peneHHfl: “TlpyRyeTbca 3a. . .”. HoTpiOHa pin. npmRHTTeBHii

TpHTOMHHR, AR nHIHe peAaRTOp, e OCHOBOK) nJIAHyBaHHA Hboro BHAaHHA, i ne,

oneBHAHO, cjiyiHHO. Ta 3 hkofo ROHRpeTHo TencTy ApynyeTbCA toS ah iHiHHH

TBip — HeBiAOMO. Thm 6iJibme, mo 3a Haiimx TyT yMOB BHAaBui He mhjih Bee

Ao CBo'ix nocjiyr. Bate AyMaB, HanpHRjiaA, mo ajia onoBiAaHHA “BaHAHTH”

Mir 6yra bhrophctahhh i TeRCT niA Ha3Bom “B onepeTi”.

B nepejiiRy BHAaHb “BajibAmHeniB” (ctop. 406) aBCTpificbRa nyOjiiRauifl

1946 p. Ha3BaHa Apyroro i HiMenbRa 1952 — TpeTboro. He 3a3HaqeHO, thma3-

com, JibBiBCbRe BHA3HHA 1937 p. (“ynpamcbRa RHHrocnijiRa”, peAaRnifl i

BCTynHa ct3tta B. T. PoMaHeHHyRa).

He 3HaftmoB a t3ro>r ARorocb neBHoro npHHUHny b noflCHeHHi CJiiB, bh-

pa3iB, peneHb. PaAHapKOM noACHeHHH, KOM’HHeflKa (ctop. 187,319) — Hi. Lline-

poH, JliujreH, A’AHyHuio — noACHeHi, To^MaH, BaftjiA (ctop. 227), Hlnijib-

rareH (ctop. 268) — Hi. Gaudeamus igitur — e b npHMiTRax, Morituri te

salutant (ctop. 228, 229) — HeMae.

3araAOM npHMiTRH cnpaBJiAioTb BpaaceHHA neBHo'i AOBiJibnocTH, nacoM bh-

naAROBOCTH. 4>Jibo6epy ah A’AHyHnio MO>ne 6yTH aaHHH OAHH-Asa paarh, Biiio-

Hy—AecATb. Mon<e, MeHm BiAOMHH mnpoROMy AHTaneBi? A ah 6iJibui BiAOMHH

OOaHejib, ARHii Mae Jimne niBpflARa? XapaRTepHHM e, HanpHRjiaA, cyd’eRTHBHe

noACHeHHA B>RHBaHHA pycH3My MHCAeHHO (cTop. 404): He 6yjio TOAi me “TaRoro

AoOporo yRpai'HCbRoro BiAnoBiAHHRa, ar noAyMHH”. XUpyirre, ajie BHrjiAAae

TaRe HOACHeHHA AOCTaTHbO Ha'lBHO. nOMHJIRH y (JjpaHROMOBHHX peAeHHAX BiA-
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3Haaem y cneuiajibHO aoaanoMy JiHCTKy, 3BHaaftHoro >k cnHCKy apykapcbkHX

noMHJioK HeMae (Sony 3aM. 6opy (crop. 34), Eyarapia (dop. 403). JlaTHHCbki

hh $paHuy3bKi BHpa3H noacHioioTbca, a uijiHfl paa hbhhx pycn3MiB — Hi

(nanipocH (ctop. 292, 253), teoSpeiaTejii (dop. 76), noompeHie (crop. 304),

HeBOKaw (cTop. 142), 6paHHe Hama (dop. 274), 6pea (crop. 367), oipaa

(crop. 363), cocicKi (crop. 358). I ue y BHaaHHi, po3paxoBaHOMy Ha 3axiaHboro

aHTaaa. Cjiobo noaoBHft (craieBHft) noacHeHe Jinuie Ha ctop. 196, 3ycrpi-

aaeTbca >k boho pamrne (dop. 66, 144, 189).

CnopoaeHHa KepcnpaB (crop. 404) b YxpaiHi He BaomaeTbca (naabna

3 pociftcbkoro), HaTOMicrb 3arajibHOB>kHBaHHM e ynpaBaiJiaMH (HacjiiayBaHHa

pociflcbKoi aOpeBiflTypn). Kojih B>Ke 6yra tomhhm, ropbkHft >khb He b CopeHTO

(cTop. 408), a Ha Kanpi (b YxpaiHi ue iimpoko BiaoMo Mepe3 itoi3akh Komo-

6HHCbKoro i pociftcbKHx aiaam i nHCbMeHHHKiB). LU,o Take apxHKHH3b (dop.

402)? BejiHKHft KHH3b? KyptJjiopcr? Mh 3HOBy uiTyqHo yTBopeHa xaabka? I no-

TiM — jiiTepaiypHa HopMa (Jnxcye apxi (apxiennckOM, apxinacTHp i t. n.).

3Haio, HackijibKH KoniTKOK) e Tana peaakTopcbka npana, Ta, nonpH Bci

Harni TyT TpyaHomi, BOHa Mae 6yTH 3po6jieHa akHafipeiejibHime.

A roaoBHe — Tpe6a 6 bhpo6hth neBHi npHHUHnH noacHeHb, npHMiTOk,

peaaKTopcbKHx 3ayBa>KeHb, 6a>xaH0 — arm ft dpori, i hhmh, thmh npHH-

UHnaMH, BianoBiaHO KepyBaracb.

Gaia BiiaTH, mo tomh BHaaioTbca 3 BianoBiaHHMH nepeaMOBaMH. II-My

TOMOBi nepeaye ciana M. UJkaHapia npo CTHab paHHboi npo3H XBHabOBoro —
oaHa 3 piakHx po6iT Takoro aoHJiaanoro xapakiepy npo xyaojkHbo-cmnicTHa-

Hi oco6aHBocTi TBopiB nncbMeHHHka. CnocrepeweHHa aBTopa Haa (fropMoio

cjiyumi ft uikaBi, uikoaa TiJibkH, mo JimiiaioTbca bohh aacoM caMoaociaTHiMH i

no36aBJiaioTb, b uhx BHnaakax, mohuihbocth oluhxh thx mh iHuiHX 3aco6iB.

Aa>ke ouiHKDBaTH ix MO>keMo b ko>XHOMy HOHkpeTHOMy BHnaaky BianoBiaHO

ao Bciei xyao>kHbo-o6pa3Hoi chctcmh TBopy. Cka3aTH, HanpHkJiaa, mo xoMno-

3imia HeaiTka (dop. 25), — ue, nocyri, me Hiaoro He Cka3aTH. He icHye

akorocb 3araabHoro npaBHJia, 3a bhhm kOMno3Huia Mae 6yTH o6oB’a3kOBO

CTpyHkOK) (flymkiH: Ko>kHHft noeT TBopHTb 3a 3akOHaMH, hhm caMHM aJia ce6e

cTBOpeHHMH; Jlpaa: XyaoiKHHHy HeMae ckyrax hopm, BiH HopMa caM, BiH caM

b CBoeMy CTHJii) . Ba>naHBHM e mme: BianoBiaHicTb kOMno3Hiui BCbOMy aaaoBi

TBopy. Mo>ke b TOMy an iHmoMy BHnaaky noipiOHa 6yjia akpa3 kOMno3Huia

po3XHT3Ha. Mh caMe Jinme BH3HaaeHHa “Baajii MeTatJjopH” (ctop. 13), caMe no

co6i, Maao mo roBopHTb. 3HOBy >h TakH noipiSHHft 3b’h30h 3 tbopom, neBHOK)

cHTyauieio, neBHHM komekCTOM. Abtop CTaTTi xoHCTaiye BWHBaHHa iHinoMOB-

hhx cjiiB, BBeaeHHH Heoaori3MiB (crop. 12). iJjia aoro? 3 akoio mctoio?

KopoTme kaacyan: 3aco6n He 3aB>xaH “rpaioTb”, aBTop He 33BH<aH npoHHkae

y ix BianoBiaHicTb 3 CBoepiaHOio BHyipimHboio chctcmoio TBopy. A BTiM, —
3aBaaHHa MO>xe, 3 HaftTpyaHiiiiHX. B “orojieHHi 3aco6y” a 6aay He npocTO ry-

MopHCTHMHHft ecJjekT (dop. 16-17), a ranOHHHHft 3b’h30h 3 ycieio chctcmok)

noraaaiB XBHJibOBoro Ha ykpai'HCbky JiiiepaTypy i ykpai'HCbkoro aHTaaa, 3

ftoro 3akaHkaMH. Haa hhm Bapto noayMaTH.
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I odaHHe. Tom ao6pe BHaaHHH, 3 BHpa3HOio o6KJia^HHKoio — qopHi

jiiiepH Ha He6ecHO-6jiaKHTHOMy noai, npopteaHOMy JiaMaHoio qepBOHOio 6jihc-

KaBKOHD-CTpiaoK) (MH.CTeijbKe o^opMJieHHfl Opecia IIojiimyKa).

MeKaeMo Ha ^aabrni tomh.

Bopwc lilHafiziep

OrraBCbKHft yHieepcHTeT

WALTER McKENZIE PINTNER AND DON KARL ROWNEY, EDS.,

RUSSIAN OFFICIALDOM : THE BUREAUCRATIZATION OF RUSSIAN
SOCIETY FROM THE SEVENTEENTH TO THE TWENTIETH CEN-
TURY. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1980. xvii, 396 pp.

It is a paradox of the Russian Revolution that a stifling tsarist bureaucracy

helped to bring it about only to have the revolution give rise to an even

more stifling Soviet bureaucracy. Given the central importance of the

bureaucracy in Russian imperial and Soviet history, this attempt to deal

with the “bureaucratization of Russian society” is a welcome and worth-

while undertaking. The volume contains essays by eleven American

scholars who attempted to analyze the personnel, structure, procedures,

mobility, resources, evolution and effectiveness of the tsarist and Soviet

bureaucracies. By and large, they have done their job very well. Utilizing

impressive quantities of statistical data, much of it culled from Soviet

archives, they studied “literally thousands of official careers across some

thirty decades.” Not since the late S. M. Troitsky came out with his

meticulous monographs dealing with the eighteenth-century bureaucracy

has such detailed work been done on this subject.

Some of the specific topics treated in this composite work are the

seventeetnth-century prikazy, the boyar elite, career patterns of eighteenth-

century noblemen, the organization and administration of the Don Cos-

sacks (unfortunately, potentially rewarding comparisons with the Ukrai-

nian Hetmanate were not attempted by the author), the differences be-

tween provincial and central bureaucracies, the Ministry of Internal

Affairs in the nineteenth century, the composition of the Soviet bureauc-

racy in the early stages of its formation, and the selection of members to

the Central Committee of the CSPU. In order to maintain a sense of

continuity between these studies, the editors added brief introductions and
conclusions to each of the essays.

A number of these essays, especially those by Pintner, Crummey,
Meehan-Waters and Orlovsky, provided interesting insights into the

particular institutions or historical contexts with which they dealt. As
far as general conclusions are concerned, those that emerge from this

work as a whole are (a) the Russian imperial bureaucracy preserved a

considerable continuity throughout its existence, and (b) its principles
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and practices were, to a large extent, taken over by the emerging Soviet

bureaucracy. These general conclusions are not especially original, and

the lack of fresh, new revelations concerning this topic is a major weakness

of this work.

For those interested in Ukrainian history, this study is useful in

that it provides the reader with detailed information about the bureauc-

ratic institutions that ruled Ukraine for over three centuries. But, with

the exception of Daniels’s examination of the leadership selection for the

Central Committee from 1917 to 1927, an essay in which some interesting

details are provided about candidates from Ukraine, there is no discussion

about the impact that the tsarist and Soviet bureaucracies might have had

on the non-Russian peoples.

Orest Subtelny

Hamilton College

CHRISTIAN RAKOVSKY: SELECTED WRITINGS ON OPPOSITION
IN THE USSR 1923-30. Edited and with an introduction by Gus Fagan.

London and New York: Allison and Busby, 1980. 189 pp.

Christian Rakovsky played a leading role in the Russian Bolsheviks’ rise

to state power. He was the Bolshevik “president” of Ukraine in 1919-23,

the Soviet ambassador to Great Britain in 1923-25, and ambassador to

France in 1925-27. Upon his return to the USSR at the end of 1927, he

was expelled from the Party Central Committe as well as from the Party

for “oppositional activities.” Between 1928 and 1930 Rakovsky was the

heart of the internal Left Opposition, while Trotsky led the opposition

from exile. By mid-1930 the internal exiles had been silenced by Stalin’s

regime. Nothing was heard from Rakovsky until 1934, when an article in

Izvestiia announced his recantation. In early 1938, with other former

Bolshevik leaders, he confessed to being a “spy” and was sentenced to

twenty years’ imprisonment. It is not known exactly how and when he

died; it is thought that he was shot on Stalin’s orders at the outbreak of

the war with Germany in 1941. His wife was also imprisoned and was

last seen in a Moscow prison in 1938-39.

The main value of this collection of writings by Rakovsky is that it

brings to the surface chapters of Soviet history that have been submerged

owing to the victory of the Stalinist faction. The first document in the

collection is Rakovsky’s autobiography, which was printed with those of

many other leading Bolsheviks in the excellent Granat Russian encyclo-

pedia. The second and third documents deal with the creation of the

USSR in 1923. They show that at this time Rakovsky supported the idea

that the USSR should be a union of politically equal republics rather than
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administrative areas of the Russian republic and its Communist Party.

The second document is his speech at the Twelfth Party Congress in 1923,

where he fought and lost to Stalin’s resolution on the national question.

The third document is Rakovsky’s theoretical approach to the national

question and how this question was to be resolved in the former Russian

Empire. In it he denies that the October Revolution solved the national

questions. This document makes instructive reading for those who think

otherwise.

The fourth and fifth documents were written and published in the

West while Rakovsky was an ambassador there. The fourth is a eulogy of

Lenin after his death, in which Rakovsky helps to create the myth of the

perfect revolutionary leader
—

“the most beloved and most popular man
in the whole Union of Soviet Republics,” whom events “never took by

surprise.” Rakovsky’s statements about the Bolshevik Party in the same

document also bear more relation to myth than to reality: “The party

disputes about democracy, which are now taking place, are a result of

its growth, and under no circumstances of its weakness.” This was not

very prophetic, as the disputes would lead to the dictatorship of the Sta-

linist faction and to Rakovsky’s downfall and eventual death.

The fifth document, “The Foreign Policy of Soviet Russia,” is by

far the most lucid and best translated article in the collection. It was

originally published in Foreign Affairs, July 1926. Rakovsky neatly sum-

marizes the nature of the new Soviet government and candidly explains

the workings of Soviet foreign policy. There is a bit of liberal demagogy

in the article when Rakovsky writes that the republics of the USSR could

freely leave the federal union “without securing the consent of other

members of the Union.” Rakovsky was a great diplomat and knew how
to win over his Western audience. He knew from his own personal ex-

perience as “president” of Soviet Ukraine that the Russian Soviet republic

did not even allow equal state rights for the other republics in the USSR.
The remaining eight documents deal with Rakovsky as a Left Opposi-

tionist. They are compelling reading, with many prophetic statements and

analyses of Soviet society. But one cannot but be struck by Rakovsky’s

idealization of the Bolshevik Party during the revolutionary period as

a democratic political party supported by the workers and poor peasants

against the rich and the opportunist political parties, that is, all the other

political parties. He contrasts to this the Bolshevik Party ten years later,

which he says would be unrecognizable to the Bolsheviks of 1917. The
new Bolshevik Party, he says, was based on appointments from the top

and peopled by political opportunists and those looking for material

privileges. He refers to another oppositionist as saying that the availability

of motor cars and harems for communist officials “played a very important

role in the formation of the ideology of our bureaucracy of soviets and

the party.”
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Rakovsky sees as the main cause of the rapid degeneration of the

Bolshevik Party and soviets “the gradual elimination of the elective

principle and its replacement by the principle of nominations” (Rakov-

sky’s emphasis) . One cannot disagree with this, except to say that this

started with the October Revolution and not with the death of Lenin, as

Rakovsky suggests. For if ever an example of the principle of nomination

during the revolutionary period has to be found, it is of Rakovsky him-

self. He was appointed by Lenin to head the Soviet government in Ukraine.

He got his position because of the military might of the Russian Red
Army and Cheka and not because of any elections in the soviets of

Ukraine.

A former colleague of Rakovsky’s, Balabanoff, described how she was

appointed the Ukrainian Commissar of Foreign Affairs and the nature

of Rakovsky’s government:

Early in February 1919, Lenin sent for me and asked me to go to

Kiev to assist Rakovsky who was then acting as the president of

the People’s Commissars for Ukraine—a position analogous to that

of Lenin in Russia proper. In theory, the Bolsheviks had set up an

independent republic in the Ukraine. In actuality that section of it

in which Soviet rule had been established was completely dominated

by the Moscow regime.

Balabanoff was not some raging Ukrainian nationalist but the first general

secretary of the Third International. She described the founding conference

of the International in March 1919 as a fraudulent affair created by

Lenin, Trotsky, Zinoviev and others. “Most of the thirty-five delegates

and fifteen guests were hand-picked by the Russian Central Committee ...”

from prisoners-of-war or foreign radicals who happened to be in Moscow
at the time. Japanese Communists were represented by a “Dutch-American

engineer . . . who had spent a few months in Japan, England by a Russian

6migr6 . . . .
” Rakovsky, with no mandate, represented the Balkans while

still “president” of Ukraine. After the conference, Lenin personally de-

cided that Balabanoff was to become the general secretary of the Third

International. 1

Gus Fagan’s introduction sweeps comprehensively through Rakovsky’s

varied and complex political life. He traces Rakovsky’s political experiences

from Bulgaria to Romania, then to Western Europe, then back to Eastern

Europe, and then again to Western Europe and so forth. By far the most

complex and controversial part of Rakovsky’s life was his involvement in

the Russian and Ukrainian revolutions. The introduction collects and

presents most of the relevant facts about this revolutionary period. But

1 Angelica Balabanoff, My Life as a Rebel (Bloomington and Lon-

don, 1973).
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it misses a few facts about Rakovsky, especially the important period

from January to March 1918. Rakovsky’s autobiography states that he

was sent to the Romanian border area and Odessa by the Russian Bol-

shevik government to deal with Romanian problems. In Odessa he became

a member of RUMCHEROD. The editor mistakenly defines RUMCHEROD
as the “the Central Executive Council of Romanian Soviets” (p. 75),

whereas RUMCHEROD was the Russian acronym for the Soviets of the

Romanian Military Front, the Black Sea Fleet and the Odessa Oblast.

Furthermore, at this time Rakovsky was the chairman of the “Supreme

Autonomous Collegium for the Struggle against Counter-Revolution in

Romania and Ukraine.” Was this the Cheka? Also missing is an analysis

of Rakovsky’s role as the Soviet Russian ambassador to the German-

backed Skoropadsky government in Ukraine from April 1918 to November

1918.

Although the introduction presents Rakovsky’s involvement in Ukraine

from January 1919 to 1923 at great length, it fails to draw conclusions

on the evidence presented. We are told Rakovsky was nominated by Lenin

to head the Ukrainian Soviet government, but it is not explained how
the head of the Russian Soviet government could appoint the head of

another Soviet government, supposedly equal and independent. Neither

are we told what this says about the political nature of the relationship

between Soviet Russia and Soviet Ukraine. Contemporary accounts made
clear that the population in Ukraine was split on the Russia-or-Ukraine

question, and so was the Bolshevik Party in Ukraine. Already by early

1918, the Ukrainian Bolsheviks, led by Shakhrai and others, wanted

Soviet Ukraine to be politically equal to Soviet Russia, while the other

major Bolshevik faction in Ukraine, backed by the majority of the Russian

Bolsheviks, wanted Ukraine to be part of Russia. Rakovsky and Lenin

took the side of the latter, and as a result were severely criticized in a

publication by two Ukrainian Bolsheviks on the eve of Rakovsky’s be-

coming “president” of Ukraine. 2

But although Rakovsky had arrived in early 1918 as viceroy of the

Russian Communist Party, by 1923 he had become an advocate of state

equality between Soviet Russia and Ukraine. Lenin had also begun to

move in that direction, but only in his last months. By then it proved

too late to change the political dominance of the Russian republic over

Ukraine. The only change made by Stalin, who called it a compromise,

was to rename the Russian Communist Party and its government agencies

“all-union” organs. 3 This simply helped to camouflage the colonial rela-

tionship.

2 Serhii Mazlakh and Vasyl Shakhrai, On the Current Situation in

the Soviet Ukraine, ed. Peter J. Potichnyj (Ann Arbor, 1970).
3 Moshe Lewin, Lenin’s Last Struggle (New York, 1970)

.
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This first collection of Rakovsky’s writings in English will expand

the horizons of those who want to understand how the USSR was founded

and what is its political nature as analyzed by one of the most brilliant

early Soviet leaders. But another collection of Rakovsky’s writings is

needed to present his role in the Russian and Ukrainian revolutions.

Finally, a moan directed at the publishers of Rakovsky’s documents.

Why is the book so poorly edited and why does it have so many mistakes,

e.g., Bolshevik-leninists (sic) ? Why are the documents not dated, why
are they so sparsely annotated, and why was the first page of the introduc-

tion so unproportionally laid out?

J. V. Koshiw
Glasgow University

MYTHOLOGY AND SOVIET NATIONALITIES POLICY

KENNETH C. FARMER, UKRAINIAN NATIONALISM IN THE POST-
STALIN ERA : MYTH, SYMBOL AND IDEOLOGY IN SOVIET NA-
TIONALITIES POLICY. “Studies in Contemporary History,” vol. 4. The

Hague, Boston and London: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1980. x, 241 pp.

The subject of Professor Farmer’s study is modern Ukrainian nationalism

—that is, the “new nationalism” of Soviet-trained Ukrainian elites as

distinguished from the romantic nationalism of the past. At times, Farmer

also defines his subject as “the fourth wave of nationalist opposition,”

which developed in the 1960s and early 1970s. (The first, second, and

third waves are represented by the Ukrainian national movement of the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Ukrainian Revolution

of 1917-20, and the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists [OUN] in

Western Ukraine, respectively.) Chronologically, his research encompasses

the period from the post-Stalin liberalization of the mid-1950s to the fall

of Shelest in 1972. The purpose of this study, according to the author,

is “to examine Ukrainian nationalism in the period 1957-1972 from the

standpoint of the unintended effects as well as deliberate manipulation

of myths and symbols of the nation and of internationalism. We are in

fact pursuing a dual purpose: a substantive one of examining the phe-

nomenon of modern Ukrainian nationalism, and a theoretical one of

contributing to our knowledge of the role of myths and symbols in political

conflict—in particular, in the context of a society in which political com-

munications are severely restricted” (p. 19).

In short, the author has set out to write a history of Ukrainian na-

tionalism during the above-mentioned period, utilizing the conceptual

framework or model of “symbolic politics” to provide a keener under-

standing of both the subject and the theory.

Let us begin with theory. It should be stated from the outset that
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this reviewer is not particularly fond of theoretical constructs devised by

social scientists in the field of Soviet studies. Such models are often

formulated for the avowed purpose of injecting “meaning” or “insight”

into seemingly complex or incomprehensible political processes and, ulti-

mately, in order to shroud specific views and interpretations with an aura

of “scientific objectivity.” The problem, of course, is that there are as

many models as there are social scientists willing to expound them. They

come and go not unlike the whims of fashion designers. Whom is one to

believe? In the end, one is often left disappointed, with little else than

the excess baggage of jargon-cluttered phraseology and a renewed con-

fidence in the powers of common sense.

Farmer appears to be saying that if we are to have a better under-

standing of Ukrainian nationalism we must first understand something

called “symbolic politics.” I must admit that I have failed to fully grasp

the significance of this model for the subject at hand. Perhaps I have

not read enough about “communications systems,” particularly those of

the “arrested,” “constrained,” and “directed” varieties (pp. 23-24) ;
about

“semantic space of a symbol,” especially if it is “wide or open” (p. 29) ;

and about “metaphoric transfer” for symbol cooptation (p. 32). These

are some of the theoretical issues treated in the first chapter (“Introduc-

tion: Approach and Conceptualization,” pp. 1-35), which is meant to

show the relevance of myths and symbols for Soviet nationalities policy.

The theoretical construct that emerges is that the two conflicting ideas

that define nationalities policy—nationalism (or “national moral patri-

mony”) and proletarian internationalism cum Russian primacy—are in

fact mythic structures, and that the adherents of these myths attempt

to shape and transform them for their own purposes by the utilization of

symbols.

Does this model genuinely reflect the nature of Soviet politics in the

realm of nationalities policy? Is the Russian Herrschaft in the Soviet

Union really a myth? And is attachment to the native culture and lan-

guage a myth as well? Perhaps one might be so bold as to suggest that

these are concrete realities, and that such phenomena as the concept of

sovetskii narod (the Soviet people), Soviet legislation to broaden the role

and status of the Russian language, dissent, samizdat, long prison terms

for national elites, and the existence of special psychiatric hospitals, far

from being mere symbols or examples of “symbolic action,” are also

realities.

Fortunately, the “symbolic politics” model has only a limited impact

on Farmer’s study of Ukrainian nationalism in the post-Stalin era. The
bulk of the monograph is devoted to tangible problems: the formulation

of the theoretical precepts governing Soviet nationalities policy from
Marx to Brezhnev

;
the development of a Ukrainian cultural revival follow-

ing Stalin’s death and the Twentieth CPSU Congress; the position of the
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Ukrainian language as reflected in the 1959 and 1970 censuses and Soviet

language policy; and the growth of the Ukrainian dissident movement.

The chapter treating the evolution of Soviet theory on the national

question is a survey of familiar ground. This should not be taken as a

criticism of the author. The point is that there is not very much new or

original that can be said about rastsvet (flourishing), sblizhenie (drawing

together), sliianie (merger or fusion), and sovetskii narod, at least not

for the period 1957-72. Farmer traces the changes in emphasis that have

occurred in Soviet theory, beginning with Khrushchev’s initial restraints

on the excesses of assimilationist policy, followed by a renewed hardening

of the line in 1958-61, and the abandonment of sliianie after Khru-

shchev’s ouster and its replacement during the Brezhnev period by the

formula of simultaneous rastsvet and sblizhenie and the concept of sovet-

skii narod. In this connection, it should be pointed out that more care

in translation could have precluded certain faulty conclusions. Quoting

the 1969 editorial article in Kommunist (p. 61), for example, the author

renders sovetskii narod as “Soviet nation” and interprets the phrase

“kazhdaia sovetskaia natsiia i narodnost” (every Soviet nation and na-

tionality) as a “reference to the Soviet Union as a ‘nation’ ” (p. 62) . In the

first case, the problem is simply one of mistranslation; in the second,

the editorial does indeed speak of a Soviet nation, but certainly not in

an ideological sense. Finally, towards the end of this quotation Farmer

simply inserted the term “Soviet” where it did not occur in the original.

This is rather unfortunate insofar as the word that follows is “nations.”

Taking this into account, the article is not as “remarkable” as the author

would have us believe.

Much more interesting is the analysis of the impact of de-Stalinization

on Ukrainian cultural and intellectual life. Farmer devotes considerable

space to a discussion of the renaissance of Ukrainian literature during the

so-called Thaw, emphasizing the attempt on the part of Ukrainian writers

and poets to inject a new humanistic and national spirit into their works.

Similar processes were at work in Ukrainian art, cinema, and music;

attempts were also made to recover those aspects of Ukrainian history

that were lost after the Soviet rewriting of the past. The Ukrainian cultural

revival, which came to be represented by the shestydesiatnyky, provides

a good example, says the author, of the “reactive” feature of Ukrainian

nationalism at this stage of its development. Its defining characteristics

were not the messianism and exclusivism that typified the OUN in the

interwar period, but rather the desire to preserve the nation’s uniqueness

within a hostile environment. Oles Honchar’s 1968 novel, Sobor, is a case

in point.

Farmer recognizes the importance of language for national identity

and consequently devotes a separate chapter to language politics in

Ukraine. After analyzing the data from the 1959 and 1970 censuses, he
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concludes that the Ukrainian language is not as imminently threatened

as would appear from the writings of Ukrainian dissidents. At the same

time, he points out that Soviet nationalities policy clearly places limita-

tions on the development of the native language while favoring an in-

creasingly more prominent role for Russian as the language of “inter-

nationality discourse” in the USSR. This is supported by the data on the

use of Ukrainian and Russian in the republic’s educational system as well

as by statistics on book publication. Other areas of concern have been

the general lack of adequate dictionaries, the underdeveloped state of

Ukrainian scientific terminology, and the broader question of language

purity as opposed to “mutual enrichment.” I would only add that the

most recent data on the number of pupils attending Ukrainian-language

schools in Ukraine are not for the 1955-56 school year as indicated by the

author; such data have been available for the 1967-68 school year since

at least 1976. Likewise, quite recent statistics have also been published

on specific regions, such as Zakarpattia.

The final chapter of Farmer’s study, entitled “Symbolic Action: Na-

tionalist Opposition and Regime Response,” examines the Ukrainian dis-

sident movement largely on the basis of the samizdat material that it has

produced during the last twenty years. This too is rather familiar material,

although the author is to be credited for compiling and organizing it in

a fashion that is readily accessible to the reader. Farmer goes into some
detail in describing the views of Ivan Dziuba and Valentyn Moroz, under-

lining the distinctions between the former’s “legalistic” arguments in sup-

port of national self-determination and the latter’s romantically colored

ethnic nationalism. Farmer also attempts an analysis of the socio-economic

and geographical structure of the Ukrainian dissidents, but, as he himself

cautions, the fragmentary data base should signal the reader to be wary
of hard-and-fast conclusions. The chapter ends with an analysis of the

various ways in which the regime has responded to the challenge posed by
the Ukrainian dissident movement.

From the technical standpoint, the book could have been edited

more carefully in order to avoid misspellings and incorrect transliteration.

The reader will often find Ukrainian words and names rendered either

fully or partly in Russian form ( shestydesiatnyhi,
malikh, Nadezhda

Svitlychna, iurysti, nami, Osyp Diakov-Hornovoi, velikomuchenits’ke,

oblichchia )

.

In conclusion, although Ukrainian Nationalism in the Post-Stalin Era
is not without faults, the author should be congratulated for providing

a competent survey of the most important developments affecting the

Ukrainian cultural-national revival of the 1960s and the emergence of

Ukrainian dissent.

Roman Solchanyk

Radio Liberty Research, Munich
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IBAH BAHAT, HAPHCH HOBITHbOJ ICTOPIY yKPAYHUJB CXI^HOI
CJIOBAMMHHH. KHHrA FIEPIIIA (1918 — 1938). OiOBaubke nejaroriMHe

BHiiaBHHUTBo b BpaTicjiaBi — Bi^iJi ykpaiHCbkoi JiiTepaTypH b ripameBi, 1979.

THpa>K 1.000 npHM. Ctop. 418.

Xoq peueH30BaHa npaim e nepmoio khh>kkobok) nyOaikauieio npamiBCbko-

ro jxocjiUHHKa, BOHa 3HaHiujia npHXHJibHHft BiziryK Ha cropiHKax ueHTpajibHHX

HayKOBHx >KypHajiiB HexocjiOBaqm-iHH, Pa^HHCbKoro CoK)3y, FloJibmi, KDro-

cjiaBii Ta yropmHHH. B 3axmHix Kpamax BOHa 3ajiHiHHJiaca no3a yBaroio

JOCJli^HHKiB, TOMy BBa>KaeMO .HOHijIbHHM, XOH i 3 3ani3HeHHHM, n03Hafi0MHTH

3 Hero yKpaiH03HaBMy rpoMaacbkicTb Ha eMirpauii, ocnijibkH. BOHa e BaroMHM

BHecKOM He JiHrne b qexocjiOBaubKy, ajie neprn 3a Bee ykpaiHCbky icropio-

rpacjjiro.

MoHorpatJna Maftwe noBHicTio noOyaoBaHa Ha apxiBHOMy nepmo^wepejib-

HOMy MaTepiajii: Ha apxiBax npa3bkoro MiHiciepcTBa 3aKopjoHHHX cnpaB,

apxiBi npe3HaeHTCbKOi kaHuejiapii, oOjiacHoro apxiBy b Koiuhiwx, paftoHHHx

Ta iHiuHX apxiBax. Onne npaim npHHOcHTb HOBi, /loci HeBinoMi MaTepiajiH, a

b HbOMy nojmrae i“i HaftOiJibma CHJia i nepekOHJiHBicTb. Ha BinMiHy blh iHiuHX,

30KpeMa CTapuiHx .nocjimHHkiB, aBTop CTo'iTb Ha TBepaiil yKpai'HCbKifi Hauio-

HajibHifl no3Huii, mo /io3bojih,jio HOMy BnoBHi o6’€kthbho npHCTynHTH no o6pa-

HO‘i TeMH.

y BCTyni BiH ocBmiroe TepMiHOJioriqHy njiyiaHHHy nocjiinwyBaHoro

perioHy, noacHioroqH Taxi fioro HafiMeHyBaHHH, hk “yropcbna Pycb”, “Kap-

naTCbKa Pycb”, “npHKapnaTCbKa Pycb”, “yropcbKa ynpaiHa”, “KapnaTCbKa

ynpaiHa”, “PycbKa KpaiHa” (“PycbKa KpafiHa”), “ninkapnaTCbka Pycb”, “Py-

chhh”, “3aKapnaTCbKa ynpaiHa”, “npfluiiBCbka Pycb”, "CjiOBaubka Pycb”,

“CjioBaubKa ynpaiHa”, “npamiBmHHa”, “3akapnaTTa”. HaBpan mh 3HafineTbCH

B EBpOni eTHlMHa rpyna 3i CTUIbHOMa CHHOHiMHHMH Ha3B3MH. npHHOMy KO>K-

Ha 3 BHme HaBejeHHx h33b Mae CBoepinHe ineftHe mh nojiiTHHHe 3a6apBJieHHH.

3MicT MOHorpa(J)ii nonineHo Ha mothph nacTHHH 3 lujihm panoM TeMaTHa-

hhx nijip03fliJiiB.

y nepmifi aacTHHi aBTop po3rjianae icTopiorpaifriro nocjiinmyBaHOi tcmh,

nocHJiaioqHCb Ha npapi qexocjiOBaitbKHx, ykpaiHCbkHx Ta iHUJHX nocjiinHHkiB,

rojiOBHHM hhhom 3 1920—30 poniB. TyT me BiH poOHTb aHajiby ekOHOMiMHoro

Ta couiHJibHoro CTaHOBHma 3akapnaTCbkHx ynpaiHum no riepmoi CBiioBOi BiilHH

Ta nonae ornan HauioHajibHO-BH3BOJibHoro pyxy Ha 3aHapnarn nin Mac BiftHH.

JXajii BiH jeTajibHO 3ynHHaeTbca Ha nHTaHHi npnenHaHHa 3akapnarra no

HexocjiOBaqqHHH. y 1918-19 pp., ninkpecjiroroan Ba>kJiHBy pojuo y uift cnpaBi

3akapnaToykpaiHCbkHx nepecejieHuiB y CUIA, ani B>ke b 1918 p. bcjih Ha mo
TeMy neperoBopH 3 MaftOyTHiM nexocnoBaubkHM npe3HncHTOM MacapHkOM.

BamjiHBy pojuo b HbOMy nHTaHHi Binirpann t. 3b. “Pycbki Haponrn panw” y

ripameBi, Crapiii JlroOoBHi, MynaaeBi Ta XycTi. Abtop HaBonHTb kijibka (JjakTiB

npo 3axonn rajiHUbkHx jieMkiB, mo HaMarannca bhpb3thch 3-nin naHyBaHHa
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nojibmi i pa30M 3 3aKapnaTCbKHMH Ta npamiBCbXHMH ruieMiHHHKaMH npweflHa-

th.ch jio MexocjiOBaMMHHH. nwraHHa npHe^HaHHa 3axapnaTTa .no HexocjiOBaaaH-

hh 6yjio ocTaTOMHo JierajiiaoBaHe riapH3bKoio mhphoio xoH<jDepeHuiex), axa

onHax Taxi Ba>KJiHBi nHTaHHa, ax cnpaBa nep>xaBHO-npaBOBoro ynopanxyBaHHa

3axapnaTCbxo'i yxpaiHH Ta i'i 3axwHboro xopaoHy jajia Ha BHpimeHHa aexocjio-

BapbKOMy ypanoBi. I. BaHaT BinxpHBae nepen HHTaaeM 3aKyjiicHy 6opoTb6y

HaBKOJio uboro nHTaHHa, He3auiKaBJieHicTb ypany y fioro cnpaBenJWBOMy bh-

pimeHHi, BKa3ye Ha nojiiTHMHy HaiBHicTb 3axapnaToyxpai'HCbXH.x niaaiB, axi

3aflOBOJibHajiHca nydHMH oSinaHxaMH aexocjioBanbxoro ypany.

B npyriii aacTHHi aBTop po3rjianae CTaHOBHine y 1920-x pp. ynpaiHuiB

CxinHboi OiOBaannHH, axi b cHJiy HeBHpimeHHa 3axuHboro xopaoHy 3axap-

naTCbKai yKpai'HH onHHHJiHca b anMimcTpaTHBHHx xopnoHax OiOBaannHH, ae

6yjin ninnam nocHJieHin cjiOBaxi3anii'. flxmo yropcbxa CTaTHCTHKa 1910 p. HaBO-

^HTb Ha OiOBaannHi 152.353 yxpai'HniB (pycHHiB), to 3a aexocjiOBanbxoxD CTa-

thcthkok) 1921 p. ue mhcjio 3MeHinHJioca Matt>Ke Ha nojiOBHHy (Ha 85.628 jho-

neft). Abtop Bxa3ye Ha MHCJieHHi MaxiHanii, 3rinHO 3 bkhmh ypan niftmoB no

TaKOl UH^PH.

UexocjioBanbxi nojiiTnam niaai, ax i Maii>xe Bca aexocjiOBaubxa npeca,

noaaTxy 1920-x poxiB 3anepeayBajia icHyBaHHa yxpai'HniB (pycHHiB) Ha Tepn-

Topii CjiOBaaqHHH., BBawaionH i'x “cjiOBaxaMH rpexo-xaTOJiHUbxoi pejiirii”. €jih-

hhS bhhhtox aBTop 3HafiuioB b aecbxifi ra3eTi “TpH6yHa”, Ha CTopiHxax axo'i

“HeBiaoMHH aBTop, npnxoBaHHH nin xpHnTOHiMOM “JIo” rocTpo 3acyAHB >xypHa-

jiicTHMHy aHTHyxpaiHCbxy xaMnaHix)” (c. 129). Ilapy poxiB TOMy MeHi Bnanoca

BCT3HOBHTH, IHO UH.M “HeBUOMHM 3BT0p0M” 6yB HecnpaBenJIHBO 3a6yTHft i noci

HewouiHeHHii aecbXHH BiflcbxoBHfi, nojiiTnaHHft Ta xyjibTypHHft niaa <l>JiopiaH

3anjieTaji, axnfi b TOMy aaci 6yB BificbxoBHM nopanHnxoM ryOepHaTopa 3axap-

naTCbxo'i YxpaiHH KD. )KaTX0BHaa Ta cneuiajibHHM xopecnoHneHTOM npa3bxoro

ipo^eHHHxa “TpH6yHa”. (KpHnTOHiM “JIo” — noaaTOK iMeHi ftoro MafiOyTHboi

iipy>xHHH JToth).

Ha ni^CTaBi XOHXpeTHHX apxiBHHX Ta CT3THCTHaHHX ^aHHX aBTOp nOBO-

AHTb, mo exoHOMiaHe Ta couiajibHe eraHOBHme yxpai'HuiB FIpauiiBmHHH 6yjio

HanripuiMM y UexocjiOBaaanHi. TyT, xpiM xijibxox JiiconHJieHb He 6yjio >xonHo'i

npoMHCJioBocTH., a HeBejiHxi peMicHnai apTijii, ax npaBHJio, He MajiH noBroro

TpHBaHHa. Man>xe Bee yxpa'mcbxe HacejieHHa 3afiMajioca Majio nponyxTHBHHM

cijibCbXHM rocno^apcTBOM. HwMajio yBarn aBTOp npnnijiae 3apo6iTaaHCbxifi

eMiirpauii yxpai'HniB b CLUA Ta KaHany, pejiiriftHOMy nHTaHHK), 30xpeMa 6o-

poTb6i 3a cxacyBaHHa 3ajiHUixiB 4)eBflajibHoro HeBijibHHitTBa — “poxobhhh” Ta

“xo6jih.hh”. OxpeMHii nmpo3fliji (c. 189-210) npHCBaaeHo nojiiTHaHHM napTiaM

Ha aocjiu>xyBaHifl TepHTopii Ta ixHbOMy CTaBJieHHX) no HauioHajibHoro nHTaH-

Ha. Abtop xpHTHaHo poarjia^ae AiajibHicTb Pycbxoi Hapo^Ho! napTi'i, Kapna-

Topycbxoi' TpyaoBOT napTii, Abtohomhoto 3eMJiemJibaecbxoro cox)3y, Xphcth-

aHCbxo-HapoAHbor
i napTi'i nkxapnaTCbxoi PycH, Couiaji-fleMoxpaTHHHo'i napTii

nwxapnaTCbxo'i Ta iHLunx noJiiTHaHHx yrpynyBaHb. 06’€xthbho BiH ouiHK>e i

pojixD KoMyHicTHaHoi napTi'i UexocjioBaaaHHH, xoHCTaTyxDHH, mo “y uijiOMy
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opraHBOBaHHft KOMyHicTHMHHfl pyx b ubOMy Kpa'i y nopiBHHHHi 3i 3aRapnaTCb-

kok) yKpai'HOio BucTaBaB, npo mo CBiauaTb pe3yabTaTH napjiaMeHTCbKHx bh-

6opiB” (c. 207).

TpeTH qacTHHa npucBnueHa nepioay eROHOMiuHo'i Ta noniTHUHoi KpH3H

cepea yKpai'HCbKoro HaceaeHHH CxiflHboi CaoBauuHHH (1930-BepeceHb

1938). B nopiBHHHHi 3 1920-mh poxaMH TyT He 6yao Maiime ho^hhx 3MiH. 3ria-

ho 3i CTaTHCTHKOK) 1930 p., 89,64 npou. yapaiHCbRoro HacejieHHH 3afiMaaocH

cijibCbKHM rocnoaapcTBOM i aniue 3,32 npou. npamoBajio y npoMHcaoBoeri.

HeaocTaua poftounx Micub, ceaHHCbxe nepeHaceaeHHH Ta noerifiHi HeBpomai

BejiH ao nocHJieHOi eMirpauii' 3a xopaoH. 3a CTaTHCTHUHHMH aaHHMH 1929 p.

75,6 npou. nepecejieHuiB MexocaoBaMUHHH noxouHHH i3 cxiuHboi, to6to b oc-

HOBHOMy yKpaiHCbKo’i TepHTopii pecny6jiiKH. y nepioai eKOHOMumoi KpH3H

1930-x pokiB, BHacjiiuoK 6e3po6irrH b 3axiuHix Hpai'Hax, RiabxicTb nepecejieH-

uiB 3MeHIHHJiaCH i COUiHJIbHHH CT3H yupaiHCbROTO H3CejieHHH MeXOCJIOBaUUHHH

3HauHo noripuiaB. Beao ue ao MacoBoro roaoayBaHHH i He3aaoBoaeHHH Hace-

jieHHH, KyjibMiHauieio hroto 6yao uepTi>RHHHCbR0-ra6ypcbRe cejiHHCbKe 3aBopy-

uieHHH 1935 p.

B yMOBax eROHOMiuuoi Kpu3H Ta aenpecii cepea yupaiHuiB CxiaHboi

CjIOBaUUHHH 3HaUHO nO>KB3BHBCH nOJliTHMHHfl pyx. B 1930-X pouax 3 HOBOK)

chjiok) BHpuHyjia Ha noBepxHK) 6opoTb6a 3a HaaaHHH 3aRapnaTCbxift yupami

aBTOHOMii, HKa Maaa 3H3uhhh Biaryx i Ha npHiuiBiunui. npo poaio 3aoxeaHCbRoi

eMirpauii b ubOMy pyci aBTop nHiue: “He Maanu BnaHB Ha aBTOHOMicTCbRHft

pyx Ha 3axapnarri Maan ft 3eManubxi 06’euHaHHH b CLIJA, HKi OaraTbMa hht-

k3mh 6yau 3B’H3aHi i3 cTapuM xpaeM. MncaeHHa 3axapnaToyRpa'iHCbRa eMirpauin

b CI1IA i KaHaai b Mi>RBoeHHHfi nepioa CTaHOBuaa cuay, nxa 3HauHOio Mipoio

BnaHBaaa Ha exoHOMiuHe i xyabTypHe >khtth CTaporo xpaio. B 3eMaflUbKHx

o6’eaHaHb uiyKaan (JuHaHCOBoi i MopaabHo'i niaTpuMKH pi3Hi xyabTypm, koh-

(JieciftHi TOBapncTBa Ta noaiTHUHi yrpynyBaHHH 3aKapnaTCbK0*i yxpaiHH i

CxiaHo'i CaoBauuHHH” (c. 283). Hk npHxaaa Taxnx 3B’H3KiB I. BaHaT nurne npo

ainabHicTb O. TepoBCbRoro, M. TopHHRa, I. 06aeTiau Ta iHuiux.

OcTaHHH nacTHHa rhh>rrh npucBnueHa xyabTypHO-noaiTHUHHM o6ct3bh-

HaM cepea yxpaiHuiB npHiuiBiuHHH y Mi>RBoeHHOMy nepioai, a caMe inxiabHOMy

nu.TaHHio, MOBHOMy nuTaHHio Ta RyabTypHO-ocBiTHift npaui cepea HaceaeHHH.

Abtop Ha niacTaBi apxiBHiix, CTaTHCTHMHux Ta nyOaiuHCTHUHHX amepea

nepeROHauBO aoBoaHTb nocaiaoBHy cnpo6y aepwaBHoi Baaaw caoBaxisyBaTH

yxpaiHCbxe HaceaeHHH Ta urryuHo 3aTpHMyBaTH ftoro xynbTypHy BiacTaaicTb,

BHRopucTOByiouH aan uboro noaiTHUHe MocxBO<})inbCTBO, nxe Beao HemaaHy

6opoTb6y npoTH BjRHBaHHH yRpai'HCbRoi' aiTepaTypnoi mobh, BBamamuH Ti

“coMHHTeabHbiM waproHOM”. B 6opoTb6i npoTH yRpai'HO(})iabCTBa niaTpHMyBaan

MocxBO(j)iaiB i npeacTaBHHRH t. 3b. “pvcHHCbxoro” HanpaMRy, penpe3eHTOBaHi

nepui 3a Bee rpexo-RaToaHUbROK) uepRBOio.

Abtop nepeROHauBO nurne npo uHcaeHHi cnpo6u iaoaroBaTH yRpaiHuiB

npHiuiBiuHHH Bia yRpaiHuiB 3aRapnaTCbRo'i yxpaiHH. HanpuRaaa, 3riaHO 3i

CTaTyTOM 33TBepa>ReHHM ypnaoM, HaftuucaeHHiuia xyabTypHO-ocBiTHH opraHi-
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3auin FIpjmjiBmHHH, OOmecTBo iM. O. JlyxHOBHna, Morjia p03BHBaTH cboio fli-

HJibHidb Ha TepHTopii Bcie'i HexocjiOBammHH “xpiM rUnKapnaTCbKoi Pyci”

(c. 328).

G^HHa npauiiBCbKa KyjibTypHO-ocBiTHH opraHteauifl, mo nporpaMOBO croajia

Ha yKpaiHCbKHx no3Hniflx 6yjia “npocBixa” 3 jipyKOBaHHM opraHOM ‘‘Cjiobo

Hapoja”, mo bhxojihb y ripameni Ha nonaTKy 1930-x poniB. Akthbhhmh qjieHa-

mh Ti npHiuiBCbKoi (Jiijiii 6yjin: 1. HeBHUbKa, J\. 3y6pHUbKHfl, E. AHjpeHKOBHH,

T. KaHMap, El. Jliojiaii Ta E. Eirapifi. Abtop cnpaBejuinBo nijiKpecjiioe, mo
“KyjibTypHa KOHuenuin Hapo.noBniB 3rypTOB3HHx HaBKOJio ra3eTH “Cjiobo Ha-

po.ua” 6yjia 6iJibiu .neMOKpaTHMHa, Him KOHuenuia hh 6e3KOHnennifiHicTb npa-

miBCbKoro npaBJiiHHH TOBapHCTBa iM. O. JlyxHOBnqa” (c. 333).

B 1930-x poKax noMHHae juhth y Koiuhuhx yKpai'HCbKe (pycbKe) panioMOB-

jieHHH, HomBaBJiioeTbca jiiTepaTypHHfi pyx, o6pa30TBopqe mhctcutbo, Hapo/iHH

xyaomHa caMOfliajibHicTb Tomo. OjuiaK Bee ne 6yjin Jinme 3apom<H HanioHajib-

Horo BmpoameHHB ynpamniB CxmHbo'i OiOBaqqHHH, axe Haciajio JiHme nicjm

/Ipyroi' CBiTOBOi BiftHH.

KHHmKa nonoBHeHa cjioBaubKHM Ta aHrjiiifcbKHM pe3K)Me, cnHCKOM bhko-

pHCTaHo'i JiiTepaTypH, iMeHHHM Ta reorpaiJimHHM noKamnnKOM. Jlyme luhhhm

,11'O.naTKOM m MOHorpaiJiii e Bnepme nyOjiiKOBam (JioTOKonii opnriHajibHHx .nony-

MeHTiB (nepm 3a Bee npo npnejiHaHHH 3aKapnarrH ao MexocjiOBamiHHH i3

1919-20 pp.), cepeji hkhx e “MeMopaHjyMH AMepHKaHCbKoi' pycbKo'i HapojiHoi

o6opohh T. T. MacapHKy”, 3a«Ba ropjinubKoi pycbKOi HapojiHoi paw npo

BH3H3HHH npaBOMOMHOCTi npHIHiBCbKOl PHP na raJIHUbKift JieMKiB uiHHi, 3aaBa

Hapo^Hoi pajw TajiHUbKoi JieMKiBiuhhh npo o6’e;iHaHHH 3 npamiBCbROio PHP,

3BepHeHHH raJiHUbKHX JieMKiB jo KomnubKoro BificbKOBoro KOMaHny b3hhh npo

npHeaHaHHH TajiHUbKoi' JieMKiBmnHH .no HexocjiOBamiHHH, JIhct AMepHKaHCbKoi'

HauioHajibHo'i pann yropcbKHx pycnHiB MiHicTpy 30BHimHix cnpaB MCP E. Be-

Hemy npo npne/iHaHHH 3aKapnarrH no MexocjioBamiHHH, npoTOKOJi i3 3acinaHHH

3’i3iiy aMepHKaHCbKHx pycmiiB, Ha BKOMy 6yjio ninTpHMaHO ineio npHenHaHHH

3aKapnaTTH no MexocjiOBamiHHH xomo.

Tpe6a JiHme nonHBJiHTH HayKOBy epynHuiio I. BaHaTa, hkhh xom He e

npo^ecioHajibHHM HayKOBneM (npamoe mcto^hkom KpaeBoro nenarormHoro

iHCTHTyTy y ripameBi), 3i6paB i HayKOBo o6po6hb OaraTiomnn MaTepisui, Bnne-

penHBUJH t3khm HHHOM “npoifrecioHajibHHx” BneHHx, mo nan nanoio npoOjieMa-

thkok) poKaMH npamoioTb b yHiBepcHTeTax mh aKaneMiax Hayn i noci He

cnpoMorjiHCH Ha xom 6h 3arajibHy oniHKy naHoro nepiony.

IlpaBaa, KHHmKa He no36aBJieHa i neBHHx HenoJiiKiB Ta nporajiHH, 6ijibm-

MeHm TexHiMHoro xapaKTepy. HanpHKJian, aBTOp Maflme Bci unTaTH 3 qymnx
nmepeji, nepm 3a Bee necbKnx i cjiOBaubKHX otjjiuiflHHx apxiBHnx noKyMeHTiB,

UHTye y nepeKJiani Ha ykpaiHCbKy jiiTepaTypHy MOBy, Hije He 3a3HaqHBmH, mo
S^eTbCH npo nepeKJiaa. Ha ynpaiHCbny MOBy BiH nepeKJia^ae i unTaTH 3 nap-

naTOpycbKo’i npecn, nncaHi t. 3b. “n3HMieM”. OcnijibKH b nepeBamHifl Oijibmocri

H^eTbca npo nepme uHTyBaHHH mix .amepeji, pnjiOBOMy HHTaqeBi He^ocTynHHX,

cjim 6yjio 3ajinmH.TH Yx b opwriHajii, mhm 6h 3MiuHHJiaca ixhh aBTeHTHHHicTb.
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FleBHi nporajiHHH e i b uhtob3hhx 6i6jiiorpa4>i liHHx iimepejiax: b p$mi BHna,n-

KiB BiflCyTHi CTOpiHKH, TOMH, pOKH BH^aHHH TOIPO.

Ryme HeaocTaTHbo BHKopucTaHi 3aKop,aoHHi HayKOBi npaui Ha mo TeMy.

no3a yBaroio aBTopa 3ajiHuiHJiHCH He JiHuie HHCJieHHi mypHajibHi crani, ajie ft

Taxi noBa>KHi MOHorpa(f)ii, hk “The Shaping- of a National Identity: Sub-

carpathian Rus’ ” n. Maroni, “Sprawa ukrainska w polityce zagranicznej

Czechoslowacji w latach 1918-1932” K. JleBaHUOBCbKoro Ta pa^ muinx.

Ha crop. 342 aBTop po3uiH4>poBye CKoponeHHH imuinjiiB 15 apxiBiB, bhko-

pHdaHHx b npaui. BiJia nepmoro (JjoTouoKyMeHTy (c. 367-373) HaBeaeHO

“ApxiB M. M.”. noacHeHHfl uhx iHiuifljiiB y npaui neMa. LU,o6 MHTau He noay-

MaB, mo fi^eTbCH npo HKHficb 3aceKpeqeHHfl apxiB, 3a3Hauy, mo ue “ApxiB

Mhkojih MymHHKu”. 3 uboro >k “apxiBy” b3hto i uoKyMeHTH M9 nydjiiKOBa-

hhh Ha dop. 390-402, 6e3 mauHoro nocHJiaHHH Ha umepejio.

Hi HejojiiKH ft nporajiHHH ouHaK He 3HH>KyK)Tb HayKOBoro piBHH peueH30-

BaHo’i npaui. CnouiBaeMocH, mo He3auoBro nouBUTbcn ii upyrnft tom, npucBaue-

hhh nepiouy 1938-1948 pp.

MuKOJia MymuHKa.

flpamiB

UKRA1NSK1 POSELENN1A : DOVIDNYK. Edited by Atanas M. Milia-

nych, Volodymyr N. Bandera, Ihor M. Huryn, and Vsevolod V. Isaiv.

New York: the Ukrainian Center for Social Research, Inc., 1980. Zapyshy

Naukovoho Tovarystva im. Shevchenka, vol. 200. 351 pp.

Do we know how many Ukrainians live in which countries of the world?

Do they consider themselves to be Ukrainian, speak the Ukrainian lan-

guage, attend Ukrainian churches, support Ukrainian organizations, or

publish Ukrainian newspapers? Until recently, answers to such basic ques-

tions were not easy to find, and references at our disposal provided

sporadic coverage, incomparable statistics, and outdated information.

Now indispensible help has arrived in the form of a reference book on

the Ukrainian communities throughout the world. Sponsored jointly by

the Ukrainian Center for Social Research and the Shevchenko Scientific

Society, and assisted by the World Congress of Free Ukrainians with

a grant for its publication, this book contains the efforts of many authors,

moulded into a meaningful whole by its editorial committee.

The editors adopted a standard format that would ease the search

for information and facilitate comparisons between countries. This book

contains thirty-two chapters, each representing, in most cases, a country

in which Ukrainian settlements are described. Every chapter begins with

a gazetteer that identifies the country (name, geographic location, area and

population), and its political structure, economy, and population (religious

affiliation, ethnic composition, official languages, and major cities). The
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second section—the Ukrainian settlements—describes their location, the

climate where they are located, and the number, occupation and participa-

tion of Ukrainians in the life of that country. The third section—the

nurturing of Ukrainian culture—may include such topics as the history

of the settlements, religious life and churches, the use of the Ukrainian

language at home and in social communication, Ukrainian schooling, the

Ukrainian press and other mass media, Ukrainian literature, art and

science, museums and archives, the vitality of Ukrainian folklore, social

and political life, and the forms and degrees of interaction with Ukrainians

in other countries. Each chapter is usually followed by a bibliography.

An index of countries at the end of the book helps to locate the needed

facts.

Clearly, the emphasis of this reference book is on the Ukrainian

diaspora. Ukrainians living in the USSR, while comprising some ninety-six

per cent of all the Ukrainians in the world, are accorded “for comparative

purposes” only two chapters (39 pp.) : (1) the Ukraine (sic), and (2) the

Ukrainians in the USSR outside the Ukraine (sic). In both cases the

authors/editors mean by Ukraine the Ukrainian SSR. Another four

chapters— (3) Poland, (4) Romania, (5) Hungary, and (6) Czecho-

slovakia (in Ukrainian alphabetical order)—represent the adjoining

countries that contain indigenous Ukrainian populations (33 pp.). The

remaining chapters are grouped according to continents: fifteen in Europe

(110 pp.), two in North America (73 pp.)* six in South America (45 pp.),

and two in Oceania (Australia and New Zealand, 15 pp.). The last single

chapter is a brief catchall that mentions Ukrainians in other countries of

Europe and Asia (Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey, Israel, Iran, and China, 3 pp)

.

Even the appended list of Ukrainian bookstores is emigre oriented. Names
and addresses are provided only for bookstores in the West (the United

States, Canada, and one each in Australia, England and West Germany),

but communist bookstores, whether in the communist countries or abroad,

are omitted.

In his foreword, Professor Isajiw provides a good overview of the

reference book and points out its utility for planning Ukrainian life in

the diaspora. He discusses, in a scholarly fashion, the problems of col-

lecting, interpreting and comparing the data on various countries. Un-
fortunately, Isajiw’s summary of the Ukrainians in the world is neither

comprehensive nor consistent with the material presented in the chapters

that follow. A table of Ukrainians living in the countries described in

the reference book is wanting. Had he prepared such a table, Isajiw

would not have understated the number of Ukrainians in Eastern Europe
(“418,000,” including Yugoslavia) by 61,000 or more. According to

the contributing authors there were, in Poland, 300,000 (best estimate),

in Romania, 70,000 (official), in Hungary, 3,000 (official), in Czecho-

slovakia, 55,000 (official), and in Yugoslavia, 51,000 (official)—a total
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of 479,000 Ukrainians. More generous estimates for Romania (130,000)

and Czechoslovakia (300,000) would increase the total to 774,000. Isajiw

chose not to mention another five to six million Russified Ukrainians in

the USSR. By contrast, his estimate of Ukrainians in the West (2,340,000)

exceeded the numbers given in the chapters (even with the higher estimate

of 1,250,000 Ukrainians in the USA) by some 20,000.

The uniform structure of the chapters that follow, though useful

for easy retrieval of facts, imparts a sense of futility where little informa-

tion on the Ukrainians is provided. It makes little sense to feature a

chapter on a country with a full-page gazetteer of information obtainable

from any almanac and then proceed with a modest paragraph on several

hundred Ukrainians living there. Moreover, even in the longer chapters

the facts about this or that country’s economy or climate are not always

integrated effectively enough to explain Ukrainian immigration and settle-

ment patterns.

Most chapters are thorough and well written, but there are some

weaknesses that should be eliminated if and when a new edition is pre-

pared. In the first chapter, the manifestations of Ukrainian vitality, such

as schooling and publications, also should be expressed in quotients of

per-thousand Ukrainians, which would enable meaningful comparisons

with the diaspora. In the second chapter, the Russification of Ukrainians

outside their republic was ably demonstrated, but downplayed in calculat-

ing the total number of Ukrainians. Why should Ukrainians who declared

themselves Russian (some five to six million) be excluded, but intermar-

ried or third-generation Americans or Canadians of Ukrainian origin be

included? Estimates for the number of Ukrainians in Poland (chapter

three), if not based on the Polish census, should be documented (p. 56).

The presence of aboriginal Ukrainians in Hungary might be indicated

using historical data from S. Tomashivsky, Etnohrafichna karta Uhorskoi

Rusy (St. Petersburg: Tipografiia Imperatorskoi akademii nauk, 1910).

Estimates of Ukrainians in Czechoslovakia (chapter six) should be care-

fully documented. References to the two widely differing estimates of

Ukrainians (650,000, p. 80, and 300,000, p. 82), both attributed to Ku-

biiovych, should be listed in the bibliography. Since the estimates were

probably computed over two different territorial bases and for different

time periods, verification without references is impossible.

The impressive account of Ukrainians in the Vatican and its vicinity

(chapter thirteen) lacks an assessment of their numbers and a list of

documentary sources. Chapter fifteen deals strictly with West Germany,

yet East Germany is included, inappropriately, in its introductory gazet-

teer. The long chapter on Canada contains tedious lists of organizations,

publishers, and periodical publications that lack the needed commentary,

yet nothing is said about Ukrainian radio or television programs, or the

outstanding choirs, dancers, or performers in major cities. Paraguay
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lacks an estimate of the number of Ukrainians, a description of their

institutions, and a bibliography. A careful search of publications would

have filled some gaps. According to the Soviet ethno-demographer S. I.

Bruk ( Chislennost i rasselenie narodov mira [Moscow: Izdatelstvo Aka-

demii nauk SSSR, 1962], p. 347), some 10,000 Ukrainians arrived in

Paraguay from Poland in 1939. On this basis Bruk assessed the Ukrai-

nian population of Paraguay at 10,000 for 1978 in his Naselenie mira:

Etno-demograficheskii spravochnik (Moscow: Nauka, 1981), p. 780.

Chapter twenty-nine, on smaller Ukrainian groupings in countries of

Latin America, is weak and inconsistent with the format of the book. It

contains two brief and outdated reports on countries (Uruguay and

Venezuela) already described, and two exercises in futility on Chile and

Peru because of fragmentary information. Again, bibliography is lacking.

A reference book of this magnitude needs careful editing. Meaningless

statements, such as the first paragraph on p. 42, should be avoided.

Indeed, if that sentence is correct, the percentages are wrong. The correct

author in ref. 17, p. 51, is D. W. Treadgold, not Dr. M. Milko. Proper

names of organizations should be corrected (e.g., SUM, pp. 102, 120, 176;

TUSM, p. 241). Which is the correct proper name: “Karpatoruska Pravo-

slavna Hreko Kat. Tserkva” (p. 266, table 4), or “Rosiiska Pravoslavna

Hreko-Katolytska Tserkva v Amerytsi” (p. 269, 1. 5) ?

Maps should be both informative and aesthetically pleasing. In this

reference book each of the six parts are introduced by an administrative

map showing countries included in that part. Each chapter is adorned,

alongside its heading, with a tiny logo-style outline of the country involved.

Unfortunately, the administrative maps are cluttered, in most cases, with

unnecessary detail. On the map of the Soviet Union (p. 12), the annexa-

tions since 1940 and industrial areas need not be shown, but administrative

boundaries and the distribution of the Ukrainian population (not shown)
are crucial. The map of Eastern Europe (p. 54) need not be complicated

by postwar boundary changes, but it should show all of Poland and
East Germany (cut off), and areas of Ukrainian indigenous population

(not shown). Instead of clutter, the map of Western Europe (p. 90) could

have presented graphically the present distribution of Ukrainians. The
poorly reproduced and crowded map of North America (p. 202) is domi-

nated by a heavy, doctored boundary that donates the western half of

southern Ontario to the United States. The simple, readable map of South
America (p. 278) fails to locate the towns or provinces where the Ukrai-

nians live. Australia is represented by the clearest map of all. Unfortu-

nately, the scaled dots for cities in Australia (p. 326) may be mistaken

for the distribution of Ukrainians, which Tesla represented so well on
his map of Canada (p. 211).

Despite some shortcomings, the reference book provides a wealth of

information. Perhaps with proper funding and broad cooperation, data may
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be collected to close some gaps and update the information base. The

Ukrainian Center for Social Research should be commended for its work

and encouraged to produce a revised English-language edition.

Ihor Stebelsky

University of Windsor

LUBOMYR Y. LUCIUK, UKRAINIANS IN THE MAKING: THEIR
KINGSTON STORY. Kingston, Ont.: Limestone Press, 1980. x, 156 pp.

How did the three successive waves of Ukrainian immigration to Canada

perceive and relate to each other? Luciuk attempts to provide an answer

using Ukrainians in Kingston as his model. Despite some shortcomings,

it is a fruitful endeavor resulting in a competent, if somewhat pedestrian

monograph, which should stimulate further research.

According to Luciuk, the first wave of Ukrainian immigrants (1891-

1914), at least in Kingston, did not publicly act as Ukrainians. He states:

“These first immigrants . . . had no distinct consciousness of belonging

to any ‘corporate’ or ‘national’ groupings” (p. 23). For them, “abstract

concepts like ‘Ukraina’ exerted little influence ...” (p. 24) . Apolitical,

unorganized, these “immigrants desired to disregard or mask their own
backgrounds” (p. 25) while emulating the Canadian way of life. To
illustrate his argument, Luciuk notes that about seventy-five per cent of

those Ukrainians who settled in Kingston before World War One Cana-

dianized their names.

The second wave of Ukrainian migrants (1922-1929), according to

Luciuk, were substantially different from the first. Unlike their predeces-

sors, they possessed a “rudimentary awareness of a corporate national

identity as Ukrainians” (p. 20). For them, “to be Ukrainian meant to

have taken an activist position in Ukraine” (p. 50). In Canada, they

embodied a particular sort of Ukrainian—a “politicized” Ukrainian. This

produced a rift between the ewo enclaves. Luciuk states: “the two groups

of immigrants met and judged each other, measuring worth by standards

uniquely their own, largely alien to each other and certainly completely

so in relation to Canadian society as a whole” (p. 64) . The second wave

viewed their brethren as “dark people, uneducated, undisciplined” (p. 63)

and slighted them for “not living as Ukrainians” (p. 64) . Defining their

ethnicity “within an organizational framework,” the interwar group found

their predecessors lacking in patriotism, myopic in their vision, and

totally uncooperative in being “enlightened” by those who had experienced

the “Ukrainian Revolution.”

Luciuk argues that the third wave of Ukrainian immigration com-

pounded the cleavages already evident among Ukrainian Canadians.
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Shaped by the experience of World War Two and the Displaced Persons’

Camps, this group developed their own institutions, which supplanted

other Ukrainian ethnic organizations. While the pre-World War One

immigrants continued their obstinate “un-Ukrainianism” by rejecting the

notion of ethnic organizations, the inter-war enclave fought with the

“D.P.s.” The second accused the newcomers of not appreciating conditions

in Canada and of not being willing to submit to Ukrainian organizations

already in place; the latter argued that the second immigration was “stuck

in the past” and thus was incapable of representing a Ukrainian cause

that they no longer understood (p. 108). For example, post-World War
Two immigrants believed that the existing Ukrainian organizations in

Canada were insufficiently militant toward “communism” (Ukrainian-

Canadian communists had energetically attempted to block the admission

of Ukrainian refugees into Canada) and therefore unable to serve as

vehicles for the continuation of the Ukrainian national-liberation struggle

(p. 108).

Luciuk concludes that pre-emigration experiences and the ongoing

evolution of Ukrainian fortunes in Eastern Europe had different meanings

to each wave of Ukrainian immigrants. This was complicated by the “new
world” milieu that influenced their ideas and behavior. Consequently,

the Ukrainian-Canadian community has been riddled with bitter strife

and factionalism. The result is that no one group or organization can

represent Ukrainians collectively to the host society.

Bolstered by lengthy slices from interviews, Luciuk’s thesis appears

convincing until one realizes the narrow limits of his evidence. For in-

stance, it may be true that seventy-five percent of those Ukrainians who
settled in Kingston in the pre-World War One era “Anglicized” their

names, but it is also true that there were no more than a dozen Ukrainians

residing in Kingston before World War One (p. 17). This fact makes

the reviewer wary of the implicit and explicit generalizations for Ukrai-

nians throughout Canada that the author formulates from the Kingston

example. Certainly, a study of Ukrainians in Kingston has intrinsic value,

but not as a reliable guide from which to deduce the Weltanschauung of

Ukrainians nationally. The example is too small.

Although the second wave of immigrants was more conscious (that

is, they did not doubt that they were Ukrainians), it can again be argued

that the Kingston cases are too truncated to allow for such clear-cut dis-

tinctions between the first and second wave as delineated by the author.

No doubt, the inter-war period witnessed the arrival of educated, na-

tionalistic intellectuals who established and assumed leading positions

in Ukrainian-Canadian organizations. And, no doubt, they propagated

their own brand of “narodna sprava,” criticizing and shunning those who
did not. But what proportion were they of the total that came in the inter-

war period? Given our scant knowledge of this group, it could very well
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be that the educated, nationalistic, urban, intellectual component was

a minority, and that the vast majority had much more in common with

their pre-World War One brethren in their desire to begin anew and

become Canadians as rapidly as possible. (If, indeed, one accepts Luciuk’s

characterization of the first-wave immigrants.)

Without unduly belaboring the point, the same can be said of the

post-World War Two migrants. The degree of animosity and clear ideologi-

cal distinctions can only be assessed after a systematic study of the “D.P.s.”

As with the inter-war immigrants, such a study has yet to be written.

In conclusion, the author may well be correct in his assessment of

the three immigration waves and their relationship to each other. Cer-

tainly, it appears the case in Kingston. The above comments simply

represent a plea for caution, not a rejection of Luciuk’s thesis. Many
more micro-studies of the kind Luciuk has completed are needed before

a definitive macro-portrait can emerge. For his contribution of grist to

the mill of Ukrainian-Canadian studies, Luciuk is to be congratulated.

J. Petryshy

n

Grande Prairie Regional College

EUCHARISTERION : ESSAYS PRESENTED TO OMELJAN PRITSAK
ON HIS SIXTIETH BIRTHDAY BY HIS COLLEAGUES AND STU-
DENTS. Ed. I. Sev?enko and F. Sysyn. 2 vols. in 1. Cambridge, Mass.:

Harvard Ukrainian Studies 3-4 (1979-80). 972 pp.

Omeljan Pritsak (b. 1919) is the internationally known orientalist who
heads the Ukrainian Research Institute and Chair of Ukrainian History

at Harvard University. His contributions to Ukrainian studies are many
and have been marked by the attention to detail and to the spirit of inter-

national cooperation characteristic of the professional orientalist. The

present volumes reflect these traits. Besides the usual biographical sum-

mary and bibliography, the Festschrift contains essays that may be divided

into three main categories. The first category is Oriental studies with no

direct connection to Ucrainica. This type of scholarship takes up most of

the first volume and a good part of the second. But as it is of marginal

interest to the readers of the present journal, purely Oriental studies will

not be discussed in this review. The second category, Oriental and other

studies related to Ucrainica, is of greater interest. The third category,

purely Ukrainian studies, will, of course, receive the most attention here.

In general, the essays on Ukrainian history, especially of the Cossack

period, are the strongest part of the book. This reflects Professor Pritsak’s

own interests and his cultivation of this area at Harvard. The result has

been a new generation of Ukrainian historians with expertise in a classic
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core area of Ukrainian history and a claim to a scholarly lineage going

back through Pritsak’s teacher Ivan Krypiakevych (1886-1967) to My-

khailo Hrushevsky (1866-1934) and even further. Thus, it is sometimes

said, at Harvard the Hrushevsky school of history lives on. 1

The work of the new Harvard generation does not stand in isolation.

The studies of the Cossack period are complemented by contributions on

the older and modern periods, by discussions of the resources for Ukrai-

nian studies, and by a few contributions dealing with language and litera-

ture.

There are three resource-type studies. The first is a discussion of

Lviv manuscript collections by Patricia Grimstead. The Lviv collections

seem to have largely survived the Second World War and are an important

and underused resource. The Ossolineum library in Wroclaw is also dis-

cussed. The second is Edward Kasinec’s description of the Ivan Ohienko

(Metropolitan Ilarion) Collection in Winnipeg. The last study is Paul

Magocsi’s account of the rich resources awaiting the Ukrainian scholar

in Vienna. A visit to this city is especially valuable for the specialist

interested in Galicia.

The historical studies begin with Bohdan Strumins’kyj’s attempt to

find out whether the ancient Antes were eastern Slavs. On the basis of

linguistic evidence he concludes that, Hrushevsky to the contrary, they

were really North Pontic Goths. Peter Golden discusses the “Wild Po-

lovtsi” and the politics of the Turkic steppe tribes. Jaroslaw Pelenski

discusses the descriptions of the sack of Kiev (1482) in the Muscovite

chronicles. Since the Muscovite ruler was partly responsible for the pillage

of this holy city, a serious polarization exists in the chronicles: some
authors see it as a crime against fellow Christians; others see it as the

just deserts of a foreign town. The ideological problems of the emerging

theory of the “Kievan inheritance” is Pelenski’s real subject.

The contributions on the Cossack period begin with another page

in Frank Sysyn’s biography of the leader of the Orthodox Ukrainian

nobility, Adam Kysil (1580-1653), who was a proponent of accomodation

between the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and the rebellious Cossacks.

Zbigniew Wojcik discusses the chaotic period of civil strife that followed

Khmelnytsky’s death. His main interest is the Polish-Russian rivalry in

Ukraine. Orest Subtelny describes the futile attempts at forging a lasting

alliance of Mazepa’s followers-in-exile with the Crimean Tatars. The latter

were seriously threatened by Muscovy after the battle of Poltava (1709)

1 See Omeljan Pritsak, “Harvardskyi tsentr ukrainskykh studii i

shkola Hrushevskoho,” in his Chomu katedry ukrainoznavstva v Harvardi?
(Cambridge, Mass., 1973), pp. 91-107, and the critical remarks of Olek-
sander Dombrovsky, “Do pytannia ukrainskoi istorychnoi shkoly v diia-

spori,” Ukrainskyi istoryk 4 (1974) : 74-84.
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but could not resist plundering Ukrainian lands. Zenon Kohut continues

his study of gentry autonomists in eighteenth-century Ukraine, and My-
roslav Labunka makes a contribution to the ecclesiastical history of this

period.

Modern Ukrainian history is represented by three studies. Ivan L.

Rudnytsky examines the theories and influence of the Polish-Ukrainian

ethno-historian, Franciszek Duchinski (1817-93). Duchinski was the fore-

most popularizer of the theory that the Muscovites are racially not really

Slavs at all, but rather Finns and Turanians. The Ukrainians, however,

are ethnic Slavs, like the Poles, and are therefore European. Though
Duchinski’s name is forgotten today, Rudnytsky contends that elements

from his thought can be found in the writings of the ideologues of Ukrai-

nian “integral” nationalism. Russian nationalism and Peter Struve’s at-

titude toward the Ukrainian movement is the subject of Richard Pipes’s

contribution. He points out that while Struve recognized Polish and

Finnish national aspirations, Ukraine was his “blind spot” and the cause

of his break with the liberal (Kadet) party on the eve of the First World
War. Moving on to the twentieth century: Bohdan Bociurkiw discusses

the spirit of democracy and the resultant Ukrainization movements within

the highly formal Russian and Ukrainian Orthodox Churches in the 1920s.

Finally, Jaroslaw Padoch describes the life work of the Ukrainian-Czech

archeologist, Ivan Borkovsky, who was an expert on the Prague Royal

Palace and Slavic antiquity. All of these studies are real “meat and po-

tatoes” Ukrainian history.

They are not without garnishing. The Pritsak volumes contain rather

a lot of material of significant, if less direct, bearing upon mainstream

Ukrainian history. This type of study begins with Moshe Altbauer’s dis-

cussion of Karaim linguistics. The Karaim are a Turkic-speaking ethnic

group of Jewish religion who are believed to be the descendants of the

ancient Khazars, who ruled the Ukrainian steppe at the dawn of Kievan

history. A few thousand Karaim have survived to live in modern
Ukraine. 2 Louis Bazin also deals with a Turko-Ukrainian subject. He

2 According to official Soviet statistics, which may understate the

number, in 1959 there were 3,301 Karaim in the Ukrainian republic, and
by 1964, 6,000 in the entire Soviet Union. (See Radianska entsyklopediia

istorii Ukrainy, 4 vols. [Kiev, 1969-72], 2:310). In general, Soviet ac-

counts of the Karaim tend to stress their Turkic origins and to treat them
as a peculiar ethnic group. By contrast, Jewish scholarship, which has a

deep concern about the genealogical questions raised by the notion of

“the Chosen People,” tends to minimize the role of the Turkic Khazars
in Jewish history. In a popular work intended to offset this tendency,

Arthur Koestler maintained that the Khazars migrated westward to form
the cradle of European Jewry. His Thirteenth Tribe: The Khazar Empire
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analyzes the origin of the term
“Ataman” (a high rank in the Cossack

army) and discusses its relationship to the Turkish word “Ata”, meaning

father. Alexandre Bennigsen and Mihnea Berindei make a contribution

to sixteenth-century steppe politics, while Patricia Herlihy deals with

Greek merchants in nineteenth-century Odessa. Yaroslav Dashkevych

points out that the Armenians did rather well in Ukraine during and

after the Khmelnytsky revolution. Their Jewish competition was gone.

Crimean history receives two treatments. In the first, Alan Fisher describes

the decline of the Crimean Khanate in the sixteenth century. He suggests

that Cossack raids were a major factor in the weakening of this once

powerful state. In the second treatment, the Turkish historian Halil Inalcik

describes the rivalry between the Khan and the tribal aristocracy and

how this led to the capture of Astrakhan by the Muscovites. This was an

event that forever altered the politics of the East-European steppe.

Finally, there are a few literary, ethnological, and linguistic studies.

George Grabowicz compares Shevchenko’s Russian and Ukrainian poetry.

He thinks the former more distant and controlled, the latter, more im-

mediate. MichaF tesiow discusses personal names in popular Ukrainian

riddles. George Shevelov deals with Ukrainian-Belorussian linguistic con-

tacts. Victor Swoboda reveals a Ukrainian contribution to Yiddish vocabu-

lary, and A. DeVincenz discusses the etymology of the family name Pet-

liura.

All in all, the two volumes of the Pritsak Festschrift are quite a

mixed bag. They certainly testify to the dual nature of Pritsak’s interests

—Oriental and Ukrainian studies. It is a lucky fact that these two disci-

plines cross paths so frequently; if they did not, the little old lady from

the Ukrainian National Home in Winnipeg, who has donated her hard

earned- savings to help establish a Ukrainian Research Institute at Hard-

vard, would certainly wonder what an article by Barbara Flemming on

“Three Turkish Chroniclers in Ottoman Cairo” was doing in Harvard
Ukrainian Studies.

Thomas M. Prymak
University of Toronto

and Its Heritage (New York, 1976) produced a storm of controversy

when it was first published. The founder of the Ukrainian school of

Oriental studies, Ahatanhel Krymsky (1871-1942), devoted the last years

of his life to a monumental history of the Khazars, which seems to have
dealt with these problems. The two-volume manuscript lies unpublished
in the archives of the Ukrainian academy of sciences in Kiev. Krymsky’s
pupil, Omeljan Pritsak, has in his possession at least part of the manu-
script and will probably include some of this material in his long-awaited
Origins of Rus’. See the brief remarks of N. Polonska-Vasylenko, “Nauko-
va spadshchyna Akademika A. lu. Krymskoho (u spravi rukopysu ‘Istoriia

Khazar’),” Ukrainskyi istoryk 3-4 (1973) :142-5.
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riAB/IO POMAHKDK, HEnOPOHHICTb MOBHAHH5I. EyxapecT: KpHTepioH,

1978. 113 ct.

Lie B>Ke apyra 36ipna Mo.iojoro noeia 3 MapaMopomHHH. PoMaHion Hapo-

.HHbch 1952 p. b cejii Bhuihh PoHa. 3aidHqHB (jMJioaoriqHHft $aKyjibTeT Eyxa-

pecTCbKoro ymBepcHreTy ft Tenep yqHTeaioe b cepe/mift uiKOJii. riepiua ftoro

36ipna BipmiB noaBHJiaca b 1976 poui nU 3arojiOBKOM “3aMOK nepeaiTHHX

maxiB”.

CBoeio HaiBHicTio cnpHHMaHHH CBuy Biprni PoMaHWKa cnepuiy HaraayioTb

rojio6opo^bKa. 06ox noeiiB B’awe mrraqa 6e3nocepe^HicTb BHCJiOBy Ta BijibHa

(JjopMa Biprna. Ta kojih rojio6opo;ibKo cnpaBJiae Bpaa<eHHa Maft>Ke jhthmoi

CITOHTaHHOCTH i HeBHMymeHOCTH TO POMaHIOK 6iJIbIII Ha^yMaHHil i SyMRCHHft.

BiH BijKpHBae cbok> apyry 36ipxy aobthm (hk Ha Hboro) BiprneM “Abto-

6iorpacj)ia”, b aKOMy BJiacHe i BHamioTb aeaKi phch ftoro Haaym3hocth

:

MeHi BiciM racaq qorapHCTa n’aT/iecaT i n’aTb poxiB,

O^HHa^UHTb THCHH CTO flBaHa^UHTb Heilijlb.

Ka>Ky: BiciM racaq qoTHpnera n’aTaecaT i n’aTb i

OitHHaOTHTb THCHH CTO ^Ba^UHTb Heflijlb TOMy,

6o MeHe MaTH HaBMHJia aeHb BBa>KaTH pokom.

Lie TijIbKH O^HH i3 KpOKiB B 3pH(J)MeTH.ui MOPO >KHTT9 —
Hayna npo Jiiq6y...

Xoqa ue 3aMHJiyBaHHa Jiiq6oio 3Haxo,HHTb BHpa3 y me aeaKHx Bipiuax 36ip-

kh, i xoqa Pom3hk)k 3BepTaeTbca ao tcmh 6yrra, Hapo.n>KeHH9, icHyBaHHa —
He TijibKH jiiojihhh ajie ft peqefi Ta cjiiB (“ASbh noqHHaiOTb CBift pier, CBift

BcecBiT (Bin. JiiTepH A.) (fl6ayK0 Hapoa>KyeTbca bu a... iTn.) *
6iJibinicTb BipmiB

y 36ipui — ue JiipnqHi cnoerepe>KeHHa aywe qyjioro noeTOBoro “a”, ane

qacTo-rycTo BpaweHe 6ojieM, qn nan, cMyTKOM BJiacHoro 3pocT3HHa.

Xoqa KOMno3Huia Bcix BipmiB He piBHa i He 3aB>KflH BHTpHMaHa jioriKa

acouiauift, PoMaHioK BMiao KopncryeTbca MO/iepHHM noeTHqHHM CKOponwcoM,

BHKopncTOByKDqH npH TOMy MeTattjopnqm nopiBHaHHa, MeTOHiMiio, CHHecTe3iio

Ta nepcoHitJjiKauiK). Ocb KijibKa npHKJiamB:

LIpoMiHHJiHCb rpaHi bcchh

b npoHH3aHift aymi cojmaTa...

BiH ftmoB CMepeKOKJ no

nomHHejieHift 6pyKiBui... (ct. 48)

To >K a BCTpOMHB

aanoBiT Jiio6oBi

y rpy^H MaBKH moix jiu! (ct. 57)

TaKHx npHKJia^iB Mo>KHa 6 HaBecTH aywe 6araTO. Ta Ma6yTb BHCTaqHTb npo-

UHTyBaTH OflHH KOpOTKHft Bipm, B BKOMy BUmepKaJHOIOTbCa npHTaMaHHi JJia

PoMaHioKa Hi>KHicTb cnoBHTa b HOCTajibriio, JierKa ft He HaflTO CKOMnainoBaHa

iHCTpyMeHTauia, Ta uinaBa ft CBia<a MeTatJ>opa:
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BATbKy CnOrAHIB

BaTbKy cnoraaiB,

KOJIH KpHJIOM

BMH6 Jie6 iflb

TB'Ol mOKH,

HK KJieH B^OBie,

npomaioqHCb 3 JiiTOM,

npH6yay Ha TBifl

3rop6jieHHft BinaMH

nopir,

nonpomy b 3anoBiT

TBifl nepdeHb,

^3BiHHUIO CJliB,

conijiKy TyrH,

i Ka3Ky He^0Ka3aHy. (ct. 79 )

PoMaHioK uiKaBHfl noeT 3a hkhm Bapia cjiinKyBaTH. LU,o Bia Hboro mo-

>neMo me cnoaiBaTHca ^ajibmoro po3BHTKy 6aHHM0 Bwe 3 Bipma, mo He BBifl-

moB /to Hie'i 36ipKH a hohbhbch pin ni3Hime b 36ipHHKy 06pi'i I (Byxapeer,

1979
,

ct. 59 -60 ):

BTEHA 3 TPOI

FIponHJia Hh oninKH

b oniBHiHHiM mHHKy,

Ha pHHKy,

,ne o6piaMH

BiTpn TopryioTb.

JlHmHJiaca b/iobok) coponna,

H3KpHBmH

BenopHHui 3acHyTi;

b OKTaBax

KajiHHOBoro menoTy

nponHJia Hin oninKH,

MOB K03aK JHOJIbKy,

a BOpOH

p03THi3ilHB CBOl OHi

y coKax jiimHHH...

Bate B03H

JieOe^eM nnaTb

no nyMaubKifi Aopo3i,

B>Ke

nepcTHi CHy
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pyra HanHJiHCb,

a th njiaqem,

HapoA>Kyio*iHCb

HenopoMHOio conijiKoio.

B thx >ne 06piax e i wopoTKa ct3tth Mar^ajiHHH JlacAO-KymoK, “Eepe-

30BicTb noeia”, ct. 189-92, npncBimeHa noe3ii PoMamoKa, Ae kphthk BHAiAae

Made B>KHBaHHH o6pa3y AepeBa, oakdahchham hkofo PoMaHion ciapaeTbca BiA-

AaTH cboi i jno^cbKi nepe>KHBaHHa. Ct3tth KimiaeTbCH jierKoio kphthkoio HeAO-

TarHeHb PoMamoKOBOi KOMno3Huii’ ft nopaAoio “6ijibiu cmuihbo 3anpoBaAHTH

KOMno3HuifiHi npHHUHnH (J)OJibKJiopy” mo6 nHcam Bipmi” b hkhx BijmyBaeTbCH

Haxwji HapoAnoi nicHi ao eniMHocrri.” 3 uhm mh BnoBHi 3riAHi i AHBAHUHCb Ha

noBHme HaBeAeHHfi Biprn OanuMO, mo PoMaHioK caMe i npHMye b TOMy Hanpa-

Mi. HaAieMOca, mo BHeAOB3i noHBHTbca me oAHa 36ipKa ft OawaeMo SoMy

ycnixiB.

JlaHHAo Tycap OrpyK

TopOHTCbKHfl yHiBepCHTeT

JIKDEOMHP BHHAP, EBrEH OHAUbKHll — HECHICTb 3 HAUI6K)
(1894-1979) HbKD-PIopK — MioHxeH — Topohto: ynpaiHCbne IcTopuuHe ToBa-

PHCTBO, 1981. 31 crop.

y uift BiA6Hmi 3 >nypHaAy yKpaiHCbKHft idopHK (1980, u. 1-4), JIkjOomhp

BHHap noAae KopoTKy 6iorpa(J)iK) ft orAHA tbopuocth OBreHa OHaubKoro —
HiAbHoro Aiana HauioHaAicranHoro pyxy, wypHaAicra, AeKCHKorpacJia, AOCAiA-

HHKa icTOpii Ta eTHorpa^ii yKpaiHH. He3BHnafiHO mnpOKHft Aiana30H 3auiKaB-

AeHb OHaubKoro yipyAHioe ouiHKy ftoro AiflAbHOCTH. Po3rAHAaioMH CBift eceft

ak npHHHHOK ao AaAbiuHX AOCAiA>KeHb, Bimap He HaMaraeTbca BiAOKpeMHTH ro-

AOBHe BiA ApyropAAHoro b TBopnocri OHaubKoro. lie npHBOAHTb aBTopa ao

AeAKHx nepeSiAbmeHb: HapucH b KHH>Kui llopTpeTH b npo(J)iAb, HanpHKAaA,

HaAe>KaTb ao naTpioTHMuoT nyOAiuncTHKH, a He ao HayKOBOi 6iorpa<J)ii. Mouma
cyMHiBaTHCH ft y “(JiyHAaMeHTaAbHOCTi” acakhx HayKOBHx nyOAikauift OHaub-

Koro, XOA CBOIM p03Mip0M BOHH 6e3nepeMHO poOAATb iMn033HTHe Bpa>KeHHfl.

TeHAeHuia npeAcraBAATH tboph OHaubKoro b HaftKpamoMy CBiTAi 3po3y-

MiAa, ockiAbKH uh npaua Mae Ha Mcri BmaHyBa™ ftoro naM’ATb. Tpeda niA-

KpeCAHTH, mo aBTOpOBi BA3A0CA 3M3AK)BaTH AiAAbHiCTb OHaUbKOrO B ydfi 11

daraTorpaHHOCTi, i mo AOaftAUBo onpaubOBaHa 6i6Aiorpa4)ia ciaHe AOCAiAHHKaM

y npuroAi.

B AOAaTKax ao eceio noMimeHo KopoTKy (Ha >KaAb, Aywe KOHcneKTHBHy

)

aBToOiorpatJiiK) OHaubKoro, HanucaHy He3aAOBro ao CMepra. Tyi t3ko>k HaApy-

KOBano micTb ahctIb OHaubKoro ao BuHapa 3 iHiJiopMauiaMH npo ynpaiHCbny

AHnAOMaTHUHy AiAAbHiCTb y 1920-hx ponax. y AHCTax ine MOBa npo HeApyKO-

BaHHft moAeHHHK OHaubKoro 3a 1931-38 pp., koah BiH >khb b iraAii ak npeA-
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CT3BHHK OYH. BH^aHHHM mO^eHHHKa 3afiHHJIOCH TOp'OHTCbKe BHH3BHHUTB0

“HobhA IHuhx”, ane MHHyjioro pony ony6jiiKyBajio jxpyrHft tom n. h. y BiMHOMy

Midi: 3anHCKH yupaiHCbnoro mypHajiida, poKH 1931-32 (nepuiHii tom, 3a

1930 p., noaBHBca me 1954 p. y BH^aBHHUTBi M. ReHHCioKa). OHaubKHft 6yB

He 3 thx HauioHajiicTiB, mo 3aKJiHKajiH poctphth “3y6n i na3ypi Hauili”: Tpe6a

flyMara, mo noBHe BH^aHHH mo^eHHHKa 3MO^H$iKye aoTenepiumio idopio-

rpatfriio OYH. y Mbmiaci cam BiTaTH npamo BwHapa, ana flonoMoa<e .nocjim-

hhk3m 3opieHTyBaTHca b jipyKOBaHifi cna^mHHi OHapbKoro.

MHpocjiaB lOpKeBHa

MiHiraHCbKHfl yHiBepcHTeT

LETTERS

Dear Editor:

The Multicultural History Society of Ontario has recently acquired micro-

film copies of three Ukrainian journals. These are rare publications, and

the material contained in them is of interest to scholars and researchers

of Ukrainian studies. Hence, a short description of the holdings is provided

for publication by way of information.

Sincerely yours,

Iroida L. Wynnyckyj
Researcher

The Multicultural History Society of Ontario

ANNOTATED LIST OF RARE UKRAINIAN JOURNALS AT
THE MUTICULTURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF ONTARIO

NAROD

Lviv. Monthly: in Ukrainian

Vol. 1-6 (12 issues per volume), 1890-1895.

Subtitle: Orhan Rusko-ukrainskoi radykalnoi partii.

Edited by Ivan Franko and Mykhailo Pavlyk.

The journal is devoted to economic and political thought. The period of

publication coincides with the beginnings of mass emigration of Ukrai-

nians, and emigration to Brazil and North America is particularly well

documented.

The microfilm copy was made from the original publication in the private

archive of Dr. G. Gerych of Ottawa, Ontario.
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STUDENTSKYI VISTNYK

Prague. Monthly: in Ukrainian and French

1923, no. 1—1931, nos. 8-10.

Edited by Ihor Fediv, Pavlo Horesh and others.

Official organ of the Central Union of Ukrainian Students (Tsentralnyi

soiuz ukrainskoho studentstva) ; reports on Ukrainian and international

students’ activities. Particularly noteworthy are the writings on the state

of Ukrainian education in Soviet Ukraine in the 1920s, as well as informa-

tion about the beginnings of organized Ukrainian student activities in

Canada. The journal provided some space for literary works. Among the

contributors were: D. Andriievsky, D. Antonovych, 0. Babii, L. Biletsky,

D. Dontsov, I. Fediv, K. Kononenko, L. Lutsiv, E. Malaniuk, K. Nyzhan-

kivsky, S. Smal-Stotsky, la. Shkrumeliak, Iu. Lypa, L. Mosendz, M. Mu-
khyn and others.

The microfilm copy was made from the original publication in the private

archive of Dr. Marko Antonovych of Montreal, Quebec.

DAZHBOH
Lviv. Biweekly: in Ukrainian

No. 1 (28. 2. 1935)—No. 9 (30. 7. 1935)

Edited by Bohdan Kravtsiv.

OBRII

Lviv. Weekly: in Ukrainian

No. 1 (6 2. 1936)—No. 31-32 (7. 1. 1937).

No. 7 missing.

Edited by Bohdan Kravtsiv.

NAPEREDODNI

Lviv. Biweekly: in Ukrainian

No. 1 (15. 10. 1937—No. 8 (12) (30. 11 -30. 12. 1938).

Edited by Bohdan Kravtsiv.

Dazhboh, Obrii and Naperedodni are, in fact, one publication that, owing
to political circumstances, appeared under three different titles. It mirrors

the nationalist feelings of the time, as expressed in literature, art and

scholarship. A regular feature of the publication is the information sup-

plied by correspondents from such cities as Prague, Rome, Vienna, War-
saw, Zagreb and Harbin, Manchuria. Material on Canada deals with

Ukrainian-Canadian literary and cultural activities.

The microfilm copy was made from the original publication in the private

archive of Mr. Antin Iwachniuk of Proton Station, Ontario.
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Dear Editor:

Unfortunately, two rather critical misquotations mar Marko Boj cun’s

otherwise thoughtful review of my book, The Turn to the Right: The

Ideological Origins and Development of Ukrainian Nationalism, in your

fall 1981 issue:

1) Bojcun: “Why, indeed, did the Ukrainian social democrats and

social revolutionaries fail to establish an independent state during the

Revolution and Civil War? Motyl merely repeats the nationalists’ charge:

‘democracy, socialism and lack of will’ in other words, the SDs’ and SRs’

ideology and flaws of character, were to blame” (italics added).

The Turn to the Right (p. 2) : “In diagnosing the fiasco of 1917-1920,

the Nationalists came to the conclusion that democracy, socialism, and

lack of will were to blame.”

Bojcun should have understood that describing an analysis is hardly

the same as sharing it.

2) Bojcun: “It was not the ‘Ukrainian emigration [that] became

the centre of the nationalist movement in the postwar decade’ (p. 20),

but Galicia, where the emigres encountered a Ukrainian minority whose

national identity had been forming over decades of struggle with the

Polish ruling class.”

The Turn to the Right: “Although . . . Ukrainian emigres also played

an important political role in the national movement during the war, the

collapse of first the ZUNR and then of the UNR resulted in so large a

flood of Emigres, that the Ukrainian emigration became the center of

the national movement in the post-war decade.” (italics added).

National is not nationalist is not Nationalist—as page one of the book
makes clear.

Alexander J. Motyl

Sunnyside, New York
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Cloth $13.95 Paper $6.95
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4. Ukrainian Dumy : Editio Minor. Translated by George Tarnawsky and

Patricia Kilina; introduction by N. K. Moyle, 1979. 219 pp. Published

jointly with the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute.

Cloth $9.95 Paper $5.95

5. Shevchenko and the Critics, 1861-1980. Edited by George S. N. Luckyj

;

introduction by Bohdan Rubchak, 1980. 520 pp. Published for the

CIUS by the University of Toronto Press.

Cloth $30.00 Paper $8.50

Please order the above books from the University of Toronto Press.

6.

Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky, Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors. Translated

by Marco Carynnyk; with notes and an essay by Bohdan Rubchak,

1981. 127 pp. Published for the CIUS by Ukrainian Academic Press.

Cloth U.S.$14.50 Paper U.S.$9.50

Please order from Ukrainian Academic Press, P.O. Box 263, Littleton,

CO 80160, USA.

Ukrainian Language

1.

Assya Humesky, Modern Ukrainian, 1980. 438 pp. Paper only $8.00.

Please order from the University of Toronto Press.

2.

George Y. Shevelov, A Historical Phonology of the Ukrainian Language,
1979. vi, 809 pp. Published for the CIUS by Carl Winter Universitats-

verlag.

Cloth 500 Dm Paper 460 Dm

Please order the above book from Carl Winter Universitatsverlag,

Postfach 10 61 40, 6900 Heidelberg 1, West Germany.

3.

Ukrainian-English Dictionary. Compiled by C. H. Andrusyshen and
J. N. Krett. Published for the University of Saskatchewan by the Uni-
versity of Toronto Press; reprinted with the assistance of the CIUS,
1981. xxix, 1,163 pp.

Paper only $19.95

Please order the above book from the University of Toronto Press.
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Ukrainian-Canadian Studies

1. Frances Swyripa, Ukrainian Canadians : A Survey of Their Portrayal

in English-Language Works, 1978. 169 pp. Published for the CIUS by

the University of Alberta Press.

Cloth $9.95 Paper $3.95

2. Manoly R. Lupul, ed., Ukrainian Canadians, Multiculturalism and

Separatism : An Assessment, 1978. 177 pp. Published for the CIUS by

the University of Alberta Press.

Paper only $4.95

Please order the above two books from the University of Alberta Press,

450 Athabasca Hall, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, T6G 2E8.

3. W. Roman Petryshyn, ed., Changing Realities : Social Trends among
Ukrainian Canadians, 1980. 249 pp.

Paper only $7.95

4. William A. Czumer, Recollections about the Life of the First Ukrainian

Settlers in Canada. Translated by Louis L. Laychuk; introduction by

Manoly R. Lupul, 1980. xvi, 176 pp.

Cloth $9.95 Paper $5.95

5. Wsevolod W. Isajiw, ed., Ukrainians in the Canadian City. A special

issue of the journal Canadian Ethnic Studies, 1980. ix, 138 pp. Pub-

lished for the CIUS.

Paper only $3.00

6. Jars Balan, ed. Identifications : Ethnicity and the Writer in Canada,

1982. xii, 158 pp.

Paper only $7.95

Please order the above four books from the University of Toronto Press.

A CIUS publications catalogue is available upon request from the Canadian

Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 352 Athabasca Hall, University of Alberta,

Edmonton, Alta., T6G 2E8.



TO THOSE WISHING TO SUBMIT MANUSCRIPTS

All submissions must be typed on 8V2 x 11 inch paper and double-spaced

throughout. Footnotes should be placed at the end of the manuscript.

Block quotations and four or more lines of verse from Ukrainian should

appear in the original. Otherwise the modified Library of Congress system

of cyrillic transliteration should be used.

In general, articles should not exceed 25 double-spaced pages, except where

especially justified by extensive documentation, tables, or charts. For pur-

poses of style and footnoting, the University of Chicago Press Manual of

Style should be consulted. Authors should send a short academic biography

with their submissions. Manuscripts will not be returned unless specifically

requested and postage provided. The policy of the Journal is not to con-

sider articles that have been published or are being considered for publica-

tion elsewhere. The editors reserve the right to edit all submissions.

A TABLE OF TRANSLITERATION

(Modified Library of Congress)

a — a i — i $ - f

6 — b H — i X kh

B V K — k B — ts

r — h JI — 1 ^ — ch

r —
g M — m m — sh

A — d H — n m — shch

e — e 0 — 0 K) iu

e — ie n — P H ia

>K zh p — r h — -

3 z c — s -HH y in endings

H y T — t of personal

i —
i y — u names only




